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Word from the Editor

ctober 5, 1994, will bring the celebration of the Eight Hundredth
of Clare's birth to an end. In a sense, it is only the end

of a new beginning of our awareness of the riches of the heritage she

has left to us. Those of us who were privileged to be part of the Clarefest
celebrated in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, in the Spring of 1993, can easily recall

the excitement shared by all as, day after day, we heard or saw new discoveries

or expressions of our Gospel life, manyoverlooked for centuries, which God
brought to our attention through this "new leader of women."

One of our desires has been to translate and publish some of the articles

written about Clare and the traditions of the Second Order during this
celebration. We have tried m make sure that, during these past two years, two
articles in each edition of Grffiarc Retsiat centered on the Second Order. As

we bring our celebration to a close, we would like to offer, "Clare offusisi and

the Discernment of Spirits," a work written by a Capuchin Friar, Jesfs Maria
Bezunartea, whose ministry during the past seven years has been directed
primarilyto the followers of Saint Clare.

Originally submitted as a Licentiate thesis at the Pontifical Atheneo "An-
tonianum" in Rome, Jesfis Maria Bezunartea revised and abbreviated his work
for publicationinthe Laurentimam.Withhis permission, we are now publish-
ing the entire worlg but have taken into account the changes made in his

revised edition as well as many of the sources that have been translated into
English. In addition, we have added a selected bibliography of books and

articles on the art of discernment that might be of further assistance. At the

same time, we apologize that some of the refercr)ces are incomplete. Neither
the original thesis nor the revised edition provided sufEcient information for
us to supply what was lacking in some of the bibliographical references, e.g.,

place or date of publication or name of publisher.

In reading Clare's Rule, rwo things are evident; Clare's marvelous sense of
freedom and her repeated call for discernment lest the Gospel life envisioned

by Francis and embraced by her be lost. From these two perspectives, she is,

indeed, a 'hew leader of women." she challenges us to cherish the gifis that
have been entrusted to us, to discern not only their presence within us but also

their expression in light of the signs of the times, and to live them in the

freedom of the Spirit.

lll



iv Wardfram the Editor

We continue to wonder if Clare's memory has ever been celebrated with so

much enthusiasm and reverence. Has it taken the "new Pentecost" heralded
by PopeJohn )O(Itr to see what a prophet for our times she has become?

We hope that this Supplement will bring our celebration to a fining close

and lead us to yet other insights into Clare's approach to our Gospel life. Our
thanks to Jestis Maria Bezunartea for his research and writing and to Paul
Barrett for his translation. May Clare offusisi bless you both and all of us.

RegisJ. fumstrong, O.F.i1I. Cap.

Editor-in-Chief
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Introduction

Clare ofAssisi: Character and Writings

T -f /hen writing about Clare, authors usually-and correcdy+efer

I A / to her spiritual dependence on Francis, as is evident from her
V Y Legmd and the Ac* of the Process of Canonizatioz and the Bull of

Canonization Yet we must properly assess this dependence of hers lest we fail
to give due value and importance to the life and teaching of a woman who,
according to the Bull of her canonization, "furnished a new fountain of living
water (cf. Est. 3:13) for the refreshment and comfort of souls... and to whose
remarkable splendor many have (hastened) and are still hastening, lighting
their lamps (cf. Mt 25:7) by its light" (BulCan 9).r

Over the centuries, we have become accustomed to seeing nuns and their
convenm almost completely dependent on a male clergy for their spiritual
sustenance. But this was not always the case.2 In fact, in the Middle Ages, we
find nuns who were able to influence the society of their day by their holiness
and writings,3 and the biographies of holy women in the Eastern Church
provide numerous examples which show that many nuns were able to be

"spiritual mothers to their daughters.'*
Clare was one such woman, and she has left us an unusually wide variety of

writings, which can be divided into four different literary types: legislation

@ule), erkortation and autobiography (fatammt),lefters, and liturgy @/er-

lAll 
"io.iorm 

of the writings of and about Clare are taken from Regis J. Armstrong O.EM. Cap.,
ed. and trans.: Ckre of Assiri:Early Daummts, Paulist Press, New York, 1988.

]oseph M. Soler, '1-as Madres del desierto y la maternidad espiritual," Studia Silensia, X[,
Mujerer ilel Absoluto, 1986,45ff.
3Ctemente 

de la Serna Gonzalez, "Pr6logo, iMujeres de ayer? Las monjas de hoy," Smdia Silcnsia,
W, Mujera fu I Absolum, 1986, 1 5.
aE -*o Ancilli, "La figura delta guida spirituale dall'antichid ad oggr," I^a guilla spirituale nella
oiu nligiosa, 13.
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4 1. M. Beatnartea, O.F.M. Ctp.

ing). In contrast, most other women authors in the Middle Ages confined

themselves to writing letters and poems.s Nevertheless, Clare's contribution

to spiritual literature has not been sufEciently acknowledged even within the

Franciscan family.6 Tleatises on Franciscan spirituality and prayer are still
being written with no mention of Clare's contribution to contemplative theol-

ogy. Yet some authors do aclnowledge the fact that we must take account of
Clare's spiritual conuibution if we are to reach a proper understanding of the

Franciscan ideaT and enrich Franciscanism as a whole "with that dimension of
prayer and contemplation without which one is not and cannot be a Francis-

can today.'r
Only too often, Clare disappears behind the figure of Francis so that she is

seen simply as a feminine variation of his charism,e and her originality, both in
form and conteng is ignored.lo We can see that in Clare's writings, especially

in her Testammt and letters, tlere are many important terms which do not
appear in Francis's works. And, on the other hand, her writings contain

elements of light, uiumph and suength which Francis's do not.ll Moreover,

her writings contain more optimism than Francis's and more of that subjectiv-

ity which is the reflection of the writer's own feelings and experierrces.l2

Francis's basic Christian experience was that of the Ti'iune God, whereas for
Clare the experience of the "mystical espousal to Christ" was fundamenal. In
addition, Clare's spirituality can be said to be "modern" in relation to the

spiritual trends of her time, while Francis's was closer to its biblical and

liturgical roots.l3 We must, then, inquire more deeply into the character and

personality of this woman who was so strong and tenacious in following her

own vocation but who was, at the same time, Francis's "little plant," who kept

5Th"dd€. Matura, Inuoduction, F,cits, Sainte Clairc d',*ise, edited by Marie France Becker.

Jean-Frangois Godet and Thadd6e Matura (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1985) 3 1.

6M"*o, Introduction 36.
7Ren6-Charles Dhont,Clan AmongHezSrran (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute, 1987),

32.
Schiro A Lainati, "IJna 'lemrra'di Chiara d'Assisi attraverso le fona," Approceio noico-ctiiico allt

fonti froncescane, edited by Gerardo Cardaropoli and Martino Conti (Rome: Antonianum, 1979)

r77.
9M"*, Introduction 29.
I oM"to.", Irrtroduction 63 -64.
tlA-org 

these terms are: spcadum, corwettio, oocaio, imitmi, amam4 anphttri, intaai, ntirari,
cot&ensas, c mta apl atio.
I2M"too, Irrt oduction 64.
t3Mr*o, lntroduction 64.



St. Chre andthe Discrnment of Spirits 5

in her womanly heart and in her thoughts and words so much of Francis's
charism.la

Having said all that, we can now return to the concept with which we began
this introduction and investigate how Clare was a "teacher of life" by examin-
ing her life, spirituality and writings. And to demonstrare how skilled she was
in discernment, especiallyspiritual discernmenr, we shall studythe acrual cases

in which she showed that she was truly a teacher and guide in the spiritual life.
Although it may seem sffange to some people to speak about spiritual

discernment in Clare's writings, it really is not so. For example, consider how
Clare, while still onlyeighteenyears of age, was alone able to discern Francis's
vocation and charism, to see the Christian and Gospel ruth of his ideal and to
commit herself to puaing that ideal into practice in her own life. This is proof
that she was endowed with the ability ro discern the wap of God that were
outside the ordinary an ability which, in practice, for her meant "closing her
eyes and allowing herself to be plunged into the abps of faith against all hope,
against the family tradition and the social conventions of the time and even
against the very practice of the Church of the period."ls

In many other events of her life, we shall see further evidence of the
intuition she demonsuated in discerning Francis's charism and vocation. For
instance, Cardinal Hugolino confided in her and opened his heart to her in the
letter he wrote to her in which he called her the "mother of his salvation."16
And we shall see also how Francis had recourse to her prayer and discernment
when he wanted to Lnowwhether he should devore himself solelyro prayer or
should engage also in the ministry of preaching.lT

To reach a better understanding of the whole subject of discernment and its
various aspects, we shall examine it briefly from the point of view of biblical
spirituality and Christian and Franciscan tradition.

Discernment in Sacred Scripture

Although the phrase "discernment of spirits" does not appear in the Old
Tescameng there are many examples of its being practicedls when the will of

l4Opt to, r"r, A"seldonk, "Lo Spirito Santo negti scriri e nella vita di santa Chiara," La Lettcra c

h Spirito II(Rome: Laurentianum, 1986) 138.
l schiara A Lainati, "Clara, la muier de la espeanza," Schcciones tb Francbcanimto 7 (1973) 128.

'6birrr.i, Clarz,l29.
lTBor"r.rr*.., 

Sa;nt, l,cgcnfu Major fr. l-2; bgmfu Minor II 5 , St.Frawis of Asbi: @nnibat of
Sozrres, edited byMarion A Habig (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1973).
181""qrr., Guillet et al., Dbccntrnmt of Spirit, trans. Sister Innocentia Edwards, ed. Edward



6 1. M. Bezunartet, O.F.M. Cap.

God was opposed by His adversary, the devil. At the dawn of human history
Adam and Eve had to exercise discernment and make a choice betrveen doing
the will of God and following the allurement of the father of lies (Gen 3; Jn
8:44). And the history of the people of Israel began and unfolded in the same

way. Moses and Joshua repeatedly spoke to the people about their obligation
to follow Yahweh's will and plan for them (Ex l9:77f; Josh 24:15);1e and

various facets of spiritual discernment are shown in the way Moses guided the

people of Israel. But perhaps the best example of discernment is found in the

account of his institution of the judges on the advice ofJethro @x l8).
The people of God were especially aware of the value of discernment

during the era of the prophets, since the firnction of these prophets was to
discern when moral danger threatened and to alert the people to it. These

prophets also had the duty of observing and guiding the conduct of the people

and urging them to follow God's plans for them $er 6:27) because, as Isaiah

declared, God's thoughts and ways were not always what the people wanted to
follow (Is 55:8-9).20

In the NewTestament, the term "discernment of spirits" occnrs only in the

episdes of St. John and St. Paul (cf. l Cor l2:10;Jn 4:l). This is understandable

because, while the Gospels were mainly concerned with recording the words
and deeds of Christ, the episdes dealt with specific problems that arose in the

Christian communities and so concenrated more on principles and theory.2l

Yet in almost every part of the New Testameng we find discernment being
exercised. The Synoptic Gospels constandy presuppose it because they show

us that, while the secret of Christ was revealed in His life and teaching, this
revelation was not self-evident so that discernment was needed to recognize it
in Christ's words and deeds urd in His putting the demons to flight.22 In
Christb preaching, the coming of the Kingdom was demonsuated by the

defeat of the devils (Mk 3:20tr); and the Chriitian community exercised true

discernmentwhen theyfollowed God's will (&It 7:15-23).2'Th. Gospels show

Malatesta (Collegeville: Liturgicd Press, 1970); this is a translation of the article, "Discernement
des 6sprits," Aaionruire ih Spiinalitl,vol 3 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1957) 1222-1291.

'gKrtl Vl"di.it Ti.uhlar, 'Discernment of Spirits," Srcrmtntum Mandi, editcd by Karl Rahner
(New Yorlc Herder and Herder, 1968) 89-91.
2oMrrain MN"marq "Discernment Criteria in Israel: Ti'ue and False Proph ee,"" Disccmncnt of
thc Spirit ond of rtc Spirir, ed. Casiano Floristdn and Christian Duquoc Q'{ew York: Crossroad -
Seabury 1979)3-13.

" Grill"., Dbcernmmt 123 l -3 2.
22Grill"., 

Discemmcntl 2! I -3 2.
2 3'fr,rhlrr, 

Discernm en t 90.
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us that Christ Himself continually practised discernment in doing the will of
His Father $n4:14; Lk 14:36) and in defending those who had been marginal-

ized either socially or religiously and whom He had been sent to save by

carrying out the will of God (Lk 15). Therefore, believing in Christ and

following Him meant suiving m reach His standards of discernment and

conduct(n 15:18ff).'o
St. John gives us an example of discerning between what belongs to God ([n

6:44) and what belongs to the world Sn 8:41), a choice which is based on faith

in Christ (lln 4:2fl and which is demonstrated by charity and justice ([n
3: l0).25

St. Paul was constandy preoccupied with discerning God's will in every

situation (lThes 4:1-3; ph 5:17; Rom 12:2), not an easy thing to do because

the early Christians continued to cling to sentiments and ideals that were orrly

too human (lCor 3:3; Gal 5:17). In addition, they were exposed to the

seduction of false teachings and the snares of the devil @ph 5:6-10; lCor
2:11). That is why St. Paul felt it necessary to give concrete norms for

practising di scernment. 
26

We also find examples of discernment in the Acts of the Apostles. The

continual acdon of the Spirit in the faithfirl proved that the way of the cross

followed by Christ was the path of the Spirit of God along which His disciples

travel as on a triumphal march (Acts 4).27 The Spirit rules by FIis own power

and enlightens those who open their hearts to FIim; and while His initiatives

are always wonderful, they are sometimes disconcerdng.2s

Discernment in Church Tradition

According to the traditional teaching of the Church, discernment consists

essentially in choosing the light of Christ instead of the darkness of the devil

and in accepting here and now the practical consequences of the option or

vocation to follow Christ as individuals or as a community.

2]ose Maria Castillo, El iliscrtimiento triniano. Por uu coteiacfu trirtio?u, (Salamanca, Ediciones

Siqueme, 1984) 146-150.
2s'rr,rhl"r, Discernment 89.

26c6r"rd Th.oi en, Lc Discannrmt dans lcs irit paaliniar (Paris: J. Gabalda et Cie, 1973); Miguel
Balagu6, "Caisimi," Euiclopcilia ibllaBibbi4 vol. 2: (forino: Elle DiCi' 1969) 139-l'10.
27coill"., Disccmmcnt 1237 -38.
28coi["g Dbccntrnt 268.
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Ia the Didachi and the Sbephrd of Hrmts, norms are given for discerning
between true and false prophets and for the discernment of the two "lusts."2e
For Origen, discernment was a metaphpical exercise whose criterion was t}re

use of human liberty or free will. This had great influence on the monasric
spirituality of the East, while in the West, the predominant influence was the
teaching ofJohn Cassian which stressed the fact that discernment had to be

acquired by humility towards tradition and by being open to the wisdom of the
ancients.3o

The anchorites were the first group in the Church to emphasize discern-
ment, and they did so from the third century on, when the younger hermits
felt the need to follow the example of the ancient fathers who had been led by
"the direct guidance of the Holy Spirit."31

In the Middle Ages, great stress was laid on obedience, and the problem
arose as to how to reconcile external criteria (e.g. authority) wifi interior
inspiration, while contemporary theology gave grear importance to the soul's

direct relationship wirh God.32 About this time, St. Bernard described the
spirits which can move souls, and he laid down rules for discerning the spirit
of God.33

At a later period, St. Ignadus Loyola formulated rules for recognizing the
various movements that arise in the soul and for attaining a better discernmenr
of spirits3a in order to achieve the purpose for which we were all created, the
glory of God and the salvation of our so,rls.3s St. Ignatius's basic formula was

"to seek and find the will of God," or, in other words, to listen and respond to
God's word here and now. Ignatius also gave an example of community
discernment when he and his first companions were trying to decide whether
or not to take a vow of obedience.36

29'frohl"., 
Discernment 90.

'oLrhl"r, Discernment 89; cf. Alfred Ducharme: Spiitual Disccnmrott and Commanity
Dclibcraion, trans. by Catherine Ann MacDonald (Ottawa: Canadian Religious Conference,
1974) 16.
3lTh. Rrrlr of St. Bcnedia speaks about the discernment practised by the anchorites, whom
Benedict regarded as being shlled in the batde against the flesh and the devil. Cf. Thc Rah of St.
Bcnedia: In Lnin cnd Englisb witb Nota, edited by Timothy Fry (Collegeville: The Liturgical
Press, 1980) Chap.l:3-5.

'2Truhl"r, Discernment 90.
33Do"h"..", Spirinal Dixcnmcnt 16.
34Do"h".rrr., Spii*al Dixcnmmt 16.
3sT-hl"r, 

Discernment 9 l.
36Do"h".-.r Spiriual Dircnnnnt 16.
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In Sr John of the Cross, the discernment exercised by the spiritual father is
confined to recognizing the paths along which the Lord is leading the soul in
order to help it on the way.

Discernment in Se Francis ofAssisi

In our study of the part played by Clare in the Christian tradition of
discernment, we must stress the influence Francis had on her. Although not
many studies of Francis's discernment have been done in the past, a few have

appeared in recentyears,3T and itis upon two ofthese studies thatwe shall base

our remarks in this short review.
As normally happens in other spiritual writers and in Sacred Scripture,

when Francis sets down his teaching on discernment, he is describing a

charism of spiritual discernment which helps in understanding the motivation,
aim and consequences of the spiritual movements and impulses that arise in
the Church, in society and in the religious community as well as in the hearts
of individuals.38

The term "discretion" (disretio) is often used in the same sense as the word
"discernment." But somedmes "discretion" is aken to indicate moderation,
the golden mean, the prudent thing to do. In Francis's thought, however,
discretion mainly refers to an assessment of a love which is like God's selfless
looe,le and which sees every virtue in the light of God the Father's mercifrrl
love in such a way that, opposing "the prudence of the flesh" and "the wisdom
of this world" means striving to have above all else "the Spirit of the Lord and
Its holy activity.'tr

In Francis's spiritual journey, the Gospel was an essential reference point
for the discernment of his vocation and life as a follower of Christ (RegB I 1;

Gst 14), as was also the axiom that everyrhing good belongs to the Lord (Adm
VItr 3).41 Later, he was to submit his decision and rhe conclusions of his orvn

"Cor,*^ Cargnoni, 'Discrezione," Dizioruio Frorexana (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero
Padova, l98t) 4l+4l9;Evaristo AcostaMaestre,'"The Discernment of Spirirs According to-S1int
Francis of Assisi," Grqftitn Ratiat 2zl (1988) 49-76; Michel Hubart, 'C6mo discierne Francisco
la volunad de Aos," Sehceioncs ilc Frauiuoniwto (1981) 67-74.
lSc"rgrorri, 

Discrezione, 4 14.
lgK"j"an 

Esser, 'Meditations on the Admonitions of St Francis of Assisi,' Grq{riart Raian 6
Supplement (1992) 52. Cf- Escritw ih sm Frcncisco y sanu Clara dc .4sia edited by Lazaro Iriarte
(Valencia: Asis, l99l) 108, n. 2.
{C"rgnor,i, 

Discrezione, 414-41 5.
4lM".ro", 

Discernment 3&3 3.



10 J. M. Bezuntnea, O.F.M. Cap.

discernment to the discernment of the Church when he asked the Pope to
approve his Gospel vocation.a2

One of the most important aspects of Francis's discernment concerns the
struggle between the spirit of the flesh and the spirit of the Lord, which he
describes in some deail in bs Earlir Rul, EegNB XVII 9-10 andinAdmo-
nitionfiLa3 The spirit of the flesh shows itselfin "pride and vainglory" in "the
wisdom of this world and the prudence of the flesh," in being "most eager ro
have words but (caring) litde to carry them our," and desiring "to have a
religion and holiness outurardly apparenr to people" (RegNB XVII 9-12).44In
contrast, "the spirit of the Lord wishes the flesh to be mortified. And it strives
for humility and patience, and rhe pure and simple and true peace of the spirit.
And above all things it always longs for the divine fear and the divine wisdom
and the divine love ofthe Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."
(RegNBXVtr l4-1O.45

lndAdmonitioa )OI gives three signs for discerningif our lives are ruled by
the spirit of the Lordjnner poverty, humilityin self-assessment, and minor-
ity in relation to others.tr

For Francis, discretion also meant hiding from others the spiritual gifis
which he had received from God and not easily showing them for fear of
deriving human gratification from them (Adm 28).a7

In various passages in the Rule, Francis appeals to the discretion and
discernment of the ministers in receiving vocations, conferring the ofEce of
preacher, correcting the brothers, acknowledging the missionaryvocation and
commanding under obedience.48 In the same way, he counsels discretion for
those who have to perform a seryice to others--preachers, missionaries,
priests and theologians, questors and prelates.ae

Discernment in Franciscan Tradition

In the early years of the Fraternity of brothers who had gathered around
Francis, their discretion seems to have metwith disapproval from some people

42M".r,a., 
Discernment 64,

43Mr"ro., 
Discernment 46, 49.

gM""ro", 
Discernment 50-5 l.

45M".r*., 
Discernment 51.

6M""ro", Discernment 42 ,43, 55-59
47c"rgnoni, 

Discrezione 4 I 6.
sCargnoni, Discrezione 424.
49C"rgrorri, Discrezione 425.
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outside the Order because of the friars' excessive penance, their lack of
maturity, their being too young to be sent out ro go through the world, and
the amount of manual labor they undertook.so HoweveE some authors com-
mented favorably on the attitude of the early friars, which Thomas of Ec-
cleston, for example, saw as "generosity, magnanimity and large-hearted-
ness."Sl The subject of discretion was a factoi in the 

"oruor..ry 
with the

Spirituals, who accused the Order of having abandoned the path of simplicity
and true observance of poverty on the pretext of discretion.s2 Discretion was
also one of the subjeca debated when the Order was endeavoring to renew
and reform itself. The problem was to determine if discretion was the pru-
dence of the Spirit or if it was, instead, the prudence of the flesh, worldly
wisdom.s3Alexander of Hales, the first Franciscan theologian, regarded pru-
dence as the virtue whose aim is to discern good from evil, the things which
lead to our final end from those that lead us awayfrom it 5a

St. Bonaventure regarded discretion as the foundation of all the other
virtues since it enables us to see how we should act in the existing circum-
stances. Discretion is therefore necessary for every director ofsouls and every
superior because both must know how to temper sternness with merry.5s For
St. Bonaventure, prudence was a part ofpractical knowledge because it guides
us in specific matters and enables us to see what precisely has to be done.
While he sawprudence as "the teacher of direction in the way of salvation," he
followed the example of St. Francis in calling discretion "the guide of the
virtues." And he was carefirl to point out that he was speaking about the

rliscretion which Christ taught and not rhe discretion of the flesh.56 Finally, he

said that the prudence of the Spirit shows itself in enabling us to grasp the true
meaning of the Scriptures, in choosing the best way to act, in moderation of

socrrgrrori, 
Discrezione 420.

5l Crrgnorri, ArccreAone 424-42 5.
52Cf. Ub".tirro da Casale, "LlAlbero delbrila," Fonti Froncacanc: Sedni c biogrufc di son Frcncaco
d'Assisi; Cronuhe e altre tc*imonianze ibl prino vcolo francacano; &ritti e biogrofe ili santa Cbiara
d'Assii (Bologna: Movimento Francescano, 1977) 1708-1710; Anonymous, "Sacnim
Commercium 38," St. Froncis of,tlssisi, Wntings ordEarly Biograpbers: Englbh Onnibts ofSoanasfor
rtc Life of Saint Franeis, edited by Marion A- Habig (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1973); cl
Cargnoni, Discrezione 42 8-9.
53C"rgrrorri, Discrezione 429.
s4V"l"ntioo Natalini, "Prudentia carnis et prudentia spiritus nella scuola teologica francescanar'

Qwd4n i ili spiiaaliti fraaascmra: bzlcnza c Sempliciti, vol. 13 (Sta. Maria degli AngeVAssisi:
Ed. Porziuncula, 1966\ 82.
ssNatalini, 

Prudentia 86f
s6ltJatalini, 

Prudentia 83.

t



12 J. M. Bezanartea, O.F.M. Cap.

speech and the forgiveness of injuries. He added that voluntary poverty was

the surest way to enter this world of Christian prudence."
St. Bernardine of Siena, in his treatise on inspiration, wrote about prudence

in the spiritual life as a means of testing whether or not the spirits are from
God. He saw discretion as the mother and moderator of all the virtues and

aught that, to practise it, we must submit to the judgment of God-fearing
prelates and the advice of experienced and learned men.58 In his treatise, St.

Bernardine gives twelve rules for the discernment of inspirations. Ffe says that
inspirations may come from God, the angels or a supernafl[alvirtue, and then
they are good: or they may b9 evil and come from the devil or the evil in one's

own heart; or they may be indifferent and come from some temporary need to
be met or advantage to be gained.se The gift of understanding helps us to
distinguish the good from the bad.60

For Franciscan theologians, the highest prudence was to follow Christ, and

so they called this virtue "the teacher of direction on the way of salvation" and

based their docuine on the words of St. Paul: "Have this mind among

yourselves, which was in ChristJesus" (Phil 2:5).6r

Discernment Today

In the last twenty years or so, the discernment of spirits or spiritual
direction has quite clearly acquired a prominent place in the literature of
spiritual theology as well as in the Church's pastoral work.62 This is so because

the need for discernment is being felt in both the official and the traditional
ecclesiastical and religious circles. Discernment has also become part of the

religious life of many sincere modern lay Christians because they are continu-
ally being confronted with the challenges of a secularized society. People of
deep faith feel at odds with, and threatened by, the standards and values ofthe
society in which they have to live, work and relate to others.63

5TNaalini, 
Prudentia 84.

shatalini, Prudentia 89; cf. RCI tr ll.
59Fr*gois Vanderbroucke, "The Medieval Period," Dbccnnncnt tsprritt, trans. Sr. Innocentia
Richards (Collegeville: The Liorgicd Press, 1970) 73-74.

tVaatini, Prudentia 89.
6lNatalini, Prudentia 90, 98.
62Cf. M""rt ., Discernmenq Discenmcnt of t}c Spirit cnd tbc Spfu'r, edited by Casiano Floristan
and Christian Duquoc (New York: Seabury Press, 1979); Martinez, El Discanimicnto, Tiorfu I
bdtiu Qvfadri& Instituto Teol6gico de Vida Religiosa, 1894) 56; Ducharme Sfnral Disccttntant
16; Constantine Koser, "Carisma y discernimiena," Schcciona de Frutrbconimo I (1974) 124.
63Arrarrio Barnrffo, "Discernimiento,' Nruoo Dicciorzio e aip;riuat;dod, ed Augusto Guerre
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As various documents of the Church's magisterium make plain, discern-
ment is of special practical interest to those who are most arxious to commit
themselves to the path of the Gospel life, such as those who profess the
religious life.e Vatican II recommended to religious that they should under-
take an appropriate renewal of their institutes in accord with the original spirit
of their founders and the needs of the times. To do so, religious were to
exrmine t}re spirit and special aims of their founders and assess their current
circumstances in the light of faith (cf.Pdectae Ctritatis2).The superiors were
to consult and listen attentively to all the members of their pardcular institutes
regarding everghing that concerned their conlmon interests (d. Pnfeoae
Caitatis 4) so that they might be able to render better service to everyone.

All this shows that the problem of the discernment of spiris has a direct
bearing on the way we modern Christians understand and live our faith.65 In
an age ofradical cultural and religious changes such as ours, we urgendyneed
the help and guidance of discernment.

This need for discernment in the different areas of Christian life is plain
from the variety of ways in which discernment is being studied and applied
today+piritual, Church, community, individual,66 theological,6T ethico-
moral,68 prudential,6e Christian,To and Gospel.Tl

Oudine of this Study

When studying discernmentin Clare, we shall examine her own experience
of it and the principles which guided her exercise of discernment in the areas

of Gospel spirituality, morality and prudence, both as an individual and in
community.

We shall base our study on primary sources, such as Clare's own writings,
her Rule,letters, Terttmmt andBlessing, We shall also make use of the texts and

(Madrid: Ediciones Palina, 1983) ,68-t69.
ecf. Polrn* Cmiutb 2b, d; 4 Mutuac rehtiona 9c, l2c, 51.
65T*hl"r, 

"Discernment 91.
6 Meranez, El D isc crniwi att o 5 -9.
67Ri""rdo 

Blazquez, lt comtnanith ruustcattnanali. Disccrnimcnto tcohgico (Itltilano: Edizioni
Pauline, 1987).
GMarciano Vidal, E/ Dbccrnimianm &ico. Hrcia nra cstinotiua moral eristiana (Madrid: Ed.
Cristiandad, 1980).
69Ren6 

Simon, "The Moral Law and Discernment,'Dirccrzrmcnt oftbc Spiit crul ofthc Spirit, d.
Casiano Floristin and Christian Duquoc (New Yorlc Crossroad/Seabury, 1979) 7+8r,
7 o Castillo, El disccnitn i mm.

"M..ro., Disceroment 7- 1 8.
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testimonies of others, such as rhe Legend of St. Chre, and rhe Aas of tbe Procas

of Canonization and Ball of Canonizatior. In the early Franciscan biogmphies,

we shall pay special attention to the description in Chapter 8 of Celano's Finr
Life of St. Frnncis concerning Clare and her sisters. Among the writings of St.

Francis, we shall first consider those written especially for Clare and her
sisters, that is, rhe Last Will, the Form of Life and the Canticle'of E*bortation,

while we shall use other works of Francis as reference material.
In Chapter 1, we shall deal with introductory questions, examining Clare's

terminology with a view to understanding her perception of the nature and

aim of discernment. Similarly, we shall consider her view of poverty as a
prerequisite for exercising discernment and her concept of "the enlighten-
ment of the heart" as a grace from on high that facilitates discernment of
vocation and conversion. Finally, we shall speak about the enemies of discern-
ment and the weapons to combat them as Clare describes them in her writ-
irgr.

In Chapter 2, we shall discuss Claret discernment as such and examine the

two principal areas in which she exercised ig that is, the area of vocations (e.g.

her own vocation and that of her sisters, the vocation of Agnes of Prague) and

the initial stages of preparation for reception into the Poor Ladies. We shall

examine discernment in common life and consider the principles guiding
sisterly relationships, as well as the exercise of discernment by the abbess in
directing individuals and the community with the aid of her counselors and

the local chapter.
In Chapter 3, we shall deal with rwo important forms of exercising and

assisting discernment, that is, counsel and prayer, especially the laaer. That
will provide us with the opportunity to consider briefly Clare's own contem-

plative experience. Then we shall review the spiritual journey which Clare

describes in her letters as a practical example of the way she exercised spirirual

discernment.
In Chapter 4, we shall present the spiritual values on which Clare relied in

exercising discernment-Christ and the Gospel, Mary the spirit of the Lord
and Its holy activity, the Church, Francis, the soul and the profession of the

religious life, the inspirations and needs of community and personal life,
poverty, the common good, and the unity of mutual love and peace. These

were, so to say, the standards upon which Clare depended to ensure the

genuineness of her discernment.
In developing these various themes, we have tried to demonstrate the great

richness of Clare's spiritual teaching; and we have striven to be worthy to be

counted among the small number of those who acknowledge the originality
and depth of the spiritual teaching and experience of "the first woman to write
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a rule of religious life for women." k is true that Clare was deeply indebted to
rhe Rule of St. Francis and other existing Rules; but her own contributions,
especially in connection with common life (e.g. the role of authority, co-re-
sponsibility, democratization, mercy), were real innovations in the spirituality
and historyof the religious life." Her Testammf, which is both autobiographi-
cal and exhortatory reveals the basicvalues ofher spiritual journey and ofthe
life of those who wished to embrace her form of the Gospel life.7' And her
letters show that she was deeply spiritual and mystical.T4In addition, while her
lefters allow us to share in a very close friendship between saindy souls, they
also describe for us a program of love for-Christ which was put into practice
by a life of asceticism and contemplation.Ts

'2Th"d6" M".*a, Introduction 30-32. Cf. Laz;r;olirarrr-.,Inra 1 apiriu & lz Reglz ih santa Clna
(Valencia: n.p., l9TiiJaxierGarrido, I-afomudcoillad.sonttClzra (Ardnzazu: n.p., 1979);
Chiara Augusta Lainati, 'T-a Regola francescana e il Ordine," Wta Minmam 4 (1973) 227-249;
Ignazio Omaecheverria, "La 'Regla' y las Reglas de la Orden de sana Clarar" Colbaonca
Frarciscana 46 097 q %-I19.
7'Cf. Chirm A Lainati, "Il Testamento di Santa Chiara," Fontu Sorontnt. 23 (lgg7) 196-220;
Chiara A Lainati, '"lestamento di santa Chiara," Dzioturio Frurcsono 1827-1846; Sehastian
Lopez,'T-ectura teol6gica del testamento de sa. Clara," Sclecciona & Frmrisconisno ll (1982)
229-312; Thadde Matura, Introduction 29-65.
T4opt"tor r*n fuseldonk, "Lo Spirito Sanm negli scritti e nella vita di sana Ctiera,, La Lcttcra c
h Spirito II (Rome: Laurendanum, 1986) 148.
75rsn 

Asseldonk , 147 -151.





Chapter One
Discernment in St. Clare

Basic Concepts

Terminology

A t first sight, a literary examination of Clare's writings does not seem

A to have much to offer on her discernment. In facg although the verb
l- \"to discern" does not appear in her writings, the concept of distretion
(disraio) is there in different forms, referring, for example:

-to the chaplain ofthe communityurd his companion, who are m be,,of
good reputation, of prudent discretion (disraio)" (RCl )(tr 5);

- to persons who can be sent to an aspirant to the Order so that they can
advise her about giving her possessions to the poor, "disreet and God-
fearing men" (RCl tr 10);

-to the sisters elected to advise the abbess, who are to be "elected from
the more dbcreet ones" (RCl IV 23), and who are to be known as

"discreets" (RCl V 5);

-to the excessive severity of Agnes of Prague in the matter of penance
Clare wrote ro her, advising her "to refrain wisely and prudently from
an indiscreet and impossible austeriry" (RCl )il 1).

In all these cases, we can see that distraion Qlisraio) was an exercise of
spiritual discernment as well as discernment as part of the moral virtue of
prudence, a virtue, which, as we have seen, had a great influence on spiritual
discernment according to the Franciscan masters.

The concept of disretion also appears in Claret writings in reference:

- to the abbess's taking care of sisters in need (RCl II 16) and of the
sisters in general ClestCl 63);

- to Agnes of Prague about the care of weak and sick sisters "for whom
(Francis) advised and admonished us to show every possible disaetion"
(3l,fu 31);

t7
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- the sisters who are in the infirmary who "may speak disrealy at all
times" (RClV3).

In these cases, Clare's concept of discretion is inspired by Francis's words in
his Exhortation to her and her sisters:"I beg you through gteat love, to use

tith disretioa the alms which the Lord gives you" (CantExh 4), that is, a
discretion which is equivalent to the moral virtue of liberality and generosity,

"which moderates extremes of rigor and causes the superior to be provident
and understanding in the particular situation of each sister,"76 so that she does

not scrimp when it is a question of helping anyone who is in need but rather
provides abundantly for everyone.

Besides using this word"disretioa" in her writings, Clare also employed a
series of terms related to the exercise of discernment and discretion, such as

"consider, judge, prefeq look closely at, follow and seek advice, seek consent,
enlighten the hearq not allow oneself to be led astray, confer with others."

The fact that Clare used various synonyms to express the idea of discern-
ment does not make her an exception among spiritual authors. Even St.

Ignatius of Loyola, that master of spiritual discernmeng used the word "dis-
cern" only once, in referring to a moment of reaching a firm decision, whereas

he normally expressed this idea by words such as "to feel" and "to know."77

The meaning and scope of Clare's discernment

Clare was not dedicated to study or to teaching nor did she leave a large

body ofwriting; so the spiritual riches she displayed and expressed in her few
writings were the fruit of her own experience, her closeness to God, and her
espousal to the Holy Spirit, all cloaked, as _in the case of our Lady, in a veil of
silence, in "nights" of long years of illness.Ts

When, therefore, we are studying Clare's charism and exercise of discern-

ment, we shall not look so much for a body of doctrine as for a living
experience of discernment in her own life and in that of her sisters, whom she

had to guide in the ways of the Spirit. We shall try to show her ability and

experience in unveiling the presence and activity of the Spirit of the Lord or

76Eorito, 
d" r* Frmrebeo y santa Clara de,'ts$ edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asis, l9l) 108,

n,2;215,n.12.
TTWillir- d Peters, "Ignatius of Loyola and 'Discernment of Spiris,'" Discawzcnt of tbc Spiit
ond of rte Spiits, ed. Casiano Florist6n and Christian Duquoc (New York Crossroad/Seabury
te79) 27-33.

"Chiro Augusa Lainati, "Una 'Lettura' di Chiara d'Assisi attraverso le Fonti," Apprmio
Stoico-eritico alb Fonite Francescane, edited by Gerardo Cardaropoli and Martino Conti (Rome:

Antonianum, 1979) 174.

r
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its opposite in real life situations, as well as her expertise and wisdom in
revealing the values and paths that constitute the spirimal life of the follower
of Christ or the way that life should develop. In this regard, we can speak
about "passive" discernment, which is mainly concerned with discovering the
action of the Holy Spirit in the spiritual life, and "active" discernment, which
is concerned with unveiling the paths along which the soul has to journey in
order to live according to the Spirit of God and be able to discover and fulfill
the will of God, "what is good and acceptable and perfect" (Rom l2:2). We
shall deal with both aspects of discernment when we study Claret exercise of
discernment. We shall, perhaps, pay closer attention to her active discern-
ment, to those spiritual experiences of discernment which she herself had
undergone either in connecdon with her own conversion and yocation or
during the life of following Christ in poverty and contemplation which she

shared with her sisters.

To prove Claret gifts of discernment, we can quote the Ball of Canonization
and the Legmd, both of which showher as awoman endowed with gifts from
the Holy Spirit which enabled her to ftnow His secrets and designs. Here is
what these documents have to say on the subject:

This woman, the first of the poor, the leader of the humble, the teacher of the
continent, the abbess of the penitents, governed her monastery and the family
entrusted to her within it with solicitude and prudence, in the fear and service of
the Lord, with full observance of the Order: vigilant in care, eager in ministering,
intent on exhortation, diligent in reminding, consant in compassion, discreet in
silence, mature in speech, and skillful in all things concerning perfect govern-
ment, yranting to sewe rather than to command, to honor than to be extolled.
Her life was an instruction and a lesson to others who leamed the rule of living
in this book of life. The remainder learned to behold the path of life in this
mirror of life @ulCan l0). /
First among the poor ladies who had led untold numbers to penance (and) untold
numbers to life (-egCl 48). "Because she was clearly the teacher of the unedu-
cated and, as it were, the directress ofyoung women in the palace of the King, she
taught them with such discipline and encouraged them with such love, that no
word will describe it" (LegCl 36). Her children, not ungrateful for her favors,
repaid her with the total dedication of themselves. Indeed, they cherished the
depth of love in their mother, reverenced ttre office of superior in their teacher,
followed eagerly the path of their governess, (and) marvelled at the Sift of
holiness in the spouse of God (LegCl 38).

Both the Bull andthe Legendmake much of the connection between Clare's
nane (Chru, "bright, shining') and the idea of light as indicative of her gifis
of guidance and of teaching souls, about which we have been speaking:

Remaining enclosed, Clare began to enlighten the whole world (Legcl 1l). This
(woman) was a lofiy candelabra of sanctity, strongly burning in the tabernacle of
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the Lord, to whose remarkable splendor many have hastened and are still hasten-
ing, lighting their lamps by its light (BulCan 9).

The purpose of Clare's discernment

Without providing a precise definition of discernmeng we have spoken in
the preceding pages about what Clare's discernment consisted of. Present-day

authors who deal with the theme of discernrnent give different definitions and

descriptions of the skill. Still, most of them see it as a search for God's will or
as an endeavor to Lnow FIis manner of working and what pleases FIim, a
search for Lnowledge undertaken from the point of view of faith, in an

atmosphere of prayer, inspired by the Holy Spirit.Te The definition most in
harmony with the concepts that we have just presented is the one which the

Rite of the Sacrament of Reconciliation gives: "The discernment of spiris
consists of a deep Lnowledge of the works of God in the human heart and is a

gift of the Holy Spirit and one of the fruits of charity" (l0a). And a modern

theologian defines Christian discernment as "a sincere search for the will of
God, not just to know it, but also to carry it out.'ro

That is all included in the discernment which Clare allows us to glimpse in
her writings. In practice, her discernment was directed towards embracing and

living profoundly the Gospel life in following Christ faithfully. This was her

guiding rule in eyerything she thought urd did, and it enabled her and her

sisters to choose a life of conversion in following the example and teaching of
Francis.

In clar e's wri tinss, ;T':}l|"..r:,ffi : privilese and r e sponsi-

bility of discernment devolved upon each and every one of the sisters in the

community, on those who had set out seriously to follow Christ
First of all, we see Clare exercising discernment regarding her own voca-

tion @stCl 24-26,30-32) and Agnes's life devoted to following Christ (lLAg
3-8): we shall study these later in detail.

Discernment is the responsibility of the abbess when admiaing new sisters;

providing for the needs of the sisters and for the formation of the aspirants and

novices; accepting the ofEce of abbess and exercising iq ensuring the custody

of the enclosure; dealing with sisters who sin; exercising her authority and

T9Peters 27-33.
sJon Sobrino, "FollowingJesus as Discernmenq'Dirart;rrlrlrnt of tbc Spirit ondtbc Spirits, ed.

Casiano Floristdn and Christian Duquoc (New Yorlc Crossroad/Seabury Press, 1979) l+24.
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correcting the sisters; dispensing some sisters from the fasq dispensing from
the enclosure; and consulting the local chapter regarding the interests and
welfare of the monastery. We shall deal with these maners in more detail later.

The local chapter also has ro use discernment in accepting aspirants; in
electing the abbess, ofEcials and discreets of the monirstery; and in maffers
concerning the common good and the welfare of the monasteryin general.

The discreets, too, are to exercise discernment in advising the abbess in
everything concerning the form of life, allotting tasks and alms among the
sisters and designating the use of money sent ro any of the sisters.

As we would expect from the nature of her taslq the portress has to use
discernment when the occasion requires it.

When carrying out their duties or "service," to use Clare's term (cf. RCI IX
12), the extern sisrers are personally responsible for the time they remain
outside the monastery for Sr"i"S edification in the way they act with others
and for not being an occasion of distraction for the sisters in the monastery.

The aspiranm are to begin their incorporation into the sisrers, form of life
by using their own discernment to co-operate with the "divine inspiration,,
(RCl tr l) which moved them to embrace the religious life and to dispose of
their possessions freely as the Lord inspires them, with the advice of others, if
necessary.

All the sisters are called to use discernment as the occasion arises: by
working in such a way as nor to "extinguish the spirit of holy prayer and
devotion" (RCl VII2); in adopting the right attitude towards any sister who
sins; in desiring to possess and safeguarding spiritual values.

An important part of this study will be a detailed description of the exercise
of discernment by the individual sisters and by the various groups of sisters
within the community.

Poverty necessary for discernment

The mainstay of Clare's life and the seoet of her spiritual journey was her
approach to God and to those around her: and this journey had mo guiding
stars, poverty and the kingdom of God, or, in other words, the emptiness of
self and the plenitude of God, which were united in Christ, who lived them
both fully through the mystery of His kenosis (cf. Phil 2:7)- "gle) m.ptied
himself... "-His poverty, humility, passion and glorifi cation.s 

I

8lI ointa, Lmura lSS.
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Point of departure

We can express Clare's point of deparnue in the words of our Lord in the
Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5:3), the first Beatitude, which she quotes in her
first letter to Agnes of Prague: "The kingdom of Heaven is promised and
grven by the Lord only to the poor" (lLAg 25). In this letter, Clare also sets

down a series of considerations which give practical details of how to merit
this Beatinrde (1l,fu 16, 22, 23, 27, 29, 30).

Clare's purpose

The destination of Clare's journey, a journey motivated by our Lord's
promise to the pooq was possession of the Kingdom, which she expressed in
nuptial terms as union with the Kinghimself "in the heavenlybridal chamber"

AW !. The first step to this end was to be "zealous for the holiest poverty,
in a spirit of great humility and the most ardent charity, ftrolding) fast to the
footprints of Him to whomyou have merited to be ioined as a Spouse" (2LAg
60.

Following "most holy poverqy''

Above a1[, one must prefer poyerty to worldlywealth and honors (lLAg 25,

27). From this follows rejection of the goods of earth in order to possess the

things of heaven (1LAg 30). The author of the Legml describes how Clare
carried out this plan in her own life, telling us that, before she committed
herself to the Gospel life, she sold all her inheritance and gave the money to
the poor. Then "after leaving the world outside and enriching her mind
within, she ran after Christ.... The pact that she had established with holy
poverty was so great and brought such love, that she wanted to have nothing
but Christ the Lord" (LegCl 13).

This first step in her life of penance deprived her of all security apart from
God and made impossible any dreams, attachments or aspirations that were

not founded on God alone throughJesus Christ (4LAg 11-12).82 The author
of the Legrnl also bears wimess to this: "By most perfect poyerty, she was

eager to conform to the Poor Crucified, so that nothing transitory would
separate the lover from her Beloved or would impede her waywith the Lord"
(I-egCl 14).

Clare's life, doing the will of God under the guidance of Francis, went
through an experience of material and moral poverty which she described in a

I

82-tatn l, Lcttar0, l, I
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variety of terms: "povertp hard work, trial, shame, contempt of the world"
(RCl VI 2). Her life of poverty, then, progressed through three basic stages:

"opening oneself completely" to the Father of all mercies, with unbounded
confidence in the Gospel promises to the poor; "an infinite and unreserved

abandonment of self' to this same Father who is "the giver of all good;" and

"peacefirlly resting, with a heart free of all human cares," in the hands of the

Most High, who knows everphing that happens to each one of His children.s'
Clare's poverty, like that of Francis, "was a povertywhich makes a wanderer

of the one who Iives it, who sets out on the path of faith, of exodus, towards

the promised land, without any human security, with no fixed abode in this
world, with no place to lay one's head, like Christ.'tr And Clare expressly

speaks to us about this spiritual road, following in the footsteps of Chrisq a

road on which we have to be vigilant lest we allow ourselves to be deceived or
deterred by the snares and distractions which arise along the way, so that we

may advance safely and joyfully along the narrow path that leads to happiness,

to life (cf. 2I-4.g12-14).
Mary Yahweh's poor one, sang about Godt saving workin the Magnificat.

And Clare, through her experience of total, radical poverty was able to
discover God's workin her own life and in that of her sisters and was also able

to proclaim the beneficent greatness of God until the last moments of her life,

as we can see from her own writings @stCl l-16) and from those of other

authors. From these other writers, we shall quote only from the Acts of tbe

Procers of Canonization,which describes Clare as saying: "O Lord, mayyou who

have created me, be blessed.... Go calmly in peace, for you will have a good

escort, because He who created you has sent you the Holy Spirit, and has

always guarded you as a mother does her child who loves her" (Proc 3:20).

Therefore, "Clare's secret, the secret source of her life of contemplation

and fraternity, the secret of her fulfillment as a woman, a Christian, a Francis-

can, is in having desired, sought and loved from the depths of her being, this

inheritance of poverty, of human suffering, for love of the poor Christ and His

virgin Mother. Guided by the skillful hand of Francis, she was raised by thrist
to t}re supreme heights and was gifted with the sanctity of the saints.'r5 That
is why we find in her writings many instances of the way she imbued her sisters

with this poyerty (cf. RCI VII 1-6; GstCl 40-47, 52-55), as ldte Legmd also

83-
l-,amaE, Lettilra, l) l.

grI^in 
o,L*ora, 16o,

8'Lainaa, Lmura, l5o.
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tells us: "Through frequent talks, she instilled in her sisters that their dwelling
place would be acceptable to God only when it was rich in poverty and rhat it
would continue to be secure only if it were always fortified by the strong
watchtower of the most exalted poverty" (LegCl 13).

Discernment and 'Enlightenment of the ffeart'

'Enlightenmentof the heard'in the texts

The phrase "enlightenment of the heart" appears repeatedly in Clare's
writings invarious contexts and on varying occasions but alwap in connection
with a decision that had to be made. And, seeing that it would have been more
usual to refer to enlightenment of the mind, Clare's phrase assumes a special
importance in relation to our theme of discernment

We shall briefly examine rhe occasions and the texts where Clare speala
about this spiritual experience:

After the most high heavenly Father saw fit in His mercy and grarce b mkgbtan
my beart, that I sbouU dn pnance according to the example and teaching oi our
most blessed father Francis" (lestCl 23; RCI VI l). 'Meanwhile, as long as (the
sister) remains obstinate, let the prayer be that theLordwill otligbtan her beart to
da pennnce (RCl IX4).

I, together with a few sisters whom the Lord had given me after my conversion,
willingly promised him obedience, as the Lord gave me tbe ligbt of His grace
through his wonderful liFe and teaching (lestcl 250.uo

From a quick glance at the texrs, we can see tlat the first one (fesCl24) is

dealing with the grace which Clare received to "do penance" while she was

still "amid the vanities of the world." But, in conuasq the second text deals

with going from obstinacy in mortal sin "against the form of our profession"

ECI D( 1) to the state of grace through repentance and penance (RCl IX 4).
The wording of the third text @stCl 25f) is different but iq too, is speaking
about commitment to the consecrated community life of obedience. These
three experiences are directly concerned with a posture to be taken, an attitude
towards life, a choice of life-style, and it is this dynamic, active attitude that
constitutes "the enlightenment of the heart."

6flre 
critical edition byMarie-France Becker,Jean-Frangois Godet and Thad6eMa trraof Clain

d'.*sise: krits prefers the term ilhstrare a illuminare in TesCl 24 and RCI VI l, following the
Mesina codex, while the Madrid codex.uses ilhmintrc n these two texts. Nevertheless, the rwo
tefins are synonymous and express the same ideas, as can be seen from the Latin dictionaries of
Aegidio Forcellini and Jan Frederik Niermeyer, among others,
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It is oppormne to recall here that Francis's conversion began in this way, as

can be seen from his prayer before the cnrcifi:q which he used to recite during
the first days of his conversion: 'Most high, glorious God, enlighten the

darkness of my heart... so tlat I may carry outyour holy and true command."
He was speaking about an enlightenment of the heart that would also include
the power to live according to God's will.

"Light" and *heart" in the spiritual life

Holy Scripture contains the history of salvation, which shows thag while
God wishes to reveal Himself to us in all His luminous and resplendent glory
we seem to feel more comfortable in the darkness of sin and our own wilful-
ness.

Light is the symbol of life in the universe- "Let there be light" (Gen l:3);
of the spiritual life-*The tnre light that enlightens every man was coming
into the world" (n 1;9); and of the Christian life in the world-'You are the
light of the world" (Mt 5:14). It is not a question of a light which simply
illuminates the mind but one which involves acEion, too, and which comes

from on high "to guide our feet into the way of peace" (Lk l:78f). This light
shines in the hearg "for the fruit of light is found in all that is good and right
and true" @ph 5:9)87 since, in both the Old and the New Testaments, the

heart represents the interior life and is the seat of human faculties and

personality, the source of thoughts, feelings, words, decisions and actions @z
3626f;Jer 31:33; Deut 6:5; I,llkl229f). God has poured into our hearts the

gift of His Spirit and IIis love (Rom 5:5), although the human heart can also

be filled with evil (Mk 7:21).88

The light which God has sent us from on high is revealed in Christ "the
light of the world" Sn 8:12; 12:46), and when we receive itwith faith, it draws

us to follow Flim.se In fact, "all men are called to this union with Chrisg who
is the light of the world, from whom we go forth, through whom we live, and

towards whom our whole life is direae d" (Lumen Gerxium 3).s This subjea
of a light poured into our hearts and drawing us to commit ourselves to
following Christ is beautifully summed up by St. Paul:

fiI;lrnolriarte, 
"Saint Clare's Vocation in Faith and in Hop," Grqfian Raicu 6:! (1992) 320.

sThc 
Tcntsalan Biblc, (Crarden Ciry, N.Y Doubleday & Company, 1966) note on Gen 8:21, 25.

sM, Martinez, E/ Dbcernimimto. Tiorfu 1 Pritie4 (Madrid: Instituto Teol6gico de Vida Religiosa,
1894) 56.
sM"r.irr"r, N Dismtimiato 55f.
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That... the Father of glory may give you a spirit of wisdom and of revelation in
the knowledge of him, having the eyes of your heart enlightened, that you may
know what is the hope to which he has called you (Eph l:l7f).

For it is the God who said, 'Let light shine out of darkness'who has shone in our
hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ
(2Cor 4:6).

Clare's experience

Clare was born at a time when the heart occupied a privileged place in
theological literature. In addition, Franciscan and Cistercian spirituality were

both so deeply affectjve that the twelfih century was called "the century of the
emotions."el Clare, then, was trained in Francis's school ofprayeq an affective
prayer which was marked by free, spontaneous expressiqn but which was

nevertheless always guided and moved by grace and supernatural enlighten-
ment' It was a prayer that led to mystical experiences and had contemplation
as its goal; it raised the soul to perfect union with God through love and
demanded total self-renunciation.e2 Since Clare was reared in such a spiritual
environment, it is not surprising to find tJrat she concentrated more on "the
enlightenment of the heart" than on truth and error. She did so because it is
this enlightenment which makes it possible to set out on the path to the

heights of love of God and people, byturning awayfrom sin (RCI D(4) or by
embracing the life of the community (IestCl24-26). And, woman that she

was, she knew that in any true conversion, at any level, not only must the mind
be enlightened, buc the heart must also allow itself to be illuminated.e3

This connects us with another of Clare's expressions, which occurs in her

Testament. "... as the Lord gave as tbe ligbt of His grace through (Francis's)

wonderful life and teaching" @stCl 250. In Francis's terminology and out-
loolg "the light of grace" means the inspiration of God (cf. RegNB II l; RCI tr
1; FormViv 1; RegB )(II 1), a phrase which alludes to the personal intervention
and action of the Holy Spirit, who distributes His gifis according to the divine
plan (2l-fu 3;.rThis terminology appears often in the Franciscan biographi-

9lB"n"d"tto Marchetti Salvatori,'Cuore,' Diziouio Ercichpcdia di Spiiualitn I, ed. Ermanno
Ancilli (Rome: Edizioni Sodium ,1975) 502.
92larnoliarte, 

Vuazione Frcncescarw. Sintoi dcgli lfual di S. Frouaco c ili S. Chiara, @iemme:
Casale Moferrato, I 99l) 104.

9llriarte, Vocation in Faith, 32 1.

9triarte, Vocation in Faith, 322.

I
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cal sources, referring to the wayin which so many people joined the family of
Francis, goidrd, rnwed or anraaedby the Holy Spiriq and it is used in connec-
tion with the vocation of Clare's sister, Agnes: "sixteen dap after the conver-
sion of Clare, Agnes, inspired by the diztine Eirit, ran to her sisteE revealed the
secret of her will, and told her that she wished to serve God completely"
(LegCl24).e5

Clare repeatedly alludes to Francis's teaching and example as the spiritual
force that drew her to the Gospel life and as t}re source of light and grace for
her spiritual journey and Gospel life.e6 For her, Francis was the powerfirl
reflection of that life-giving light and that abundant gift of "the most high
Father" (fest 40), "tle Father of lights" flas I : l7), ro whom she felt she owe d
"the deepest thanla" @stCl2Q.

We could say that the Aposdes' living wimess and their preaching of the
Good News were the two essential factors in the ministry of the Church,
according to the Acts of the Aposdes (Acts 2:42-47;4:32f). Similarly, Francis's
life, words and teachings "illuminated" CIare.eT

To stress the imporance of this gift of inner illumination in the exercise of
spiritual discernment, we shall quote a modern author:

Discernment will be possible only for those who allow ihemselves to be illumi-
nated by God in Christ; ttrose who strive to make an inner space for the light of
God; those who make room in their hearts so that'the flame of living love'may
take hold, burn and punSr, lay bare hidden intentions, thoughts and desires and
shine like the bright flame of the paschal candle in the darkness of their lives.98

Enemies of Discernment and ffow to Fight Them
The Gospel teaches us what we musr do to follow Christ and be His

disciples, including risking and perhaps even losing our lives in order ro share
in the Kingdom (cf. Lk923ff,14,25-27; Mt 5:llf).In her writings, Clare,
too, deals with the consequences of following Christ and with the enemies
who are opposed to this commitment and who hinder us in knowing urd
appreciating the true value of the ideal proposed by Christ. We musr, there-
fore, consider how these enemies can affect discernment and how to combat
them.

95Li"rt", Vo""tion in Faith, 322.
gt"*-F.*goi. 

Godet, "A New Look at Clare's Gospel Plan of Life," Grqftion Raieut 5
Supplement (1991).
gTcodeq 

New Look, 287. Clare's Testament repeatedly deals with this theme (IesCl 5, 24, 26, 34,
36,4,49).
% Maranez, El D ix emimi ento, 5 9.
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Enemies

The devil: Clare spoke vehemendy and repeatedly about the devil, the

"crafty enemy;" and she saw Agnes uiumph over this enemy's cunning

schemes throughout her spiritual journey of conversion and Gospel life (3IAg
6). Similarly, she advised Ermentrude of Bruges: "Close yonr ears to the

whisperings of hell and bravely oppose its onslaughts" (LEr 6). She also

alluded indirecdy to the temptations of the devil when she warned Agnes not
allow her heart to be covered "with a cloud of sadness," the work of the evil

spirit (Gal 5:22), which Francis had condemned in his life and teachings

(RegNB VII 16). And Agnes was to avoid this temptation because, as Clare

said, she was called to be the "joy of the angels" QLAg 11,14). Clare also

referred to the devil when she wrote: "If any sisteq at the instigation of the

enemy, has sinned mortally..." (RCl D( 1).

Holy Scripture calls the devil "tle father of lies" (Gen 3:4f;Jn 8144) and

"the prince of this world" S-k2253), who sometimes disguises himself as an

angel of light but who always lives in darkness because he is the enemy of 9od,
lrrli'o i, [g[t (Un 1:5-7; 3:8), and because he sinned from the beginning.ee So

it was that the devil was the most implacable enemy of the discernment which

Clare exercised with the aid of the illumination that came to her from God. In
monastic spirituality, there are numerous references to the devil, whose weap-

ons are deieit, lies and intimidation.lm

The flesh: Clare also told Agnes that she saw her triumphing over "the
pride that desuoys human nature" QLAg 6), that tries to prevail over the will
Ld designs of bod and so impedes the discernment of His ways.lol She

warned Ermentrude against allowing prosperity to fill her with pride (LEr 7).

Clare's Rule, which was inspired by Francis's, invites the sisters to occupy

themselves so as to banish "idleness, the enemy of the soul" but not to
"extinguish the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion" (RCl Vtr 2). She also

speaks in the Rule about another product of the flesh, contumacy or hardness

of heart, which prevents us from recognizing our sins and the need for

conversion (RCl D( 4). That is why she asks her sisters to pray for any sister

9;oho N"rorr", 'Diavolo," Naaoo Dizionario di Spiriualitn, ed. Stefino deFiores, Tirllo Goffi
(Rome: Edizioni Paolini, 1979) 352.
rmR€gin"ld Gr€goire, Manuah di Agiohgia: Inttdttziorc alla bttrawra agiogrofica, (Fabriano:

Monastero S. Silvestro Abate, 1987).
lolArrtorrio Barnrfio, "Discernimento,' Nuotto Diziotuio ai Sp;*utit4 ed. Stefano deFiores,

Tullo Goffi (Rome: Edizioni Paolini, 1979)174.
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who sins so "that the Lord will enlighten her heart to do penance." In the next
Iine, the Rzle mentions two other enemies which are begotten of fleshly pride,
namely, "anger and disturbance which prevent charity," understanding and
patience with the sinner (RCl D( 50.102

We can sum up biblical theology on the flesh by quoting St. James when he

tells us that sin entered the world through concupiscence, by which we are

"lured and enticed" flas 1 :14); and St. Paul condemned "the desires of the flesh
(which) are against the spirig" so that those who do the works of the flesh "will
notinherit the Kingdom of God" (Gal 5:16-21). While the grace of the Spirit
draws us to love God, the concupiscence of the flesh lures us to egotism,
self-will and personal pleasure.lo3

The world: In Clare's writings, this enemy of discernment seems to be

given more importance that the devil himself, ahhough it is only one of his
weapons. It is the first enemy Clare speaks about to Agnes, who moved in
court circles. Clare states rhat "she who loves temporal things loses the fruit of
love" (1I-Ag 25), which contrasts starkly with the declaration of the Rite of
Reconciliation that discernment is '{one of the fruits of charity" (ll-fu 10a).

Later, Clare warns Agnes chat 'tanity... infatuates human hearrs" (3LAg 6) and

that the devil, "the enemy of humanity," uses "momentary and deceptive
glories to reduce to nothing that which is greater than heaven itself'(3LAG
20). And on this point, Clare adds, "many kings and queens," who live amid
the vanities and pomp "of this world let themselves be deceived" (3LAG 28).
She advises her sisters not to be concerned about an aspirant's temporal goods

so that she can freely follow the Gospel "as the Lord may inspire her" (RCl tr
10). And she warns them to guard against "the cares of the world," which, in
the words of the Gospel, "choke (the seed of) the word" of God QvIt13.22).

St.John describes the world and is lusts as opposed to the will of God (lJn
2:l6f), which is the principal objective of discernment That is why St. Paul

appealed to the Christians in Rome "not to be conformed to this world... that
you may prove what is the will of God" (Rom l2:2), for "the works (of the
world) are evil" $n7:7); worldly people live in the darkness (cf. lJn 2:11) and

they follow base desires (cf. [n 2 : 16). The world, then, cannot understand the
foundation of the Christian message, the cross QCor 4:3fl, and relies on a

wisdom that is foolishness in God's eyes (cf. I Cor l:20-28). That is why the

1025. Fr*"i, also said that anger is the work of the devil (RegNB V 7), as does St Paul @ph
4:26f).

'olchrrl", A Bernard, Tiohgia Spiituah, (Roma, Mizioni Pauline, lg83) 259-262.
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monastic and eremitical movement was an asceticism of flight from the world,
which took Elijah as the prototype of those who fled to the desert to meer
A rl04Lroo.

Other obstacles: Clare refers also to other enemies and obstacles that
smnd in the way of discernmeng such x those who bave other ailur^r, who, while
they are not bad "would dissuade you (Agnes) from this resoludon... in the
pursuit of that perfection to which the Spirit of the Lord has called you"

QLAy 14). These warnings echo the words of Francis which Clare quotes in
her Rule and which exhorted her to guard against departing "from this most
holylife and poverty... by reason of the teaching or advice of anyone" (RCl VI
80.

Weapons to be used against these enemies

Wisdom: One of the weapons most prominendy mentioned in Clare's
third letter to Agnes is the wisdom that comes from the mouth of God (cf.
Prov 2:6; 3LAg 6), by means of which, Clare said, "in an awe-inspiring and
unexpected way fi{e) has brought to ruin" the three enemies, the world, the
flesh and the devil (3LAg 6). Clare must have lnown what Francis had written
in his First Letter to the Faithful about spiritual wisdom, "the true wisdom of
the Father," which those who do not live in penance do not possess (lEpFid
2:8).

Although Clare mentions only the Book of Proverbs in this case, no doubt
she also knew the hymn of praise to wisdom-"penetrating all spirie..., a

reflection of eternal light, a spodess mirror of the working of God..., (which)
passes into holy souls and makes them friends of God, and prophets" (cf. Wis
7:22-10). We should recall here, too, what Francis said about holy wisdom,

which "destroys Satan and all his subdety" (SalVirt 9). And St. Paul exhorted

the Ephesians to live according to the wisdom that they had learned which
would help them to put off their own nature, put on the new one and be

renewed 'tn true righteousness and holiness" (Eph *17 -24).

Humility, poverty and faith: In her third letter to Agnes, which we have

iust mentioned, Clare speaks about these three virtues: humility, poverty and

faith (3l-fu 7), through which Agnes has taken hold of "the incomparable
treasure" of the Kingdom. Christ declares that "Blessed are the poor in spirit,

l04co-.lio delZotto, 'Mondo," Dzimario Framcycno (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova,
1983) 1035-1054.
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for theirs is the kingdom of heaven ...(and) the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth" @It 5:3f; Lk 6:20). And Francis also tells us in his Salutation of the
Virtues that "Holy Poverty desuoys the desire of riches and avarice and the
cares of this world" (3LAg 11), while "Holy Humility desuop pride and all
the people who are in the world and all thirgr that belong to the world" (3LAg
12).

According to St. John, our faith is what gives us the strengrh ro overcome
the world: "\Mho is it that overcomes the world but he who believes thatJesus
is the Son of God?" ([n 5:4f). And in similar terms, the Epistle to the
Hebrews tells us about the wonders wrought by faith in the history of salva-
tion (FIeb 1l) and how Christ is "the pioneer and perfecter of our fairh,,(FIeb
1212). Hence, Clare counsels Ermentrude to rely on her taith to help her to
endure the trials of life (LEr 7), which can cloud our appreciation of Gospel
values, and to defend herself against the danger of worldly prosperity, which
can smother faith in the Kingdom of Heaven, making it seem unnecessary, for
"itis hard for those who have riches to enter the kingdom of God" (Lk l8.24f).

Prayer: To show the importance of this weapon against evil, we need not
give a detailed accounr of Clare's contemplative prayer rhroughout her life: it
will sufEce to recall two texts. The first is Clare's counsel to Ermentrude to
"pray and always be vigilant" in order to complete the work she has begun "in
holy poverty and sincere humility" (LEr l3f); and the second text is from the
Rale,where Clare exhorts the sisters to pray for a sister who is being obstinate
in sin "that the Lord will enlighten her heart to do penance" (RCl D( 4). This
recalls the words of Christ to His disciples when He told them that a cerrain
kind of devil could be casr out only by prayer and fasting (Mk 9:29).

Chariqr Aithough Clare does not specifically include charity among the
weapons against the enemies of discernment, she does imply it when she warns
us that anger and disturbance prevent us from duly appreciating the situation
of a sister who has sinned. Thar is why she indicates that rhe sisters are to be

charitable towards the sinner "for anger and disturbance prevent charity in
oneself and in others," perhaps because a charitable attitude allows the com-
munity to make a calm judgment about how to treat the erring sister. The
words of the Rite of the Sacrament of Reconciliation that "discernment is the
gift of the Holy Spirit and the fruit of charity" emphasize the role of charityin
discernment especially when the affairs of others are concerned. St Paul
wrote to the Philippians: "And it is my prayer that your love may abowrd more
and more, with knowledge and all discernment" (Phil l:9:), so that discerning
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what is important is the fruit of a love that has matured.l05 Charity revives our
spiritual sensitivity to others and urges us to try to understand them rather
than judge them, to find the correcr way of acting that will make us able to
obey God's great cofirmandment: "Love one another" QvIt22;36-39;!n 15:12,
17), the end towards which all the gifts of the community are aimed (lCor
12:4-7).

rosTlr, 
Trrusaloo Bihlc (Gerd,en City, N.Y: Doubleday & Company, 1960 339, notes on

Philippians l:10, n. l, 10.



Chapter Two
Principal Areas of Clare,s Discernment

DiscerningVocations

Vocation in the history of salvation

,T1h: history of salvation is centerd on the erernal Word of God, by

I whom all things were made (Gen l:3ff;Jn l;l-3), who communi_
I- cates and reveals God speaking ro us @x 3:13-15; Jn 14:6_l l), and

whose message is one of salvation @x3:7-12; Lk 2:10f). When this Word
calls us to take an active part in the history of salvation, we have received a
vocation. Someone is calling--God: someone is being called-each one of us;
and the message is the mission which each of us is ."ll.d to accomplish.lG

The word of God, God's message, whether directed to a people, a commu_
nity, or an individual immediately demands discernment to prorrid. answers ro
the questions: "\tr/hat must we do? How can we do it?,, That is, God requires
a definite decision in which He co-operates as a creadve, interpreting iorce.
Toda5 the word of God, in this sense, is most important in the pastoral
vocation, and we need vocational discernment to ensure that we 

".a 
bairrg

called to partake in the mystery of the Christian vocarion and mission.In oni
of his apostolic exhortations to religious, pope John paul II pointed out rhar
the religious erperience of yocation takes on a direct, p.rrond dimension in
the Person of Jesus, the Word of God, whom we meet and to whom we
commit ourselves individually in our vocation.roT The definite decision or
attitude which the word of God demands, that is, our vocation, is a process
with three stages in it: a call that must be listened to and underslood; a
personal, serious rrccetr)tance of that call, which normally requires a form of life
that is favorable to the call; and a res2tonse that needs enlightenment to make.

rGE" V M"t"u, Errufumt. bfutica ib h paxoral Vuuioul (Madrid, n. p., l9g4) 16.
l07Pop" 

John Pa.ril II, Redenptionis Donam, 3.
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The community plays an important part in this process as the place in which
God's call is heard, develops and matures, and which, in a way, guarantees

perseverance.

Typical examples ofvocation found in Sacred Scripture, such as those of
Samuel, Jonah and Saul, stress the importance of vocational discernment in
discovering the origin of the call (lSam 3:8), in accepting the call (n l:3f) and

in appreciating the role of the community (Acts 9:10-17).108

Having made these introductory remarks on the spiritual experience of
vocation, we shall begin to consider how Clare discerned her own vocation
and those of her sisters.

Clare's vocation as the object of discernment

In the vocational experiences ofboth Francis and Clare, "doing penance"
(fest 1; TesCl 24) is an element of such prime importance, that their voca-
tions are described as penitential journeys.loe Clare's life of penance was the
result of manyfactors-{rer conversion from the vanities of the world, enlight-
enment from God, the aid of His mercy and grace, and Francis's example and

teaching (festCl 24).It Francis's First Letter to the Faithful, he addressed one
section to "Those who do penance," that is, those who live in an habitual state

of conversion, which is a sheer grace from God. This grace is a prerequisite for
the fraternal life and means a continual struggle against pride, selfishness and

every kind of appropriation, being open to God, welcoming others-in other
words, constandy resisting the desires of the flesh in order to subjugate them
to the inspirations of the Spirit of the Lord.l'o Th. Legentl supplies many
details of Clare's penance. It tells us that her mother instructed her in the faith,
a faith which she put into practice in corporal penances, in depriving herself of
food to help the poor and in devoting herself to prayer (LegCl 3f). When
Francis entered her life, he gave more direction and meaning to her penance

by spiritual formation and discernment, and she "willingly promised him
obedience" (IestCl 25). The Legend also describes in detail the steps and

experiences of this new stage of her conversion until she received in the
Portiuncula "the teaching of holy penance" and she was led to the Church of
St. Paul, "until the Most High would provide another place" (cf. LegCl 5, 8,

1 3).

'*E. V Mr."r, Enoiamc. b&tiea & h Pastoral Vurciout 77 . Cf. J. F. Valderrabano Ordeig, "E/
Accotnpofiamiento Espiritaal en la Fortnacihn para k Vida Rdigiwa"(Madrid, n. p., 1983) 3 2.
lslrir.r", 

Vocazionc Frouacaru 27 -38.

"oLi"rr., Vuazionc Francetcarw 36f,
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Let us see how Clare describes her conversion and vocation inher Test*
rnenti

:Tlte beginningwas the inspiration of "the most high heavenly Father...
in His mercy and grace..." CfestCl 24,26).

1Ir aimwas conversion to Christ @stCl 5, 5D.111

-During 
h r Eiritual j ournel, she was enlightened by the heavenly Father

through "the example and teachings of Francis," and she made a

promise of obedience, which led her along a path of humility and

poverty, holy simplicity and the quiet dignity of a holy life @stCl
24-26).Wth the sisters whom God had given her, she came to live 'tn
the Church of San Damiano," so fulfilling the prophecy ofFrancis that
a day would come when "ladies will again dwell here who will glorifr
our heavenly Father throughout His holy universal Church by their
celebrated and holymanner of life" (IestCl 13,25,30).

:The authenticity of htraocation:Indrecdy, Clare shows that hervocation
was genuine when she tells us thag although she and her sisters were

physically we"k, th"y bravely accepted and overcame all kinds of trials,
and, instead, "considered them as great delights" (IestCl 27f). She also

tells how, in a short space of time, the Lord made their number
increase so that "He would firlfill what He had foretold through His
saint" (festCl 31). Then, too, Francis and his friars were so encouraged

by the sisters' success that he promised always to have "loving care and

special solicitude" for them (festCl 28f).

The theology of Clare's vocation

Once again, we shall base our study on Clare's own words inher Te*tment
(IestCl 1,23, 56-60,71-78). The fact that she begins her Te*amcn: "In the

name of the Lord! Amen," points to an important spirimal element which we

noted in the preceding section, namely, that God occupied the first place in
her vocation, both by initiating as well as by promoting it. The initial discern-

ment by Clare about the part God had played in her vocation caused her to
invite all her sisters to acknowledge theirvocation as one ofthe greatest grfis

they had received from "the Father of mercies" CIestCl 1-4), recognizing that
they should "express the deepest thanks to the glorious Father of Christ."

I I I S.b"rti"n Lope4 'T-ectura teol6gica del tesamento de sana C l*t," Sebcioncs dc Fraubcanimto
I I (1982) !04,108-109, 2t2.
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It is imporant to note that acknowledgement of one's vocation is not done
once and for all, as Clare indicates when she speaks about the "gifis that we
have received and do daily rcceive." Moreover, God, who began the story
must follow it up to bring it to a happy endirg;"2 and that is why Clare
finishes her Tertammr by invoking the help of the same heavenly Father to
"Sr.... final perseverance" (festCl 77f). This aclnowledgement should be

expressed by gratitude as well as by specific attitudes and activities, such as by
increasing the talents we have received. To do this, we must strive eagerly to
"keep the commandmens of our God and Father," by serving, "not only as a

form for others in being an example and mirror, but even for our sisters:" and
they should "bless and praise God and be all the more suengthened to do
good in the Lord" CfestCl 19-22).

Clare acknowledged that her vocation was "more perfect and greater"

@stCl 3), that God's gifts are 'tmmense" (festCl 6), the "mercy and love"
that God had shown in their'tocation and choice" (festCl 16), and the fact
that the Lord had called them "to such great things" as rhose included in their
vocation @stCl21).

Reference point of this vocation

This vocation is sublime because it means being centerd on Christ, "the
Son of God," who was "made for us the Way" (GstCl 5). It is the vocation
"which our blessed father Francis, F{is true lover and imitator, has shown and

taught us by word and example" (fesCl 5). We shall speak about this in more
detail in a later chapter.

A guarantee of the divine origln of this vocation

In this respect, it is important to remember that Clare was writing her
Testament in the last years of her life, so that her whole life and that of her
sisters were a guarantee that God really was the author and hero of this story
of salvation, a fact which Francis had already prophesied when he was repair-
ing the Church of San Damiano @stCl 7-12).

Meaning and content of this vocation

We have already mentioned some of the many things which this vocation
implies, such as being an example and mirror for others, loving and imitating
Christ, doing good, blessing and praising the Lord and giving glory to our
heavenly Father. Clare uses "the way," the biblical image that describes the

112D-"V* Baer,'Clare's Gstament and the Spiritof Prayer," Tbc Cord,35 (1985) 203
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Christian life, to refer expressly to Christ. And she gives specific details of the
nature of this way: itis one of "holy simpliciry humility and poverty and... our
holy way of living" (IestCl 56), so rhat "loving one another wirh the chariry of
Christ, may the love you have in your hearts be shown outwardly in your
deeds" (lestCl 59). Thus her life would serve the Church by spreading "dre
&agrance of a good name" among drose who are far away as well as those who
are near" (lestCl 58).

The gift of perseverance

Referring to the Gospel image of the way and the narrow gate which lead

to life, Clare concludes her Ttrtament by speaking about "rhose to whom ir has

been given to walk drat way and to persevere till the end" (lestCl 7l-73). At
another time, she exhorts her sisters nor to nlrn away from the path of the
Lord in any way ClestCl 74-76), ending with a humble prayer so thar "dre
Lord Himself, who has given such a good beginning, will also give the increase

and final perseverance. Amen" (lestCl 770.

Clare's discernment of Agnes of Prague's vocation

Clare wrote her first letter to Princess Agnes of Prague before the Princess

had entered the religious lifer13 but after she had already decided to abandon
the world and, as Clare put ir, embrace "a life of holy poverry and desdnrtion"
(lLAg 6).This life was to be guided by dre Gospel narrative of the rich young
man (Mt 19:16-22) and was to be lived according to basic values, such as

eternal life, perfection, rejection of material possessions, and the following of
Christ.

In dre introducdon to her first letter to Agnes, Clare acldresses the Princess

by dre tides appropriate to the daughter of the King of Bohemia (lLAg 1) and

goes on irnmediately to praise her for turning away from the world and its

vanities. Clare rejoices in Agnest decision as would "all who serve and seek to
serve Jesus Christ" (lLAg 3f). Agnes had made her dec.ision in the same

circumstances in which the rich young mal had turned away from Christ, for
she, too, had an aburdance of material things, "the magnificence and honour
and dignity of the world" (lIAg 5). For the rich young man, Christ's invira-
tion to sell his goods had been a cause of sadness; but for Clare and Agnes it
was a reason for rejoicing and emltation (1l,Ag 4).

I l)."r-F.*gois 
Goclet, Introduction, Ern r, Sainte Claire d'.4ssise,edited by Marie France Becker

Jern-Franqois Godet and Thadcl6e Maanra (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1935) 18.
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Agnes chose as her vocation the following of Christ, cnrcified and poor
(lLAg 14). That is what Christ Himself had invited the rich young man to do
once he had sold his possessions and given them to the poor: "Come, follow
me." Clare describes Agnes's following of Christ, cmcified and poor, as em-
bracing "a life of holy poverty and destitution. Thus you took a spouse of a

more noble lineage..., the LordJesus Christ" (1LAg 6f). We can already see in
here a basic theme in the christological spirituality of Clare's letters. They also

contain the theme of espousal,lla which gave meaning to Clare's life of
virginity as an offering to Chrisq and this imparts an especially positive
character to her sacrifice, which she expressed by using part ofthe antiphon
for the feast of St. Agnes the marryr.lls

Reward and punishment are potent factors in human psychology and are

recognized as such in biblical tradition{hrist said to rhe young man: "You
will have treasure in heaven"<s well as in monastic tradition,ll6 and Clare
often refers to them in her writings. In her first letter to Agnes, she emphasizes

the rewards of espousal to Christ, "who has adorned your breast with precious
stones... and placed on your head a golden crown as a sign ofyour holiness"
(lLAg 10f); and further on she says: 'Your reward is very rich in heavenl"
(1LAs 23).

Perseverancel As we have seen already, Clare mentions perseverance in all
her writings because it is basic to the spiritual journey and cannot be taken for
granted. In this letter, she allies it with prudence and firmness; "I have

resolved, as best I can, to beg (you) by *y humble prayers in the mercy of
Christ, to be strengthened in His holy service..., that He whom you serve with
the total desire of your soul may bestow on you the reward for which you so

long" (lLAg 31f).
In her inroduction to her second letter to Agnes, Clare seems to summa-

rize the basic points of a theology of vocation which she had made in her first
lemer, written two years earlier. In this second leaer (2LAg 3-7), she begins by
emphasizing that God is the origin and giver of vocation, "from whom, we

believe, every good and perfect gift proceeds" (zLAg 3). Then she goes on to
point out that God is also the objective and fulfillment of that vocation, which

llafh"d6. Matura, Introduction, fut, Sainu Clain d',Assisc, edited by Marie France Becker.

Jean-Franqois Godet and Thadd6e Matura (Paris: Les Editions du C"4 1985') 55-57.
rr5Eoritos d, .n Frurcivo 1 *nu Clara & ,4s$ edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asls, l99l) 221
n.2.
t l6ln hir Rule, St Benedict says: "In all his decisions, let [the abbot] think about the retribution of
God" (Chap. 55).
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consists in imitating the perfection of the Father; and she recalls the ideal
proposed by Christ to the rich young man: "If you would be perfect.. ." It is
interesting to note that she uses the word "perfection" six times in different
forms but always to express the meaning and objective of the Gospel vocation,
with reference to the Father (2W 3f) and to Christ as King and Spouse

(2LAg 5, 7). Once more, she recalls that the means to reach this objective is

the renunciation of possessions, which Agnes has already accomplished (2LAg

o.

The vocitions of candidates

Of all Clare's writings, rhe Rule least reflects her Gospel spirit and her own
spiritual journey, yet it still offers us, even in the canonical sections like
Chapter 2, a series of points from which we can reach important conclusions

about her spiritual experience and vocational discernment. W'e must bear in
mind that when Clare wrote the Rule, she had spent forty years living the life
which she describes in it.

Despite the fact thag as we have just said, the second chapter of the Rule is

basically canonical and is largely a copy of the same chapter in Francis's Ralc,

Clare left her own personal mark on the te*t.lt7

Divine vocation: fu with the history of salvation, the vocational journey
described in this chapter begins with God's call, "divine inspiration," a term
which is derived from Francis's Rule,trs and from the monastic tradition.lle

In her Rule, Clare uses this phrase four times, three of which were inspired
by Francis's Rule and one by St. Benedict's.l2o This inspiration is not repre-

sented as an imposition of God's will but is seen as a free response, a personal

choice (cf. RCI VI l; GstCl 25,39).r2r
This inspiration, which is at the root of vocation, requires conversion on

the part of the one who receives it (festCl 24), md it shows the community

rrl.oi", Garrido, La fonna ib oiila ib sanu Clara (Ofiete,Ed. Ardnzazu, 1979) 255;E.V Mateu,
bntirnc. Pniaica dc la Pastoral Vunioflil (M^did, 1984) l7;Josep Maria Segarra, "Elements de

vida fraterna en les primere constimcions de les clarisses capitxines de Barvelonar" Estudiw
Froadvana 84 (1 983) l-84, 53.
ll8Fr*.i, mentions "divine inspiration'as the motive for his embracing his form of life (RegNB
tr l), for selling his goods and giving them m the poor (RegNB tr 4; RegB tr 7), and for going
among the Saracens and other unbelievers (RegB Xtr l).

"oI^roro kiarte, 'Vocazi one," Dizioturio Fronccsccna (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova,
1983) 1997-1998.
l20lo S. Francis's lcrarRzle-RegB tr l,l0; VI 3; in St Benedict's 4:18.
I 2 lLi"rt", Vo""zione 1999.
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who receive the person with this vocation that their sisters are gifis from God.
These sisters are gifis because they are assets and spiritual wealth for the
community, and also because they prove that the Gospel ideal which the
community is living is what those in the world are looking for. And the
community must be faithful to their ovm vocation lest they disillusion the
candidate or frustrate the plan of salvation which God has enuusted to
t}rem.l22

The second chapter of Clare's Rzle focuses on vocational discernment.
This section of rhe Rule begins by referring again to the community discern-
ment to be exercised by all the sisters at the request of the abbess.l2' "If the
majority have agreed" about the candidate's suiabiliry, thensbe may be receiaed.

It is importantlo note that, while Clare wishes the whole community to be
responsible forvocations, she recognizes t}te abbess's special personal respon-
sibility in the maner (RCl tr 1f). Even tho"gh the abbess has sought the
consent ofthe sisters, she does not have to receive the candidate.

Since the religious community forms part of the Church and exists in it, the
role of the Church in vocational discernment mu$ be taken into account.
Ffence, after receiving the consent of the community, the abbess is to ask,'the
permission of the Lord Cardinal Protector" (RCl tr 2) and "should carefully
examine" the candidate, "or have her examined, concerning the Catholic faith
and the sacraments of the Church," an examination which was required
because of the various heresies in the Christian world at the time.l2a In this
examination, Clare followed the same lines as Francis in his Rzle the candi-
date had to believe the basic doctrines of the Church and be "willing to profess
them faithfully and to observe them steadfasdy to the end," that is, it was a
program that reflects Francis's and Clare's deep Catholicity, for this examina-
tion was not required in the Rzles of Hugolino or Innocent IV (RCl tr 30.

Then the examination of the candidate turns to canonicd matters, such as

freedom from marital obligations and being of age, as well as to practical
matters, such as any lack of p$nical or mental health which would prevent
"her observance of this life" (RCl tr 5f), as would pqychological and emotional
immaturity.l25

r22Lazailrilxte, 
La Regola di Santa Chiara. bnrt c spiito (Mitano: Biblioteca Franciscana, l9B8)

38-39.
l23Thi. i, original with Clare since Francis left the responsibility ofreceiving brothers to the
ProvincialMinister @egB tr l).
r2]arier 

Garrid o, La fonaa ih oifufrorbcan4 ayer y bry (Madid, l98r) 66, n. l.
r25 

Lliru:te, I-a Rcgola 45.
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Francis and Clare were the first to include the next requirement of voca-
tional discernmeng and it allow us to see with what sensitivity, respect and
faith they received the gift of new brothers and sisters. fu Clare sates it: "Let
the tenor of our life be thoroughly explained to (the candidate)l' (RCl V 6).
The other Rales wlich Clare had received laid it down that "the hard and
austere realities through which... one is led to God" should be explained to the
candidate."o Tlte kgend and:dte Axs of tbe Process of Canonirution speak about
Clare's gift of discernment and prophecyin revealing genuine vocations.l2T Ir
is important to note this because, although today we normally enlist the aid of
the appropriate sciences, we mnst not neglect the God-given ability to judge
vocations and to see the whole matter in its proper perspective.l2s

Renunciation: Being called to the vocation of a Poor Lady means being
called to listen to the words of the Gospel being pronounced by the commu-
nity: "Go, sell whatyou possess and give to the poor'? (Mt 19:21).12e Ho*errer,
it is also important to notice the respect which Clare shows the candidate, as

Francis did, even where the words of the Gospel are concerned. The candidate
is told that she should give her possessions ro rhe poor, but she is also told that
if she cannot do so, "her goodwill suf6ces" (RCl tr 8f). Clare then warns that
neither the sisters nor the abbess should "be concerned about her temporal
goods, so that sle nny freely diEose of her possersions as the l.ord may inspire" (FiCl
tr 9). The Gospel is the Good News which God brings to us; and Clare's
words are a message of freedom. By accepting this message and putting it into
practice on the path of true faith in God, the benevolent Father, the candidate
can live joyfirlly her vocarion to poverry. For this vocarion is not a privation
but rather a liberation; it is not a mere ascetical regime but a life of union with
the Summum Bonum, the Greatest Good.

This freedom which the candidate enjoys in disposing of her possessions

does nog howeveq preclude the possibility of giving her advice, 'tf some
counsel is required." But this must be done by "some discerning and God-
fearing men." We shall speak about this in more deail in the next chapter,
when we shall be dealing with counseling as a form of discernment.

t26cf- Fo*, of Life ofH.ugolino 4;Forn of lifcof Innocent IV4:3; Rz& of Sc Benedict 58:l-4.
r27cf. 

Proc Itr l; IV l; M t, ll;Legpl 24.
128;*i"r Garrido, La forma fu oida ih sanu Clara (Ofiate, Ed. lrintaztt,lgTg) 255;E, V Mateu,
Etailanc. Pnfurba & la Panorul Vracionzl (Madrid, 1984) 17; J. M. Segarre, tlements de vida
fraterna en les primere constitucions de les clarisses capitxines de Bere,lonar" Erudiw Francisunts
84 (1983) t-84, 5r.
r2gc,*ido, La|onru ZiB.
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The time of formation: This time begins canonically with the pdod of
probation (RCl tr 14), which, although it is not mentioned in Hugolino's Rale,

does appear in the Rule of krnocent rV fu part of the candidate's external
training, Clare's Rzle prescribes tbe attting of the bair, tbe religiws garb and the

mchsare to signifr and teach spiritual truths. The cutting of the hair qfmbol-
izes renunciation of the world and belonging to God.130 Abandonment of the

world is shown by "putting aside their regular clothes;" and receiving the

religious garb, "three tunics and a mande," indicates accepting the teaching of
holy penance and espousal with Christ l3l The concept and practice of mclo-

szzrewhich Clare presents in this chapter departs substantially from the Rule of
Hugolino, which permitted sisters to go outside the monastery only to make

newfoundations (RH 4), and from rhe Rule of Innocent IY which spoke about
similar reasons for going out but gave greater latitude (RI 1). It was typical of
Clare to leave to each sister responsibility for keeping the enclosure: "She may
not go outside the monastery" while the Rub of Innocent W said: "Let them
never be granted any permission or faculty to leave the enclosure." Clare lists

causes for going out of the enclosure in a way that demands responsible

discernment by those concerned: "a usefiJ, reasonable, evident and approved
purpose" (RCl II 13). Only after responsible, personal discernment has been

exercised does authority intervene with "approval" or disapproval, ratifring
the personal" discernment exercised or reaching another conclusion. This
conclusion is also in accordance with genuine discernment, because, in last

analysis, that is the responsibility of authority. Undoubtedly, Clare explained

and gave the reasons for this type of enclosure in her tall6 with the sisters,

speaking about the paschal mystery of death to the world and the new life in
Christ which the Legmd presents to or.132 But the most important feature of
the year of probation isforrnation,which, according to Clare, is to be devoted

to forming the candidate "diligendy in a holy way of life and proper behavior

according to the form of our profasioa" (RCl tr 20), while the Rzle of Innocent
fV gave the mistress of novices the task of molding the candidates in the

lnowledge of religious life (RI 1).

13olh" 
"uairg 

ofthe hair probably corresponded to the clerical tonsure by which a candidate was

dedicated to the service ofthe Church. Hence, according to the Legend, to prevent her relatives
aking her back home, Clare "bared her tonzured head" (LegCl 9). Yet see Luigi Padovese,

'Clare's Tonsure: Act of Consecration or Sign of Penance?" Grqfrian Ratiew 6 (1992) 67'80.
rsrlitrte, 

La Rcgola 51.
r32c,arrido, 

La Tontt fu oifu 245i Chiara A Lainati, ull Testamento di S, Chiara," Fo trta Soronmt
23 (1986) 2OO-201; Chiara A Lainati, "La clausur: non 'mezzo di contemplazione' ma modo
tipico delle Clarisse di esprimere il mistero paq,aele," Fortna Sororum 20 (1983) 201-203.
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If we wish to Lnow about Clare's ideas on formation, the best source is the
Legend, which describes the way she, "the directress ofyoung women," taught
her sisters with "discipline... and love" (LegCl 36). Summarizing what her
biographer tells us, we can describe the program as follows: she initiated her
pupils into-

Prayer, consisting of interior recollection and contemplation;I33

Meetingand &iendshipwith Chrisg which demanded purification of the
heart from all human affection according to the flesh;l3a

Bodily, mental and moral purification: not to pay affention even to real
needs or human frailty or the whims of the flesh;13s

Vigilance against the snares of the tempter; and the discernment of
spirits:136

The value of work: according to the teaching contained tn dte Rule,
Chapter 7.137

Silence which involves the practice of exterior silence, avoiding unneces-
sary, frivolous talk;138

Good religious custorns: which are the foundation of "living a holy life
according to the form of our professiol,"I3e an apt summation of Clare's
Gospel life in following Chrisg poo4 humble and crucified.l{

133$irr. of all, she aughi them to drive away every noise from the dwelling place of the soul so
that they might be able to cling to the depths of God alone."
l'a"Sh. t oght them not to be affected by a love oftheir relatives and to forget the homes oftheir
fimilies so that they might please Chrisc"
l35"Sh" 

"rr"o.r."ged 
them to consider the demands ofthe flesh as insignificant and to restrain the

frivolities of the flesh with the reins of reason."
l36"Sh. sho*ed them how the insidious enemy lays traps for pure souls, in one way tempting tle
holy, in another, the worldly."
ll'"Fit 

"lly, 
she wanted them so to work with their hands during certain hours thag according to

the desire of the Foundeq they would remein fervent through the exercise of prayer and, 0eeing
the lukewarmness ofneglecg would put aside the coldness ofa lack ofdevotion by the fire ofholy
love."
I 38'1,{o*h... *"s the strict rule of silence greater. There was no lax talk bespeaking a lax spirit nor
a frivoliry of words producing a frivolous disposition of mind."
l39tlorrh... 

were the brighmess and tle quality of every vimre more abundant ,

'*lrg*d of Saint Clarc 36, see Regis J. fumstrong: Clarc of AssN: Earll Dawtcms, (St
Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute Publications, 1994.) 288.
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The mistress of nooica has an important part to play in formation, and Clare

requires that she be selected "from among the more discerning sisters of the

monastery" that is, from among those who are able to exercise the best

vocational and spiritual discernment on behalf of the candidate.lal W'e harre

already seen the part which the discreets chosen to advise the abbess play in
the community; the same can be said of the mistress of novices in connection

with the candidates since she, too, is engaged in an activity which belongs to

the sphere of discernment.la2

Profession: The aim of vocational discernment and initial formation is

religious profession, which Clare describes as being "received into obedience,

promising to observe perpetually our life and form of poverty" (RCl II 14).

Above all, we must realize that the candidate is not the most important figure

in religious profession. Indeed, it could be said that the community plays a

more important part, a part which once again will demand the exercise of
discernment when they receive the candidate to profession. She is a gift from

God to the community, who recognize her as such, receiving her to profession

and offering her the opportunity to enjoy the gift and grace of living the

Gospel life as a spiritual sister.las

On her part, the candidate makes a promise m obserye in perpetuity "the

life and form of our poverty," that is, to follow Christ in poyerty. That is why

Clare closes this chapter by saying: "I admonish, beg and exhort my sisters

always to wear cheap garments out of love of the most holy and beloved Child

who was wrapped in such poor litde swaddling clothes and laid in a manger

and of FIis most holy Mother" (RCl II 24). The promise given by the

candidate is the answer of faith to the gift she received from the Lord, the call

to the Gospel life. And this answer is the result of her trust in Godt fidelity to

the promise of eternal life which He makes to those who sell all they possess

and gve it to the poor (Mt 19:21-29).

tat C'arido, I-a lormt ih oiib ! 16.
ra2ciarido, 

La |or*a dc oifo 24o.
14Crarido,I-a|onru 

dc oifu 241.
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Discernment in common life
In recent years, various documents from the magisterium of the Church

have stressed the importance of common life as the firm foundadon upon
which to build consecrated life in the Church. These documents describe
common life as imitating the first Christian community in prayer and in rhe

commurrion of the Spirit.l# Thrrs, common life shows rhe Church and the
world the high point which, in God's designs, human history can reach, an
ideal which Christ Himself put into practice.'*s Co-*on life has its origin in
God's will "that all men should form one family and deal with each other in a

spirit of brotherhood."l#
When Francis of Assisi entered the history of the Church, "through divine

inspiration he founded a form of Gospel Iife which he called a frarernity"
composed of brothers who lived together in charity.laT

When dealing with common life from Clare's point of view, we should
remember that she was convinced that the sisters were gifts from God (ItstCl
25), so that, for heq common life was a grace from God which she received
through her sisters.la8 The Christian fraternity is nor a project or ideal which
we accomplish by our own ability but rather something which God creates in
Christ and in which He allows us to participate.lae Clare's sisterhood is a form
of life in which the sisters, born of one and the same Spirit, are called by Him
to the same ideal, following the Gospel in poverty and humilicy, and living in
the Kingdom given to tlre poor.l5o

If we wish to form part of a human community, the first requirement is that
we respect and defend the personal values of others. We must develop those

values which give people their inalienable dignity,tst a dignity which demands

| & 
Perfectat crit atit I 5

l45s".r.d Congregation for Religious and Secular Institutes, "Religious and Human
Advancement" 24, Vatican Council II: Mon Post Conciliar Duamant, Volume 2, edited by Austin
Flannery (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1982) 27+274.

'%Gorrdiru, a Spes,24.
l47Arrdr"", 

Borri, "Fraternid" D izionario Frontescoto (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padora, 1983)
613-638.
lschi"r" 

A. Lainati, "llna 'tettura' di Chiara d'Assisi attraverson le fonti," Apprucio Stoico-ctitho
alJe Fonti Frovacanc (Rome: Anthonianum, 1979) 175.
lsDi"oi"h Bonhoef&r, Life Togaher, translation with an introduction byJohn W Doberstein
(London, SCM Press, LtA. 1962).
lsoLaimati, Lmura 176.
ItlM. M"r.io", ,El Disccttimimto. Teoriay Priic4lnstituto Gol6gico de Vida Religiosa, (Madrid:
n.p.,1894)2d6-
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Iiberty, equaliry and solidarity.ls2 An example of this attitude is the way in
which Clare saw and respected the fundamental values of her sisters as the

action of the Spirit in each one of them.l53

The word "common," which we find in Clareb writings in various contexts,
refers to a life of complete sisterly equality, with no special privileges for
anyone, which is best seen in the local weekly chapter.lsa We shall consider

common life in the sisterhood as Clare presenrc it, particularly in the Rule, as

a place for exercising human and spirirual discernmeng and we shall look at it
from the perspective of the government of the sisterhood.

Discernment in the life of the sisterhood

Sisterly relationships and the principles that guide them

Sisterly relationships in Clare's community require a continuous search for
the Lord's will, and therefore they demand a continuous discernment to find
whatever comes from the flesh to hinder that search and to distinguish it from
whatever comes from the Spirit to promote and encourage the search.

A brief examination of Clar e's Rule will show us that, in Chapters 9 and 10,

which are two of the most personal and characteristic sections of the Rule, she

describes those virtues which come from the Spirit of the Lord and which
should be the mark of the sisterhood, as well as the vices which, coming from
the flesh, continually threaten it. This description of vices and virtues recalls

Sr Paul's list of the fruits of the flesh and the spirit in Galatians 5:19-22.It
shows us the path we must travel to "possess the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy
activity," while also being alert to the dangers and hazards with which the

enemies of the spiritual life threaten us.

Fruits of the Spirit Fruit ofthe Flcsb

Mortification, prayer, penance Sin, impenitence, obstinary
(RCI IK 1-4; 10:10) (RCl D( l-4)

Charity (9:6), patience (10:10) hg.t, disturbance (9:5)

Obedience (10:3) Self-will (10:2)

Humility (10:10) Pride, vainglory (10:6)

t5'Eliodo.o Mariani, "Liberd," Dizionario Frorracono (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padora,
1983) 871-884.
rs3H..b..t Roggen, The Spirit of Saint Chrc, rllrrts. Paul Joseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, l97l).
ls4Opo*, van Asseldonk, "I-a ia in santa uniti secondo san Francesco e santa Chiara," lz
Lerura c lo Spiito I1(Roma: Laurentianum, 1985) 157.
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Purity ofheart (10:10)

Mutual love, generous forgiveness
(10:7,11)

The Spirit of the Lord and

Its holy activity (10:9tr)

Anxiety, care (10:6)

Detraction, murmuring
(10:6)

Preoccupation with study or
other worldly things (10:8)

From these signs and fruits of the life of the Spirig we can draw some
principles which mark and guide the common life of the sisterhood about
which Clare writes in het Rule. These signs and fruis show Clare's spiritual
profundity and demonstrate that her sisters were continually searching for the
paths of the Spirit.

Having the Spirit of the I-ord and Its holy activity

Inspired by Francis's Rule, Clare proposes some principles for her sisters:

"Let them... have above all else: the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy aaivity
(RCl X 9)... (and) not extinguish the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion @Cl
VII2), (but) pray always to Him with a pure heart" (RCl X 10). That is, they
zlre to create an atrnosphere favorable to the life of the spirit, avoiding
everghing that could prejudice it and promoting whatever is helpful in main-
taining contact with the Spirit at every moment of life.

This contact involves a continuous communication with God, so that, for
Clare and Francis, life was not divided between work and prayer. Indeed, in
every true believer both elements should be so intertwined that they result in
a truly Gospel life. Prayer and contemplation should be "the breath of life at
all times,"lss a life which is marked by the continuous, free action of the Spirit
who "gives life" fln 6:63) and in which the dichotomy and interior struggle

between flesh and spirit are resolved and Gospel values chosen.ls6

Having the Spirit's "holy manner of working" means being alert for every
indication of Godb will in our lives.157 k means, too, rhat we allow Christ to
be begotten in us as the fruit of the Spirit so that we, too, can experience

Christ's spiritual motherhood of the Church as Mary did when she allowed
herself to be "overshadowed" by the life-giving power of the Spirit.l5s

l5]"*-Fr"tgois Godeg "A New Look at Clare's Gospel Plan of l)fe," Grffian Reoiea 5
Supplement (1991).
|s6lierte, La Rcgola 212.
| 57 liane, I-a Rc gola 212.
l'el,etnai, Lmura 164.
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If we aspire to having the Spirit of the Lord who acts freely in rxi, we must
trulypossess that purity of heart which is characteristic of the children of God,
who seek it as "the one t}ing usefirl" (cf. Lk L0:42). We must pray to Him
without making excuses for ourselves, without pretence and without self-in-
terest,lse because such a pure heart is what God "desires above all things"
(RegNB )OOI 26). In addition, we musr avoid anything that might fill us with
pride, such as a wrong attitude to study.l60

SeeLing the cornmon good and the unity of mutual love and peace

In Clare's Rule, therc are two terms which recur like a refrain161 and which
show that common life is the foundation of the community. Thus, important
matters like the election of the abbess, the election of the discrees and other
community ofEcials, the holding of the chapter of elections and the weekly
local chapter - matters such as tlese are to be conducted solely with a view to
"the welfare and good of the monastery" "the unity of mutual love and peace,"

perfect harmony and the common good, the service of all and the common
welfare (RCl IY 3,7, 17,22).

The common good is to be soughr also in selecting the type of work ro be

done, in allotting tasts to t}re sisters as well as in distributing alms received for
their needs (RCl VII 1,5). In the struggle against the vices that threaten
common life: "Let them be always eager to preserve among themselves the

unity of mutual love which is the bond of perfection" (RCl X 6{). Moreover,

obedience is to be practised "for God's sake" (RCl tr 3) urd not out of duty but
out of love (IestCl 62). Obedience is an instrument for promoting community
and solidarity and is meant to achieve *iry,'u' as Christ has taught us by
reconciling us to FIis Father through FIis own obedience (Rom 5:19; 2Cor
5:18).

'59Cf. Ad- X\II which tells us what purity of heart meant to Frencis. Cf. C. Paolaza,Lmura dcgli
yini di Franc erco d',4ssad (Milano: I 987) I I 5- I 2 8.
t@Ii*te, 

La Regola 213: cf. Adm VII l-3, on interest in study that "hlls."
l5lTh" phrr." "common good" and its equivalents, referring to the community, appear five times
in Clare's Rule (once referring to the "good of the monastery'), while the phrase occurs only once
in Francis's Rule. "The unity of mutual love" appears four times in Clare's Rule and once in her
tstament, while in Francis's writings, it appears six times but in reference to the mystery of tlre
Holy Tiinity and not to common life as in Clare. Cf. Jean-Franqois Godet, Georges Maillieux,
Corpas ibs Soarc*francisuiner,Y,(Louvain: Centre deTiaitement Electronique des Documens de
I'Universitd Catholique de Louvain, 1976) 231.
162cod.t, 

A N. w lnok 245.
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In conclusion, let us remember that the Bull of Approval for Clare,s Rule
points to the "unity of spirits" and "the way of holy unity,' (RCl. 6, 16) as the
basic characteristics of the form of life of Clare and her sisters.l6s

"Serving the Lord in poverty and humiliqy''

In Claret Rule, "seritng the Lord in poverty and humility" (RCl 8:2), and
in the Bull ofApproval of the Rule, "serring the Lord in highest poverry,,(RCl
13), "living with a commitrnent to the highest poverry,, (RCl I 6), ,,the form of
Iife of highest poverty" (RCl 10 describe the life of unity and mutual love
which the Poor Ladies succeeded in achieving. In the Rale (RCl VItr l-6),
Clare describes more fully the sisters' motivation and consecrated life, Iiving
"as pilgrims and strangers in this world" (RCl 3) urd citing the example of ,,the

Lord (who) made F{imself poor in this world for us" (RCl 3), to motivate the
sisters "not (to) appropriate anphing" (RCl l) and to seek alms ,,with confi-
dence" and without being ashamed, because our Lord made Flimself poor for
our sakes.l&

Chapter 6 of the Rule develops the theme of the holy poyerty which they
have embraced, and it recalls Francis's thoughts on the mafter (RCl 7-9) as

well as the experience of Clare and her sisters (RCl 10) and her command that
future abbesses and sisters should "observe it inviolably to the end,, (RCl I I tr).

Living with the responsibility
and in the freedom of the chil&en of God

The Bull of Approval of Clare's Rale addresses the sisters as follows: .,you

have chosen to live an enclosed life and to serve the Lord in highest poyerty,
in order to dedicate yourselves freely to FIim" (n. 13). These words contain
three interlinked elements in the life of Clare and her sisters -poyerty, enclo-
sure and liberty of spirit. Of the three, the most central is, obviously, liberty of
spirit since the other two elements are meant to suppoft and foster it. By so
doing, poverty and enclosure play a positive role as t}re means and safeguards
for liberty of spirit_,_which irself allows us to make the Kingdom of God the
center of our Iives.16s

In Clare's Rule, rherc are several expressions which show the place that
personal responsibility and liberty have to play in the Poor Clare's life. Thus,

l6tI-ainei, Lmaro 176.
lecod"g AN.w Look 293.
r6sBnrit* 

d" .o Frmtcbco y sanu Clua dc.As$edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asfs, l99l) lg7,
n.3
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in speaking about the candidate's property, Clare says that "she may freely
dispose of her possessions as the Lord may inspire her" (RCl 2:9). When
legislating for fasting she writes that it must be regulated according to
personal requiremens or "manifest necessity" (RCl 3:10f). When relatives or
others send something to a sister, she may use it herself if she needs it; if not,
then "in all charity, let her give it to a sister who does need it" (RCl VIII 90.

Uberty of spirit sets limits and gives a sense of responsibility in the practice
ofobedience. Personal conscience can alwaln set boundaries to the authority
of the abbess (RCl )C( 3), while obedience should always be given freely and

spontaneously (IestCt 2 6, 68).

Because Clare wishes her sisters always to have the liberty of spirit which
following Christ in highest poyerty has won for them,l66 she advises them not
to be eager to acquire knowledge for its own sake lest they should become
hampered by the vainglory of the world (RCl X 8).

Care of the sisters in need

Clare was most compassionate to any sister who was in need, either physi-
cally or spiritually. But her compassion was a positive attitude, one of under-
standing and acceptance, which the abbess, especially, had to have "lest the
sickness of despair overcome the weak should they fail to find in her the
remedies for health" ECl IV 12).

Clare speaks about giving consolation to the afflicted and being a refuge for
those who are troubled, while the sick are to be cared for "chariably and

kindly." Clare offers her sisters two motives for this activity: the golden rule
(Mt 7:12) and the example of a mother. But while a mother loves by natural
instinct, they are to love each other by the power of the Spirit, because they
are all sisters "according to the Spirit" (RCl VItr 12-16).

In regard to the attention to be given to sick sisters, it is importurt to recall
what Clare says about silence in the infirmary: the sisters "may speakdiscre*ly

at all times... in the infirmary for the recreation and service of the sick" (RCl
V 3). She wrote to Agnes in similar vein, saying that all should observe the fast

"except for the weak and the sick, for whom (St. Francis) advised and admon-
ished us to show awy possible discrnmmt in matters of food" CLAg 31). We
have already mentioned that this discernment also refers to making generous

provision for the needs of the sisters, a principle of discernment in common
life which we shall discuss later.

l6Eliodoro Mariani, fiberti," Diziorurio Frantcsccno (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova,
1983) 871-884.
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fu for the sisters who sin, Clare suggests a procedure which includes
admonition, followed by Ttenance, if that fails, and thenby prayer, but all to be
done with lwe (RCIIXl-6).Adnonition andpenance concern the sinner, who
must be admonished, and when that is not enough, a penance must be
imposed on the sinner "if it seems advisable to the abbess.,, prayer and love for
the sinner are the concern of the other sisters, who are to help their sinning
sister to repent by their prayers and love. In short, here Clare gives us some
standards for charitable discretion rowards sisters in need, standards which are
to be used both by the abbess and by the otler sisrers and which demand a love
that is active, attendve, provideng freely given, generous and delicate.16T

Discernment by the extern sisters and lprtresses
The first criterion which Clare gives to the extern sisters concerning their

tasks outside the monastery is that they are to consider their work as a smtice
to the communiry (RCl IX 12). Naturally, the same sturdard applies to the
sisters who work within the monastery but here Clare states that standard
expressly.

Lest this seryice should raise difEcukies or perhaps even be harmful for the
community, Clare says that the extern sisters should "conduct themselves
virtuously and say litde" so that they can always be of service to people outside
by edifring them (RCl D( 13). They are nor ro have "suspicious meetings and
dealings with others," nor are they to "be godmothers of men or women lest
gossip or trouble arise because of rhis" (RCl D( 149.

The length of time which the extern sisters can remain outside the monas-
tery is left to the sisters' own judgment about its "manifest necessity,', that is,
they should not be quick to believe that such a necessity exists (RCl IX l2).

Moreover, the extern sisters are to exercise continuous discernment about
worldly things and not repeat "the gossip of the world inside the monastery;',
nor are they "to repeat outside the monastery urything that was said or done
within which could cause scandal" (RCl D( 160.

fu the Rale erpressly states, the portresses shall serve the communiry with
disretion, that is, by being continually aware of rhe delicacy of their position,
which is similar to that of the extern sisters, since they, too, are a bridge
berween the communiry and the world. The Rub asks them to "be mature in

l5TRene-Charles 
Dhont, Clarc Among Hcr Srirars, translated by Sisters of Mission, British

Columbia (Saint Bonaventure, NY Franciscan [nstimte, 1987j. For a more thorough and
scholarly^app-roach, see Marianne Schlosser, 'Mother, Sister, Bride The Spiritualiry oi S^irt
Clere," Grqfriars Raieu 5:2 (1991),231-249.
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(their) manner of acting, (and) discmin!' so that they may be a mirror of the
community's virtue for the world and a shield against anything that could
harm the community from outside (RCl )([ 1, 2, l0).

Discernment in governing the sisterhood

Discernment by the Abbess

Clare wrote her Rule at a time when the abbesses of most communities of
religious women were accorded the same honor and veneration as a bishop.
But she did not see how such a mentality and manner of acting could be

acceptable in a community of Poor Ladies. That is why she never wished to be

given the tide of "abbess," preferring to be regarded as a servant and a mother,
so that her authority could be a bond of service and unity in a climate of
confidence in the sisters's maturity to allow themselves be guided by the Spirit
of the Lord.168

Nevertheless, when Clare asked the sisters to obey their abbess (RCl I 5; IV
10; X 3; GstCl 68), she was recognizing the inalienable authority of the
abbess, at least in the type of community that was known tlen, as part of the
charism of authority. And St. Paul had defended the authority of the various

charisms in the Christian community, which regarded it as well-established

that it was the function of authority to discern the authenticity of such

charisms (1Cor 12, 14;.16e This principle has been defended also by the
magisterium of the Church in recent yearslTo in a document which speah
about the threefold function of authority in religious communities: magir-

trium, to teach the Gospel content of their own institutes; sonctif.cation, to
oversee everything that pertains to the life of chariry; and gwmtment,to diret
the life of the community.lTl

It is clear from this Church document that the abbess must exercise dis-
cernment in carrying out her role and responsibiliry within the community.
This is apparent, too, from Clare's Rule in the way it describes the authority of
the abbess, who "should reflect upon the burden she has undertaken and to
whom she must render an account of the flock committed to her" (RCl W 8).

'*Jor.p Maria Segarra, "Elements de vida taterna en tes primere cpnstitucions de les clarisses

capiorines de Barvelona," .Erzdios Frarcbconw 84 (1983) I l.
l69corrrorr.ir," 

Koser, "Carisma y discernimien a," Sclccciota & Frawbcoitmo I (1974) 124.
170S""."d Congregation for Retigious and Secular Institutes and Sacred Congregation for
Bishops, Mumac Relmiones 12, Vaican Coancil lI: Morc Part Conciliar Duantaztr, Volume 2, edited
by Austin Flannery (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1982) 217-218.
l7l Matilac Relaionec 13.
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We shall now discuss some principles which regulate the abbesst exercise

of discernment in governing the sisterhood.

-Iio preside over the others more by her virnres and holy behavior
than by her office" (RCl fV 8)

This principle has the support of biblical, monastic and Franciscan uadi-
tion: biblical, because Christ, having washed His disciples' feet, said: "If I then,
your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one
another's feet" [n 13:14); monastic, because rhe Rule of St Benedia, having
stressed the abbot's burden and accountability, goes on to point our that his

"duty is rather to profit his brethren than to preside over them" (Rule of
Benedict 64t7f); Franciscon, because Francis has left no doubt in his Rzle that
"the ministers shall be the servants of all the brothers" (RegB X 6).

Consequendy, both the abbess and her vicaress are to "preserve common
[fe in everything" (RCl IV 10,130, just like all the sisters. In this way, the
povrer of the abbess will not be that of r saprior who commands but rather the
love of amotbrwho senter @sCl62). Still, the abbess must take care that this
motherly love does not lead her to form "particular friendships" or prefer-
ences for some sisters lest she "cause scandal among all" and show that her
actions are inspired by the flesh and not by the Spirit of the Lord (RCl IV
Lt)."'

"Discerning and attentive to her sisters"

In her Testament, Clare says of the abbess: "Let her be discerning and

attentive to her sisters as a good mother is to her daughters" (festCl 63), a
qualiry which one of the wimesses in the Actr of tbe Process of Ctnoniution
amibutes to Clare herself: "She was thoughtful and discreet in her direction
of the monastery and the sisters, far more than (I am) able to say" (Proc I l:5).

Clare speaks about discretion as the virtue which keeps the same balance as

prudence but with the added ingredients of_g-enerous caring, liberality urd
loving attention to the needs of each person.l'3 This is apparent when she is

dealing with the matter of providing clothing for the sisters, "according to the

diversity of persons, places, seasons and cold climates, as it shall seem expedi-

ent to her by necessity" (RCl tr 17). We can see it also when she is speaking

about comportment in the infirmary where the silence must yield to "the

t7 2 cf. Inut, In Rcgola 9 6.
r7l Enito, d, *, Frouisco 1 sanu Clzra & .4s|edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asls, l99l) 215,
n. 12.
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recreation and service of the sicr"'so that the other sisters may speak to them
"discreedy at all times" (RCl V 3). We have already mentioned how Clare
wrote to Agnes about the care that should be lavished on the sick, "show(ing)
every possible discernment in matters of food" QLAg 3 l). All of this was, no
doubt, inspired by the Exhortation which Francis addressed to Clare and her
sisters, in which he said: "I beg you through great love, to use with discretion
the alms which the Lord gives you" (CantExh 4). Clare seems to echo these

words in bet Testammt: "Let (the abbess) take care especially to provide for
(the sisters) according to the needs of each one out of the alms the Lord shall
give" (fesCl 64). It would be a contradiction to be parsimonious with a gift
from the Lord, who is Love.

When discretion is exercised concerning the practice of penance, it ac-

quires a different nuance and meaning, as when Clare writes to Agnes: 'Your
sacrifice (should) alwap @e) seasoned with salt.... Therefore..., refrain wisely
and disreetly, from an exaggerated and impossible austerity in the fasting that
you have undertaken" (3LAg 40f). These words, "wisely and disrutly" com-
bine two gifts of the Holy Spirig wisdom and understanding (i.e. discern-
ment), which imply a supernatural sense of justice according to the Spirig who
has given Himself to us abundantly @stCl 3, 51.174serving God wisely means

opening ourselves to the Spirit of God and making Him the norm of our
supernatural and moral life, thereby knowing what He expects of us in our
personal situations and problemr.'7s In using these terms, Clare allows an

ample margin so that each sister can exercise her own discernment under the
influence of the Spirit. But at the same time, she gives reference marks: from
the spiritual point of view- "Praise the Lord byyour very life (and) offer the

Lord your reasonable servicel" urd from a more human angle- "But our flesh

is not bronze nor is our strength that of stone. No, we are frail and inclined to
every bodily weakness" @stCl 38).

Clare gives the abbess some guidelines for exercising discernment in the

matter of penance:

Bodib need, whether individual or collective, must be considered when

dealing with the use of clothing, especially as regards quantity (RCl II 17); or

when deciding if the extern sisters may use shoes (but in this matter the abbess

does not need to intervene: RCI tr 22). In addition, need must be judged in the

lTal{"rb"rt Roggen, Tbe Spirit of Saint Clare, tens. Paul Joseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, l97l).
t75cf. A16rr* Pompei, "Dio,' Dizionario Froncacana (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova,
1983) 365-412.
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matter of fasting: when the need is obvious, the abbess does not have to

intervene; but "the younger sisters, those who are weak urd those serving

outside the monastery may be mercifully dispensed as the abbess sees fiq" thus

lening mercy prevail over authority or sacrifice (RCl m 100.

Merql,then, will cause the abbess to dispense some of the sisters from the

fast by reason of age or health, as we have just said. Mercy will also move her

to provide for the sick, "charitably and kindly... by herself or through others"

(RClvru r20.
Spiritaal nced: for instance, in case of spiritual need, such as the need for

sacramental confession, a sister may be permitted to go to the parlor during

Lent (RCIVI 16).

We can see from Clare's examples of the use of discretion that there is

always ample room for the Spirit of the Lord to create a common life which is

orritea in spirit and experience of the Kingdom, is reserved for the poor,l76 and

is not "food and drink but righteousness and peace and joyin the Holy Spirid'

(Rom 14:17).

Serving the sisters with humility, love and respect

There are three other virtues which act as criteria for the abbess's spiritual

service to her sisters (RCl X 1), a service which was seen in the monastic

uaditionlTT as the first concern of the abbot and which the Church has suessed

in recent documents addressed to religious.'78 In Clat"'s Rule, this service

begins with the abbess's gurding her sisters along the path of virtue ("Let her

admonish ...') ,nd then being near each one of them ("visit...'). Like the good

shepherd who knows his sheep, the abbess is to come to the aid of her sisters

without holding back until asked or waiting for emergencies. Then there is the

need to correct those who have strayed in some way from the path of virtue

("correct them...'). Not only does the abbess have the responsibility to give

this correction, but the erring sister has a right to receive it.17e This correc-

tion, however, must be done "humbly and charitably" and in such a way that

the abbess does not feel that she is the erring sister's judge and superior'

Instead, the abbess should seek the sister's spiritual benefit with the tenderness

17 6lainea, Lcttara 17 6.

l77R.rl" ofst. Benedict, 2:1ff.
178S""."d Congregation for Religious and Secular Institutes, "The Contemplative.Dimension of
Relicious f.ifeiO,; Vmican Cutiil II: Mon Post Couiliar Dumtants, Volume 2, cdited by Austin

Flariery (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1982) 252.

r?thiarte, La Rcgola 193.
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of the father who gives a feasr because of the joy he feels at the rerurn of his
prodigal son.

On another occasion, Clare speaks about the correcdon of extern sisters
who fail in their obligation to keep silent outside about the affairs of the
monastery or who have repeated "rhe gossip of the world inside the monas-
tery" (RCI D( 15-18). She speaks of mrE as the vimue that should determine
correcdon when the fault is due to human wealness or t]roughtlessness: then
a light penance will sufEce. But Clare also speaks about imposing a penance
"according to the nature of the fault" when the lapse has been due to "a yicious
habit." Such a penance will serve to alert the erring sister to her harmfirl
attitude towards the community or towards those outside, an attitude that may
have become habitual.

In serving rhe sisters, the abtress musr keep in mind the respect that is due
to each one of them. This will apply especially when one of the sisters
sincerely believes that what she is commanded to do is against the good of her
soul ("conscientious objection," in military terms),180 or when it goes against
"the form of our profession" or fidelityto the Gospel life which she hasvowed
to follow (RCl X 1-3). Francis had already spoken about this in one of his
Admonitiotts, adding that if a friar is in this situarion, he should nor "abandon"
his superior (Adm 3:7).181

Being available and approachable

In her Testammt, Clare describes how the abbess should always be at the
service of the sisters, who should be able to have "recourse to her at any hour,
as they see fit both for themselves and their sisters" CIesCl 66). In her Rule
(RCl X 4) and her Terttmmr @stCl 65), she says she wishes the abbess to be
"so familiar with (the sisters) that they can speak and act with her as ladies do
with their servant" and "so kind and available that they may safely reveal their
needs," their worries and their problems.

Availability and approachability are two complementary qualities, urd they
give a true picnrre of the servant who is following in the footsteps of Christ,
"who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a

thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant" (Phil
2:6f). Authority, then, is to be regarded as a charism that is granted for the

rw&*rit* & ,on Froncieco 1 tante Clara &,4sit edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asis, l99l) 27, n.
12.
rsrgf Iri"rt", L Rcgola l95.Cf. Alfonso Pompei, "Alcuni elementi delt,etice di Gest negli .Scritti'
di S. Francesco," Parola di Dio c Franccsco d'Asisi (Assisi: n. p., 1982) Z\GZ47.
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service of others, and it is to be exercised with simplicity and gratitude, as

Christ Himself did. The Aas of the Process of Canonization (6:22, 4; 7:3; 12:6;

11 3 ; l4:4) and the Bull of Cnnonization (n. I 0) tell us that this was how Clare,
too, used authority:

This woman... governed her monastery and the family entrusted to her within it
with solicitude and prudence, in the fear and service of the Lord, with full
observance of the Order: vigilant in care, eager in miiristering, intent on exhorta-
tion, diligent in reminding, constant in compassion, discreet in silence, mature in
speech, and shllful in all things concerning perfect government, wanting to serye

rather than to command, to honor than to be extolled.

Discernment by the community

Of the various examples of community discernment in Holy Scripture (cf.

Ex 19:5-8;Jos 24:15ff), we shall examine the one which we consider especially

significant, namely, the selection of Mamhias as related in the Acts of the
Aposdes (1:15-26). This incident shows clearly the three principal elements

of discernment by the community: the aarious options- "One of the men who
have accompanied us..., one of these must become with us a wimess to
(Christ's) resurrection i' tbe d.ialogue and prayr, including God and the breth-
pgn- ((ps1s1 

stood up among the brethren..., md said.... And they prayed and

said, 'Lord, who knowest the hearts of all men ...';" and finally, the decision

about the matter-*They cast lots for them, and the lot fell on Matthias."
In recent years, the magisterium of the Church has also emphasized the

importance of community discernment in religious communities. We shall

quote from one of these pronouncements on this theme which is especially

expressive about the different means of personal and community asceticism:

"All these means will find their most suitable and fruitful application if they
are accompanied by the exercise of personal and community Gospel discern-

ment, by a periodic, serious revision of the activities involved, and by continu-
ous training in the increasingly profo-und interpretation of the sacramental

meaning of the realities of daily life."r82

In community discernment, there is a long series of principles whose

purpose is to direct the formation and development of various human associa-

tions and groupings by balancing Ewo tendencies, the one that looks first at the

overall picnre, at the shared common spirit, and the other that tries to give

more and greater participation to the individual.l83 In this respect, it is

l82T'lr. Coo,..plative Dimension 14.
t83lo.h.. Hardick, "Ste. Clara y la vida comunitaria," Cudcnog Fratrcsonos & renoauidn 4

I
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interesting to observe that, at Pentecosg the gift of the Spirit was given to

individuals and to the community and that both commimed themselves to the

evangelization of the workl as commandecl by Christ.lsa Community discern-

ment is more than a way to realize a common ideal: it is a practical form of
building up a cohesive commturity which appreciates and uses the values and

capacities of dre individual; and drat, in its turn, makes it easier for each

member of the community to attain self-fulfillment. Community discern-

ment, Iike individual discernment, consists in searching for and following

God's will about how we should live and commit ourselves to the Church and

society. It demands that we be open to others so that we can search with them

and allow ourselves to be questioned by them, while cleansing ourselves of the

passions that hinder interpersonal relationships.l8s

Clare's experience

In Clare's Tataruent, we find a description of how, while still at the begin-

ning of her conversion, she practised this community discernment to some

extent. She says:

Therefore, I, Clare, a handmaid of Christ and of the Poor Sisters of the Monas-

tery of San Damiano----although unworthy-and the little plant of the holy

father, consider together with my sisters so lofry a profession and the command

of such a father and also the frailry of some others.... Time and again we willingly
bound ourselves to our Lady, most holy Poverty (TestCl 17 -39).

fu we shall see, Clare fosters the self-ftrlfillment nf each individual as well

as promoting co-responsibiliry, making it clear that the abbess is nor the only

one responsible for the welfare of the commr,urity but that each member of the

commurity, as a sister to the others, has to be attentive to their needs.186 Let
us see how, in practice, Clare exercises communiry discernment through what

she lays down about it in her Rzle.

(1968) 308.
l8aM. Mrr.in., ,El Dbcemhniento. Tiorfa y Pnitica, (M:tdrid: Instiruto Teol6gico de \4de Religiosa,
1894) 266.
tS5Arrtori, Berruffo,"Discernimiento," Nu.euo Diccionario de espiimalidad, ed. Augusto Guena
(Madrid, Ediciones Prlines, 1983) 368-369; fuidrem Boni, "Fraterniri," Ditionario Frmtteseano
(Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova, 1983) 61 3-638.

'"M*y Francis, "Crertive Spirim:rl Le:rclership as Outlinecl Lry Seint Clrrie," The CordT (1984)
199.
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The Abbess and her discreets

As we have said already, the main responsibility of the discreets is to advise
the abbess "in those matters which our form of life requires" (RCl IV 23), that
is, they must exercise discernment by giving advice on a relatively specific
subjecg matters concerning "our form of life." And the abbess is always

"bound to use" that advice. Clare gives actual cases and the requirements
covered by the phrase "our form oflife:"

Dirtributing the work ilrrrong tbe sistzrc (RCl VII 5). From other texr
which speak about the sisters's worlg we can conclude that the discreem' advice

concerns the type of work to be done- "Work that pertains to a virtuous life
and the common good:" and the finnurrt of work or the tirne spent in work-
ing+o "banish idleness, the enemy of the soul," but without extinguishing
"the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion." They may, perhaps, advise on other
details such as assigning to each sister the work that best suits her, or not
assigning her to a urork that might expose her to the danger of self-seeking, or
ensuring that the sisters change tasks lest they "appropriare anything."

Distributing alms giaen by benefaaoru (RCl W 40.There are rwo mat-
ters to be considered-+aking care of the sisters'needs and remembering the
benefactors. First, the sisters are reminded of the gratitude they owe their
benefactors and their subsequenr dury to pray for them. Second-and it is
here especially that the discreets' advice is need-the alms received from the
benefactors are to be distributed according to the circumstances mentioned in
rhe Rale in various contexm, such as the needs of the sisters according to age,

weather or climate, and the work they are doing. Moreover, the money sent by
a sister's relatives is to be assigned to her according to her needs, with the
advice of the discreets (RCl VItr 1 1). On this maner, there are several poins
which the discreets must take into consideration so as not to wound the sister's

sensibilities and offend against common life by favoring one sister over rhe

others.
In imposrng a penancc on the cxtern sirtzrc. It seems that Clare here

wishes to avoid the danger that the abbess might allow herself to be over-zeal-
ous in correcting the extern sisters. Therefore, when an extern sister has

sinned "through a vicious habit" and has failed in her duty to the community
and the outside world, "Let the abbess, with tbe athice of ht discreeAr, impose a

penance on her according to the nature of her fault" (RCl D( l8).
For carrying outtasks of a confidentfulnarure.The discreets are always ro

be considered firsq for example, accompanying sisters to the grille (RCl V 7)

or to the parlor "to speak to those who enter rhe monasrery" (RCl VII 20).
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Discernment by the Abbess
with the locd chapter or with the consent of dl the sisters

We must remember that this weekly community discernment by the abbess

\ilith all the sisters has no precedent in either monasdc or Franciscan tradi-
don187 but was inuoduced in later legislation, and recently the magisterium of
the Church has been urgng it with increasing insistence.lss

Clare's plan for the local chapter takes a "horizontal" view of the commu-
nity, that is, it aclnowledges the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in each sister

and the equality of all as well as the respect due to each one, thus eliminating
the traditional differences berween younger and older.l8e Moreoyer, it invokes

the principle of minority, according to which each sister should serye t}re

others and do all she can to help to know and carry out God's plan. It also

applies the Gospel principle that the Father hides "these things from the wise

and understanding and reveal(s) them to babes" (Mt 11:25).1s Dietrich Bon-
hoeffer, one of the Christian charismatics of this century in the matter of
communitylife, said that God has placed His word "in men's mouths so that it
may be communicated to others and berween them. Hence, the Christian has

an absolute need of other Christians, who can help rid him of his uncertainties
and despair."191

The local chapter's community discernment is exercised by the consent of
all the sisters;its objeais the common good and the welfare of the community;
and its importance is indicated by the obligation imposed on the abbess to use

the chapter's services. Let us consider the details.
Tlpes of lacal cbapur. First, there is the chapter of elections (RCl [V l-8,

22,24), which includes the election of the abbess, the discreets and the other

officials of the monastery. It also deals with the cessation from those ofEces on
the part of the current office holders, when the sisters deem it "useful and

expedient" or believe the "service" of the sisters and the "common welfare"

l87A".ordiog to the Ra,/e of St. Bmcdia, all the brethren are to be called together "whenever any
imporant business has to be done in the monastery..,. Then, having heard the brethren's advice,
let (the abbot) do what he shall judge to be the most expedient" (3:10. In the earlyyears ofthe
Franciscan First Order, chapters were not held with zuch frequeney (RegB VIII 2-5)pnd the Rule
oflnnocent IV l2 provided for the chapter ofelections alone. Cf. kiarte, Iz Rcgob lOTi Segarra,
Elements 61.
rsMattuc 

relatiorus 14; Religious and Human Advancement 29.
tscf. Rob ,1sr. Bcncilia,3:3.
t%C,arido, 

La lorma & oiila 316,321;cf. Segarra, Elemens 61.

'g'Di.oi.h Bonhoeffer, Lifc Tbgabca trans. with an introduction by John W Doberstein
(London, SCM Press, LtA.1962).
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(RCl 2, 4, 7) demand it. Then there is the weekly chapter, which has rwo
phases or objectives. It is here rhat, first, "both (the abbess) and her sisters...

humbly confess their common and public offences and negligencesl" and

second, the abbess consults "with all her sisters there concerning whatever
pertains to the welfare and good of the monastery" (RCl 15,17). These two
objectives demonstrate rwo imporant facets of discernment, one referring to
the past to know if the sisrers have been travelling along the paths of the spirit
or of the fleshlence the self-examination or manifestation of offences and
negligences; and the other objective relares to both the present urd the future
by considering how to achieve the benefit and welfare of the community
under the guidance of the enlighrenment and will of God (RCl l8).

Mnmrc to be deah uith at tbese chaptcn. That, then, is the agenda of the
chapter of elections. Clare was original in legislating for the election of the
abbess, discreets and other officials of the monastery on the basis of "seryice
and common welfare," with no time-limits; nor was the election to ofEce to be

for life, as was traditional in the case of the abbess, at least.le2

We have said that the weekly chapter is concerned with "the welfare and
good of the monastery"in general and with the individual sisters'review of life
or self-accusation of faults. On a more mundane level, it also deals with the
advisability or need for incuring a heavy debt (RCl IV l9), which must be

"manifesdy" necessary, and apparendy the chapter must iudge whether or not
this necessity exists. This chapter also considers the reception of candidates
(RCl II 1); urd it allots the work of the community and the alms from the
benefactors, on which the discreets give advice (RCl VII 30.

When it is a matter of dealing with "the welfare and good of the monas-

tery" all engage in a dialogue, seeking to know what pleases the Lord by
means of an exchange of opinions in a spirit of faith (RCl W 18).

Examining one's life and confessing negligences and offences in common
Iife must be done humbly, for as Francis tells us: '"W'e can glory in our
infirmities and daily bear the holy cross of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Adm 5:8);

nor are we to judge anyone, but "each must criticize and despise himself'
(RegB tr 17).

l92But 
Clare's o*n experience and prectice seem to have been at variance with this norm, since she

herself governed the communiry until her death, The testimony of the bgctd 12, the Act of tbc
&.ucs of Cawnizaiml6 er.dthe Billl of Cononizaion (n 8) tells us that Clare agreed to govern the
sisters because she was "compelled by blessed Francis,' "at the prayers and insistence of Saint
Francisr" "much urged by the insistence of the same Sfit Francis." Cf. Marco Brl:rrl.E, Clorc of
,{srin, translated by Sister Frances Teresa (Quincy: Franciscan Press, 1993) 7G7 l.
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The chapter of elecdons must be held in a spirit of "perfect harmony,"

seeking the "common good" and "the unity of mutual love and peace" (RegB
'IV 

1,22). That is why Clare wished the sisters to prepare for the chapter by
listening to and meditating on "the Word of God" brought to them by the

Minister General or Provincial of the Order of Friars Minor (RegB W 2).

These prescriptions for the chapter of elections and the weekly chapter show

that Clare wished the chapter to be an implementation and reinfopcement of
sisterhood. Celano echoes this when he gives us an account of the life of Clare

and her sisters: "For above everything else there flourished among them that

excelling virtue of mutual and continual charity, which so binds their wills into

one, that though forty or fifty of them dwell together in one place, agreement

in likes and dislikes molds one spirit in them out of many" (lCel l9).

r

I



Chapter Three
Other Forms of Discernment in Clare

Counseling as a Form of Discernment

Introduction

T T ]'e must first observe that, in both biblical theology and in the

l/l/ spiritual uadition of the Church, counseling has always been
V V held in high esteem as a means of discerning and following the

paths of the Spirit. Nowadays, however, some people quesrion the very idea
of counseling and wanr more clarification and a refining of terms. In addition,
among those who wish to defend personal freedom and responsibiliry in
planning one's own life and activity, there are some who regard with a certain
amount of distrust this practical form of guidance and spiritual discern-
ment.193

In fact, the Second Vatican Council stressed that our conscience and
interior life are where we find ourselves alone with God, whose voice echoes
within us, showing us what we must do (Gaudium et Spes 16), so that ..acting

under God's Spirit and obeying the Father's voice,,, we can ,,decide (our) own
desdny" (Lumen Gmtium 4l; Gaudium a Spes l4).,* With new urgency, the
Council also insisted on dialogue, that is, on participation in assuming respon-
sibility and on collegiality in the government of the Church and religious
institutes. Indeed, Canon Law now requires superiors to have a council to help
them to goyern wisely and prudendy (Can. 027). l$ a resuh of Vatican II,s
teachings, a whole series of consultadve and directive councils have been set

l93cf,,B*rro-Giordani, 
A Mer etali, La ilirczionc spiriuab cntc incontro di tiato (Br*cia-Roma, n.

p.,1987) 37ft
rghrmno An"illi, 'T-, a-fi_gura della guida spirituale dall,antichiti tdoggi,,, I-a guifu spirinah nella
oiu rcligiosa (koma, 1986) 26.

63
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up to assist in pastoral responsibilities and projects at the various levels ofthe
Church.les

All are agreed that the Holy Spirit guides the Church and the individual
Christian and helps us to Lnow the truth in all its profirndity (n 14'26; l6tt3).
The question, then, will be about the character and content of counseling, that
is, whether or not counseling is a help in seeking the will of God in the acnral

context of our daily lives. Can counseling cast light on our spiritual decisions
without exerting undue pressure on us?1e6

Counseling in Clare's discernment

In her writings, especially tnher Rule and the second Letter to Agnes, Clare
seems to regard consultation and counseling as being very imporant for
discerning more safely what will be of benefit to one's own and other people's

spiritual progress. The Bull of Canonizntioa confirms this impression in the
portrait it paints of Clare: "Eager in ministering, intent on exhortation,
discteet in silence, mature in speech, and skillful in all things concerning
perfect government..." (BulCan 9). In her own writings, we find the word
"counsel" and its equivalents (e.g. "a&ice') in different contex6, three times
in her second Letter to Agnes and eleven times in her Rule.le7

The need for counseling

4 rt, candidnte (RCl tr 8, l l). Like Francis, Clare accepted the possibility
that a person who wished to embrace her "form of life" might need help when
confronted with the stark reality of the Gospel text "Sell what you have and

give to the poor." Both Scripture (Acts 5) and Francis's own experience (LM
7r3) show that it is possible to deceive oneself and try to evade the firll demands

of the Gospel injunaion.
By tbe abbess. Besides those occasions on which the abbess must seek the

consent of the local chapteq which we have mentioned in the previous chapter,
dte Rule lists several times when she must ask the advice of the discreets. She

must seek the consent of rhe local chapter in accepting candidates into the
Order; and these candidates may not be received without the consent of the
majority (RCl tr 1). In the weekly chapter, she must consult and seek advice on

l95K R.hr"., T. Goffr,Dizionario fu Panorah,p. l@-169.
l96R-rro Giordani, "Il colloqui psicologico come mezzo per condurre I'uomo a Dio," La guida
spirituale nella vita religiosa (Roma, 1986), 63,7tff. Cf. ,{- Bernard, "La guida spirituale.
Fondamentali Teologla," l,t guifo spiitaah nella oiu religiosa (Roma, 1986) 5l-52,59.
le7Th" r"f"r"r"es are 2LAg 15-17; RegCl tr lO; IV 23; V 7; \rI 8; VII5; VIII I l, 13; IX 14, 18.
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matters affeaing the welfare and good of the monastery (RCl W 17f). Also,
she must have the consent of this weekly chapter to conrract large debts (RCl
W 19). She must consultwith the disree* oneverything concerning "our form
of life" (RCl IV23), on allotdng the work of the community and the alms from
benefactors (RCl VII5); on using the money senr to a sister (RCl VItr I 1); and
on imposing a suitable penance on the extern sisters (RCl IX l9).

By Agnes of Prague.In her second Lener to Agnes, Clare tells her to
followthe advice of Brother Elias "thatyou maywalkmore securelyin the way
of the commands of the Lord..., in the pursuit... of perfection."

Who can give counsel?

Both Clare and Francis warn against asking indiscriminately for counsel.
According to Clare, those who may be consulted are:

"Disceming and. God.-fcaring" persons, as in the case where a candidate
needs advice in disposing of her possessions in accordance with the Gospel.
Here, while Francis simply recommends the help of "God-fearing per-
sons,"198 Clare also mentions the advice of "discerning" people. The fear of
God; as it is usually understood, contains all the guarantees required for
well-considered, sound advice. But perhaps when Clare uses the word "dis-
cerning," she wants to sress that her idea of discretion includes a generous,
benevolent attitude towards the person who is seeking advice, possibly in the
spirit of what Christ quoted in the Gospel: "I desire mercy and not sacrifice"
(Mt l2t7) and in the spirit of Clare's own discretionr "If she cannot do this, her
good will suffices" (RCl tr 8; RegB tr 6), which Francis put inro practice
himself (2Cel 190).

Tlte carumunity dbreets."Eight sisters... from among the more discerning
ones," who are thoughq therefore, to possess the gift of counsel, which it is
their main duty to provide.

Brother Elits €LAS 15-17), whom Clare here calls "our venerable father"
and whose advice Agnes was to prefer "beyond the advice of the others and
(to) cherish it as dearer... than any gift" (2LAg l5f).

We shall oudine briefly Clare's ideas about, and aritude towards, Elias's

knowledge and character. We have, first, the testimony of Agnes of fusisi,

lBfhe 
"Wisdom" book of the Old Tktamentcontain arich theology on the connection.between

wisdom and tlre fear of the I-ord. The fear of God is equated with widom (ob 28:28); it is a
school ofwisdom (Prov 15:33); the beginning ofwisdom (Sirach 1:14; Prov 9:10), the fullness and
crown of wisdom (Sirach 16:18); and still more similarities between widom and the fear of God
are mentioned (Sirach I : I I - I 3, 27, 28, 30; 9tl6).
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Claret own sister, who wrote to her from Florence several years before Clare

wrote her second Letter to Agnes of Prague. Agnes offusisi wrote: "I beseech

you to ask Brother Elias to l ,sit me more often to console me in the Lord."
But Brother Elias was more than an adviser to Clare and her sisters; he

enjoyed the privilege of being a friend and adviser to Pope Gregory D(
himself, to the Emperor Frederick II and even to Francis, who named him as

Vicar General of the Order, an office which he held from l22l to 1227.ree A
study of his life shows that he was an inspired organizer of the Order, who
promoted studies and missions, inuoduced solid Franciscan legislation, and

set in motion a dynamic scientific pastoral apostolate. He had highly-placed
social connections, and it was he who honored his Seraphic Father by building
the basilica shordy after Francis's death. On this record, he could be consid-

ered as one ofthe greatest ofFranciscans.2m
In his biography of Francis, Celano gives a glowing description of Brother

Elias when telling how Francis chose him to be at his side during his illness.

Elias had a paternal influence on Francis, "who graciously acquiesced and

humbly complied with the words of his adviser @lias)" (lCel 98). In fact, the

Saint had such esteem for Elias that he entrusted to him the Province of the

Holy Land, which he (Francis) loved more than any other.2or The Chronicle
of the liventy-four Generals stresses Elias's pre-eminence in the field of
science: "He was so outstanding also in secular science that few in Italy were

regarded as his equals.r2o2 11. was undoubtedly outstanding in theology, for it
was during his time as Vicar of the Order that the most important Franciscan

centers of theological study, such as those in Bologna, Paris and Oxford, were

founded.2o3

Possibility of bad advisers

It is important to note that both Clare and Francis drew the sisters'

attention to the possibility of having advisers who might be harmful to their
spiritual life. Francis did so by warning Clare and her sisters in his Last Will
written for the Poor Ladies: "Keep most careful watch that you never depart

lryG. Odo"rdi, 'tln geniale figlio di s. Francesco: frate Elia di Asill.," Misccllonct Frarrivau 54
(1954) 91.
2@fho-", of Eccleston says of him: "There was no one in all Christendom who was more
well-favored or famous than Elias." Cf. Odoardi, Un geniale figlio 91.
2orOdo".di, Un geniale frgho 92.
2o2Odorrdi, Un geniale figlio 91.
2o3Odo".di, Un geniale figlio 101f.
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from this... most holy Iife and... poyerty... by reason of the teaching or advice

of anyone" (ult Vol v. 3). This caution by Clare and Francis about bad advisers

is connected with poverty because both of them, but especially Clare, had to
fight so valiandy for the privilege of living in absolute poverry.

In her second Letter to Agnes, Clare tells her that there are wo kinds of
counsel which she must avoid or discountirst, advice that does not come

from Brother Elias; and second, any advice that would "hinder (her) perfec-

tion or seem contrary to (her) divine vocation." Such advice must be seen for

what it is and not accepted even though she respects tlre person who gives it
QLA9 15-17).

When counsel is to be sought

Apart from specific cases in which advice is needed, Clare points our the

main general areas in which counsel is usually to be sought. These are;

-how to follow or live the Gospel radically (RCl tr I l):

-how to follow the Lord's commands "more securely" (2l-fu 15):

-on fidelityin following "our form of [fe" (RCl W23) and on the way

of perfection and one's "divine vocation" QLAg U):

- on protecting "a virtuous life and the common good" @CI VII l, 5):

- on discerning more accurately the needs of the sisters (RCl VItr I l):

- on safeguarding justice and charity when imposing a penance on an

erring sister (RC[ D( 18).

Regarding the importance to be given to these counsels, we can add that, in

Clare's own words, Agnes was to consider the counsels of Brother Elias

"dearer than any grft" an echo of what Ecclesiasticus salrs: "Gold and silver

make the foot stand sure, but good counsel is esteemed more than both" (Sir

4025). Counsel, then, is valuable as a help to greater fidelity to one's vocation

or responsibilities, a fidelity which is guaranteed by the gift of counsel pos-

sessed by the person consulted or by the Spirit of the Lord in the person who

has received the charism of counseling, as is the case with the discreets and the

local chapter. In this conrexr, Clare echoes the Gospel teaching that God

reyeals IIis secrets to the simple and sincere in heart (RCl XVIII).
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Prayer as an Aid to Discernment

It is in prayer that we normally hear and answer God's call as individuals or
as a communiry; and it is when we adore, listen to or answer Him that we uuly
co-operate with Him who is our Beginning and End.2* Frorn this, we can

easily see that discernment must play an imporant part in prayer because

prayer is a special time for listening to God's voice, a time when we have an

opportunity to discern more clearly the voice of God which comes to us in
such a variety of ways in our spiritual and material lives.205 God reveals

Himself to us especiallywhen we shut ourselves up alone with Him; when we

pray, we get to lnow ourselves better from His point ofview.26 It is in prayer,

too, that we discover how faithfirl or unfaithfirl we are in terms of loving
surrender to God. Hence, prayer can be described as "a faith that is always

willing to listen."2o7

Claret life was a long series of days and years that were always the same.

But it was a life built on the words of the Gospel, which gave it meaning and

shape as "an attending to the Lord, a cleaving, an intimacy, a love, an accep-

tance, a reciprocal presence, astonishment and admiration before the works of
God, an assimilation of His word, a solitude with Him, a silence, a sharing, a

participation. In Clare's life, we see God's plan of salvation being carried out
in an individual soul and, through her, in the Church."2o8 A life like Clare's is

an acnral encounter with Chrisg and so it is a life in which discernment is

possible because I{is presence and His words peneuate to the depths of that
life and fill it with light and uuth, especially at the times of prayer.

Christ's life shows us clearly that prayer was for Him a privileged moment
of discernment of His Father's plans for Him: thus it was with His prayer
during the forty days in the desert at the start of His ministry (Lk 4:1ff); on

2eBernard Haring, "Pregihera," Nz wo Dizionario di Spiriuaitn ed. Stefrno deFiores, Tirllo Goffi
(Rome; Edizioni Paolini, 1979) 12&-1271.
205Ir, ,p""king here about discernment in prayer, we are not referring to that function of
discernment which seeks to know if the voice that is speaking m us is &om God or the enemy. We
do not deal rrith this aspect of discernment here because it does not form part of the theological
and spiritual thought in Clare's writings.
26Cf. Eliodoro Mariani, "Pregihera," Dizionario Frontcscano (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero
Padova, 1983) 143 l-1454.
2u1.I.ldoy^g,Clo"o&.4sb.tlruopeihnanngilictcontonplmhta(tlta*e-Pediplona,n.p.r1985)31.

26chi"." A Lainati, "Il Testamento di Santa Chiara ,' Fonaa Sotmuz 23 (1987) 19G220; Chiara
A Lainati, *fbstamento di santa Chiara," Diziourio Froracano 1827-1846i Sebastian Lopez,
o1 ectura teol6gica del tesamento de sta Clara," Schecioaa dc Frodsccnimo ll (1982) 229-tl2;
Thadde Matura, lntroduction 29-65.
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Thbor at the Tlansfiguration, in preparation for the m),srery of Easter (Mt
17:2); ar His baptism (Lk 3:21f); on choosing the fielve Apostles (Lk 6:12ff);
and during His agonyin Gethsemane (I-k22J9-45).

The Acts of the Apostles depict the early Church as being continually at
prayer, especially at decisive moments in the fife of rhe community, such as

when selecdng someone to replace Judas; on pentecost Day; ordaining the
seven deacons; after Peter and John had been freed; when paul received
baptism and when he was called to preach the Gospel in Macedonia (Cf. Acts
l:4, 24; 2:4; 6:6; 4:31; 91l, 17 ; l69f).

Discernment in Francis,s prayer

fivo features stand out among the spiritual riches of Francis,s prayer-{is-
tening and discerning. Francis wanted to know through his prayer what God
wanted of him,2oe and he desired this, not only in the firrt days of his
conversion, but also during the last years of his life. So it was that, just before
receiving the sdgmata at LaVerna, he prayed repeatedly: ,.\tr/ho 

are you, O my
most sweet God? And who am I, a vile worm and your useless servant?,,210
From the firstyears of his conversion, we have his prayer before a Crucifix, in
which he asks for light to see rhe road along which the Lord wishes to lead him
and the "sense and knowledge" to carry out His will.211 The biographers
record several occasions on which Francis had recourse to prayer to discover
Godb will: for example, when, with Bernard and peter, he asked: ,,Lord God,
Fath91 of glory we beg you in your mercy to show us what we should
do;"212and when he asked Brother Silvester, Ciare and her sisters to pray to the
Lord to reveal ro him whether he should give himself exclusively ro prayer or
preach the Gospel throughout the world.2l' Ag"irr, when the pope had to
assume the responsibility of approving Francis's Rule, he said to the Saint:
"Pray, son, that He may show us His will through you, so that, knowing His
will, we may more securely give assent to your pious desires.,,2l4

llgr-r:_1" Mariani, "Preghiera,' Diziourio Frontarcano(padova: Edizioni Messaggero padova,
1983) 1452.
2'oC'do'-, onthestignaul.
2llF.ancis 

ofAssisi, '?rayer Before the Crucifix,', Frazcir and Cbn: ConplaclZortq translated and
edited RegisJ. Armstrong and Ignatius C. Brady O.F.rlI., (New yorh p'aulist press, l9g2) 103.
2'2 ro 2rro.
2tiLtr/r lzrtf.
ztazc.l l6il3s 12:49; LM 3:9.
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Discernment in Clare's Prayer

External evidence

From external sources, we shall see how prayer was the means which Clare

and her sisters used to find God's will and to prepare themselves to receive the

Spirit. Thus Celano writes about Clare and her sisters thae "They have so

merited the height of contemplation that in it they learn everything they

should do or avoid; and happily they Lnow how to be out of mind for God,
persevering night and dayin praising Him and in praylng to Him" (lCel 20).

A wimess at il:re Acts of tbe Process of Canonizntioa speaks about the fervor of
Claret prayer and the effects which thatprayer produced in her life and in that
ofher sisters:

The usual sigrrs prove how much strength she received in her furnace of ardent
prayer, how sweet the divine goodness was to her in that enjoyment. For when
she returned with joy from holy prayer, she brought from the altar of the Lord
burning words that also inflamed the hearts of her sisters.... The Tirre Light
which was already revealed outwardly in her body had filled her soul in prayer
(Legcl20).

From Clare's Writings

The Rules of Francis and Clare speak emphatically about the role of
discernment in the Franciscan way of life and of prayer:

Let them... devote themselves to what they should desire to have above all else:

the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity, to pray always to Him with a pure
heart" (RCl X 90. To which Clare adds: "Let the sisters... work faithfully and

devotedly... at work that pertains to a virtuous life and the common good. They
must do this in such a way that, while they banish idleness, the enemy of the soul,

they do not extinguish the Spirit ofholy prayer and devotion to which all other
things of our eanhly existence must contribute @Cl VII l{).

The life of Clare and her sisters was focused on the Spirit of the Lord and

Its holy activity in them. The Spirit works in us especially through prayer,

through our opening ourselves fully to the Lord with a pwe heart, a heart in
which we can receive His inspirations, accept and experience FIis working, the

purpose of which is to beget Christ in rrs,215 for He was always open to F{is

Fathert will.
It is important to stress thi s purity of heart which was so fundamental to the

prayer of Clare and Francis. As the Sermon on the Mount tells us, purity of

ztsr-ainai, Lmura US
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heart prepares us to see God, to discover Him in all the events of our life:

"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see Gofl" (Mt 5:8). That is to say,

only when we draw close to God, in prayer or outside it, with a heart that is

completely open to and uusting in God, without any selfish interests or

personal prejudices, with a heart that seels Him as "the one thing neces-

sary"<nly then will FIis voice reach our ears and our hearts with the good

news that will stir those hearts and transform our lives, as in the case of Mary
and Elizabeth Q-kl44f} because it will give us the grace to become children

of God [n 1:12).

What was the drioingforce behind this search for the Spirit of the Lord to
which Clare devoted, not only her prayer, but her whole life? It was three-
fold<ustody of the hearq the desire for God and the constant focusing of
mind and heart on God.2l6

Cusady ofthe beattis achieved through penance, silence, enclosure, work
and constant vigilance against the world and the flesh. In this way, the spirit is

prepared to hear the voice of the Beloved @ev 3:20), allowing Him to make

His dwelling-place in us (21-Ag 2 1 -2 6), leaing Him fl ood us with His light and

FIis sweeoress erren in the darkest nights (2LAg 2l-23;3LAg 14-16; Proc

4:4).217 All this makes it possible to pray with a pure heart to God, the

Sovereign Lord. The pure heart brings with it a total forgetfulness of self, a

complete abandonment to the will of God.2l8 Clare's purity of heart resulted

in such a spiritual divestrnent, motivated by faith and with the glory of God as

its only aim, the one goal which she wished to discern and achieve in her
prayer and her life.2ie

The desire for God inspires us to pray and gives us a motive for custody of
the heart, so that, seeking first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, we

cur have in us the same mind tlat was in ChristJesus (cf. Phil 2:5) urd the

same thoughs as God in order to follow in F{is ways (cf. Is 55:8). Clare speals

repeatedly about this desire in her Rule and letters. Thus, when writing to

Agnes about looking to Christ to guard her virginity, Clare tells her to focus

this desire for God on Christ, "whose power is suonger, whose generosity

more abundant, whose appearance more beautiful, whose love more tender,

2l6r-i^ ti,Lmoro,16.
2l7cf. L^io".i, Ittturu, 1#'-173.
2l8Eloi L"l"r", 'Oraci6n de un coraz6n pwo," Scbccciovs & Frodscanismo 7 (1974) 35-17.
2 recf. Chi"o A Lainaa, Sama Chiarz ili Assbi. Ccmi hogrofci di sonu Agncse ili Assisi (Assisi, n. p.,
1969) 78-80.
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whose courtesy more gracious" (1LAg 9; cf. LEr 28-30; lLfu 14; zlrLg 20;
RCI X9).220

Tlte uninarnrpted gaze of mind aild hcart. This gaze is both the means

and the result of keeping the desire for God alive and protecting puriry of
heart. It is made more acute by meditation and contemplation, and it leads the

soul to imitate Christ (cf. 2LAg 20f). It begins with the eyes and the imagina-
tion and then draws us on to give our minds and hearts to Chrisg to submerge

our souls in the splendor of FIis glory."' Through ig we are enabled to see

with clear eyes the Word, the Eucharist, the crucifix and then other people

and the whole of creation. It allows us to enter, as through a door, into the

knowledge of God, for it helps us to "see and believe" [n 20:8), so that the
invisible God makes Himself visible to us, the Inaccessible becomes a man

among us, and we can see Him and touch FIim.222

Prayer ard knouilcilge of Cbrist. Clare provides us with an itinerary of
prayer which leads to a knowledge and transforming contemplation of Christ,
which she describes vividly in her second (2LAg 19-23) and fourth Letters ro
Agnes (4LAg l+-32).

This iourney has three basic features+eeing and observing, considering
and contemplating. Seeing and obsentingmeans using the eyes and the imagina-

tion to re-present, relive the mysteries with the help of faith .ln considring or

meditnting, we go deeper into the mysteries by reflecting on their meaning and

experiencing the emotions which they arouse within us.ln contemphtion, we

aste the divine truths and are filled with a desire to imitate Christ. Here we

can be completely uansformed "into the image of the Godhead itself'(3LAg
13) urd experience the indwelling of God in the soul; we see God, which is the

reward of the pure in heart.

What is thc spiriasl conunt of eacb of these stages? ln seeing and obsenting,

Clare tells us to "lookupon FIim who became contemptible foryou..." QW
19). "Your Spouse, though more beautifirl than the children of men became...

the lowest of men... and then died amid the sufferings of the cross" (2LAg 20).

220Fr*"i, 
also expresses this desire in his frst Rule: 'nTherefore, let us desire nothing else, let us

wish for nothing else, let nothing else please us and cause us delight except our Creator and
Redeemer and Savior, the one true God, who is the Fullness of Good, all good..." (RegNB )Ofitr
e).
22tLetnati, Lmara, Uo,
2225"" F.*"i, of Assisi, Admonition l, Frarcb atd Clon: Couphtc Works, tans. by Regs J.
Armstrong and Ignatius C. Brady, (New York: Paulist Press, 1982) 25-27.
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This is what she had done so often when she read and meditated on the
canticle of the Servant ofYahweh in Isaiah 53 or in Psalm 22.

Corcidcring, mediutingmeans fixing our aftention on Christ, meditating
continually on the ml,steries of the cross (LEr 11f), the poverty of the King of
the Angels, lyrrg i. a manger, and His holy humility with "the untold labors
and burdens that He endured for the redemption of the whole human race"
(4LAg ll9-22). Meditation must then cirry over into our own lives, estab-
lishing a personal relationship berween us and Christ, which is the whole
purpose of meditation (al-fu l+17). Here the canticle of the Servant of
Yahweh serves 0s a model: "He was wounded for our transgressions.... The
Lord has laid on him the iniqoity of us all" (Is 53:,{"..6).

In contemplation,we gaze on "rhe ineffable charity that led FIim to suffer...
and die..." (4LAg 23), and we "contemplate his ineffable delights, eternal
riches and honors" (4LAg 28), a contemplation that absorbs and refreshes
(4LAg 11, 33). In a special way, this contemplative stage carries over into one's
life as the result of a rue discernment of the mystery of Chrisg or as Clare
puts it:

Desire to imitate Him. If you suffer with Him, you will reign with Him. If you
weep with Him, you shall rejoice wirh Him" SLAC z}f).And again, "Ler us
respond with one voice, one spirig to Him crying and grieving, who said:
'Remembering this over and over leaves my soul downcast within me '" (4LAg
26)z "Let yourself be inflamed... with the fervor of charity.... In the great desire
and love ofyour heart..., cry oue 'Drawme afteryou..., O heavenly Spousel I will
run and not tire untilyourbringme into the wine-cellar..."'(4LAg 27-32);'Wth
Him... you shall possess heavenlymansions... and, in the Book of Life, your narne
shall be called glorious zlmong men. Because of this you shall share always and
forever the glory of the kingdom of heaven..." QW2l-23).

fu her prayer developed, Clare's discernment of the mystery of Christ
evolved in three stages: prayriontemplation, in which she observed, consid-
ered, contemplated; daily lrft,i, which she suffered, mourned and died with
Chrisq and escbatolagr, the promise of reigning with Chrisg rejoicing with
Him and possessing heavenly mansions AW 0-22).

Prayer in tbc d.iscenrment of nrwcnion When Clare speaks about "rhe
penance to be imposed on the sisters who sin," she is referring to the part that
prayer has to play in the spiritual discernment exercised in conversion. She

saln: 'Meanwhile, as long as (the sinner) remains obstinate, let the prayer be
that the Lord will enlighten her heart to do penance" (RCl D( 4).

We have already spoken about enlighrenment of the heaft as a gift of
discernment. In this context, discernment is directed towards conversion,
which is also a gift of God (Lam 5:21), one which affecs the heart, the seat of
human life: conversion in biblical terms means a complete change of heart, "a
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new spirit" @23626f).In biblical theology, light is a symbol of life, of cosmic

life (Gen 1 :1 -3), as well as of human and supernatural life (Lk I :78f). In fact,

the light which God sheds on the human heart is meant to bring about a

change of life; it means leaving the darlness of slavery to sin in order to walk
in the light to our Father's house, like the Prodigal Son (Lk 15:18). But the

Prodigal Son acknowledged his miserable condition (Lk 15:17) and his sin

before setdng out for home. That is why, when Clare asla for prayers to
enlighten the sinner's heart, she wants her to be moved "to do penance," to

aclnowledge her deplorable situation and turn towards God. Meanwhile, her

sisters are to exemplifr God's love and, far from "becom(ing) angry or dis-
turbed on accorurt of (their sister's) sin," they are to join in prayer for her and

are "generourlyGo) pardon (their) sister for everywrong she (had) done" (RCl
D( 1,4-6, 10).

We have been dealing here with rwo methods of discerning the grace of
conversion, namely, counseling and prayer. Prayer assists counseling because

the erring sister first has to be admonished two or three times, and if admoni-
tion and penance are not enough to move her to repentance, then the whole

community unites in prayer so that the Lord, through His Spirit, the Coun-
selor and Consoler, will enlighten the sister's heart and lead her back to the

truth [n 16:13).

Praycr in tbe d.iscernment of M's work in u.In dealing with this theme,

we take our inspiration from Clare's words in her Testamen, when she invites

her sisters to aclnowledge and be thanlcfrrl for the grace of their vocation and

for the abundant kindness of God to them: "Because of His mercy and love,

He saw fit to speak these words through His saint about our vocation and

choice" (IestCl 2-4, lSD.
Itis at this point that prayer mrns into thankful discernmeng which moves

us to live up to "the immense gifis that God has bestowed on us" (lestCl6).
There is here an echo of the words which Christ addressed to the Apostles

before inviting them to follow His example of serving each otler: "Do you

know what I have done to you?" $n 13:12).223 Clare adds: "With what

eagerness and fervor of mind and body, therefore, must we keep the com-

mandments of our God and Father, so thag with the help of the Lord, we may

return to FIim an increase of His talent" ClestCl 18). Where shall we find a
better opportunity for expressing our wonder and gratitude than in that prayer

of praise and thankful joy which Clare most likely learned from Francis? All

223Di*. V* Baer, "Clare's Testament and the Spirit of Praye r," Tbc Cord 7 (1985) 207
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this activity fl ows fr om discernment+cknowledging, thanking, considering,
admiring, safeguarding, giving an increase; and it makes us acutely aware of
God's action in our lives.2'n It *ill cause rhe contemplative life to burgeon and
grow in us and will support that life as a continual response of praise to the
Lord and a deep desire to do good.

So, discernment leads to prayer because there is nothing to be desired more
than possessing "the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity and praying to
Him with a pure heart." And prayer ensures that discernment reveals to us
that "the Spirir of holy prayer and devotion" is r}re supreme value in our life.
Undoubtedly, Clare felt this beneficial interchange between prayer and dis-
cernment when, at Francis's insistence, she had agreed to govern the commu-
nity, and when, ultimately, what had been "painful and bitter" for her had been
"changed into sweetness" (festCl 70)."t

The spiritud journey as an example of discernment

In previous chapters, we have discussed discernment as a search for God,s
will and for a deeper Lnowledge of the Lord's action in our hearts. Now we
propose to study the spiritual journey which Clare describes in her letters to
Agnes and Ermentrude as a guide in the ways of the Spirit.

The First Letter to Agnes

a. Surtingpoint

-Rejection of worldlyhonors and dignities (lLAg 6,290

- Choosing poverry, penance and virginity (l LAg 60

-Tirking Christ as "a spouse of a more noble lineage" (lLAg 7)

b. TIte part tufollou), as "the spouse and the mother and the sister,, of Christ
(1LA9 t2,24)

-Courageouslyfollowing 
Christ cnrcified and poor (llag l4-30)

- Being always ready to fight against obstacles (lLag27 -29)

-Persevering 
in making progress (lLAg 3l)

c. The goalto be reocbed

- Gaining "eternal riches..., eternal glory and a blessed life" (llag l5f)

"olrru, Clan's Tisttncat 2M.
2258u", Clarc\ Ti:ctontmt 208f.
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-Possessing 
the Kingdom of Heaven (llAS 16,20,25,28,30), the rich

reward of Heaven (lLAg 23)

-Reigning 
with Christ (ll-4e27)

- Gaining the desired reward (lLAg 32)

The Second Letter to Agnes

a. Starting point

-"Become... 
a diligentimitator of the Fadrer of all perfection" (2LAg 3,

+)

- Reject and spurn everything earthly (2LAg 6)

- Only one thing is necessary (2LAg 10)

-Followin 
the footsteps of Christ QI-L17)

b.The path to follow

-Always 
have before your eyes the starting point and "remember your

resolution" (2LAg 11)

- Advance confidendy and joydrlly along the path of the Beatirudes,

following in the footsteps of Christ, who was poor (2LAg 18)

-Widr the help of advice from Brother Elias (2LAg 15f)

- Contemplation and union with the suffering Christ in His prayer and

life (2l-fu 19-21), and a burning desire to imitate Him (2LAg 20)rru

-Widr the help of dre Lord's grace (2LAg 25)

c.Tbe goal n be rercbed

-The perfecrion "with which the King Himself will take you to FIim-

self' (2LAg 4f), and "to which the Spirit of the Lord has called you"
(2LAs 14)

-In imitation of the Spouse (2l,AS 20)

- To reign with Him, to rejoice with Him and to "possess heavenly

mansions" (2LAg 21-23)

226fo Cl"r., "imitation" nteant "cottforrnity," as illusuated by Ctrrist's declaration that He was

doing what He had seen His Father do (cf. John l0:370; cf. RegisJ. fuinsuong, "C-lare of Assisi:

The-Mirror Mystic," The Cord Quly-August 1985) 195-202i Maria Amata, "II tema dello

'specclrio'negli scritti di S. Chiua," Fonza Sororum 3 (1984) l0l.

s

I
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The Third Letter to Agnes

a. Su.rtingpint
Clare begins by making a long evaluarion of the spiritual experience which

Agnes is going through, that is, her faithfirl perseverance and the "marvelous
progress through which... you have undertaken to win a heavenly prize"
(3LAg 3). Here Clare expresses her joy at Agnes's progress, a joy which is
reflected in all Clare's lefters because she is sharing the Lord's work with
Agnes and Ermenutde.221 Then, beginning with v. 10, Clare describes the
starting point of the spiritual journey:

- "Always rejoice in the Lord" and fight the temptation to sadness
(3LAs 100

- Fix mind, soul and heart on Christ, "the mirror of eternity..., the
brilliance of glory..., the figure of the divine substance" (3LAg 120,
thatis, have Christ as the center ofprayer and [fe

b.Tbe parta{oll^r,

- Do not stop to look at rhe seductions of the world and the devil (3IAS
15,20)

-'Totally 
love Him who gave Himself totally for your love..., the Son of

the Most Fligh" (3LAg 15 -t7, 23)

- Follow in the footsteps of Christ, "especially... poverty and humility"
(3LAs 2s)

-Practise 
contemplation (}LAg l2D

- With M.ry" mediation and following her example, welcome Christ
and make "our dwelling place with Him" (3LAg 18, 19, 2l-27)

- Be discreet in penance, offering the Lord the sacrifice of '!our very
life" (3LAg 40fl

c.Tbe goaltoberearhed

- "Tiansform your whole being into the image of the Godhead Itself'
(3LAs 13)

-'"fhste 
the hidden sweemess that God Himself has reserved... for those

who love Him" (3LAg 14)

I

227cf- tr.Ag+;2LAg25;3LAg4f,9;4t Ag7; LEr 3.
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- 
('p6$s5sing 

that which in comparison with the other transitory posses-

sions of this world, you will possess more securely," the divine life of
the Tiinity (3LAg 23,27)

The Fourth Letter to Agnes

a. Surtingpoint

- "Abandon the vanities of this world" (4LAg 8)

-'Marvelously 
espouse the spodess Lamb, who takes away the sins of

the world" (4LAg 8)

- "Share in the sacred banquet" (4LAg 9)

b.Tbe path tofollml

- "Cling with all (your) heart to Christ" (4LAB 9-14)

-"Q,ays 
upon this mirror (Christ) each day" (4LAg 15)

- 'Adorn yourself within and without with... all the virtues... as is

becoming the daughter and most chaste bride of the Most High King"
(4LAG 16{), that is, with poverty, humility and charity (4LAg 18-23),

and contemplate everything in this mirror, which is Christ (4Ug
18-23)

- "Run and (do) not tire" in following Christ (4LAg 29-31)

c.The goaln be reacbed.

-"Letyourself 
be inflamed... with the fervor of charitJ" (41,1'927)

- Enter the secret "wine-cellar" of the eternal espousal (4LAg 310

The Letter to Ermentrude

a. Surting point

- "\ /ith the help of God's grace, you have fled the mire of the world"
(LEr 2)

- "\Malk... courageously on the path of virtue with your daughters" (LEr

3)

- "... In holy poverty and sincere humility" (LEr 14)

b.Tlte path tofollout

-({Ss 
faithful... to FIim to whom you have promised yourself' (LEr a)

-Welcome 
toils and burdens (LEr 5)

- Do not be deceived by "the false delights" of the world; and "close

your ears to the whisperings of hell" (LEr 6). "Do not be afraid" of
anything (LEr l5), but have confidence in the help of God (LEr 15f)
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- "Bravely oppose ftell's) onslaughts" (LEr 6). "Gladly endure whatever
goes againstyou" (LEr 7, 10)

- "Offer faithfully what you have vowed to God (LEr 8)... in holy
poverty and sincere humility" (LEr 14)

-"Look to heaven" (LEr 9), and listen to Godt call

- Walk in faith, whether you are Iifted up or cast down (LEr 7)

- Without reservations, love God and Chrisg FIis Son, who was cruci-
fied for us (LEr 11)

-"Mediate constandy on the mysteries of Christ's cross and the agonies

of His mother, standing at the foot of the cross. Pray always and be

vigilant" (LEr 11-13)

- "By carrying each other's burdens of charity..., we will easily fulfill the
law of Christ" (I-Er 17)

c.Tbe goalabereached

-'f6s shall be crowned by Him with the garland of life" (LEr 4)

- 
((Qg1... 

reward (is) eternal (LEr 5, 8)...." He is our eternal reward"
(I-Er 16)

- "\Me shall enter into (Christ's) glory" (LEr 10).

- Complete "the workyou have begun well" (LEr l4). "Be faithful... till
deatl" (LEr 4)

Do Clare's letters describe progress along the path of perfection?

When answering this question, we must remember that there was an

exchange of lemers between Clare and Agnes, as we can easily deduce from
Clare's third letter to Agnes QLAS 29t).ln this letter, Clare answers the
questions Agnes had asked her about the observance of feasts. It seems,

therefore, that Clare was able to share Agnes's spiritual experience, to some

degree at least. But we believe that the most important thing about these

letters in this regard is to see in them a picnue of Clare's own spiritual journey
as she shares it with Agnes and Ermentrude. We shall try to discover the stages

of progress on this spiritual journey by examining the noteworthy points in
each letter, notewortly by being omitted as well as by being included, and as

related to previous or subsequent letters.

In tbe fim lefrer, contemplation is not mentioned, although it is a basic

theme in the others. Only prayer is referred to at the end of the letter, when
Clare asts to be remembered with her sisters in Agnes's "holy prayers." Still,
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Clare does insist many times+en, in all-and in different terms, that the goal

to be achieved is the eternal reward--+he Kingdom of Heaven, most abundant

recompense, reasures in Heaven, fruits of love, ruling with Chrisg things of
eternity, thirgr of heaven, blessed eternal life, everlasting vision, the desired

prize. In the other letters, Clare does not insist so much on this theme and

concentrates on God Himself and on achieving perfection of life, which are

the two elements characteristic of the beginning of the spiritual journey.
In tbe second lctter, Clarc introduces contemplation and three other new

subiectsJollowing the path of rhe Beatitudes, the imitation of Christ and

availing of Brother Elias's advice.228

In rte tbird lctur, Clare speaks about returning our love for the love of
Christ, who has given Himself totally to us. She introduces the subject of
Mary as the exemplar and mediatrix in welcoming Christ and in experiencing

"spiritual materniqr" and points out the spiritual dimension of penance-
"Praise the Lord byyour very life." She speaks about transformation in Christ,

the indwelling of the Tiinity and spiritual motherhood.
In tbe fourtb letter, Clarc adds the image of spiritual espousal, about which

she spoke in the previous letters, using the image of the sacred banquet during
which this espousal takes place and which culminates in entering the secret

"wine-cellar" of the eternal espousal.22e This letter also contains the image of
Christ as the mirroq which Clare had introduced in the third lemer (4LAg 12)

as a daily reference point. To the consideration of Christ's love, found in the

third letter, Clare nowadds the idea of being "inflamed more stronglywith the

fervor of charity," *ith love of Christ.
Tltc letur to Ermutra.de deals with most of the subjects already found in

the letters to Agnes. However, three new ideas are inuoduced here- "walking

on tle path ofvirtue with your daughters," walking in faith and "carrying each

other's burden of charity," thus "easily fulfilling the law of Christ." Clare says

that this carrying of each other's burden is accomplished by prayer and the life

of sisterhood.

228Fro- this, we can conclude that Clare did notregard herselfas Agnes's spiritual guide, at least
not exclusively so.
229En it* d, *, Frorbco y santa Clara fu.4s$edited by Lazaro Iriarte (Valencia: Asis, l99l) 234,
n.2.
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Summary of the spiritual journeywhich Clare describes in her letters

We shall summarize the spiritual journey which Clare expounds in her
letters by considering is basic elements.
a. Surting point

- The call and the grace of God the FatheE fountain of "every good

endowment and every perfect giff'(as l:17)

-Abandon 
everything earthly, the vanities of the world and all worldly

dignities and honors

- Sart out on the road in the footsteps of Christ, poor, humble and

crucified

b.The pnhtufollot)

-Not be deterred by difficulties; and resist temptations

- Embrace Christ, poor, humble and crucified; live His life of poverty,
penance, in commurrity and in the spiritual espousal

- Contemplate Christ in prayer and in life, loving Him, imitating Him
and being transformed into Him.

c. TIte pal n be reaebed

-To possess the eternal reward, the divine life

- To be transformed into the image of the divinity of Christ, and the

eternal spiritual espousal

-To reign with Christ in "the glory of the heavenly Kingdom."





Chapter Four
Central Values in Clare's Discernment

fntroduction

A t the beginning of His public life, our Lord Himself had to face the

A temptation to end His forty dap of prayer and fasting in the desert.
l- IThe tempter tested His standards and values, FIis reasons for choos-
ing the will of His Father and the Kingdom. Here we wish to speak about a

similar aspect of Clare's discernment: we want to know what were the
principles or values upon which she based her decision to follow Christ, her
discernment in deciding her vocation.

In fact, nowadays greater emphasis is being placed on the values and
attitudes upon which we base our commitrnent, our choice to lead the Chris-
tian or the religious life. The depth of this commitrnent determines our abiliry
to take personal responsibility for the form of life we have embraced and our
being able to give reasons "for the hope that is in (us)" (lPet 3:15). Todaythere
is much talk about criteria and principles, about the number seeking dispensa-
tions from rro*r,2'o about the rrery nanre of vocadon, and its relevance to the
modern world. There is a question as to whar guaranrees do ordinary Chris-
tians and even those totally committed to a specific form of consecrated life,
w-hat guarantees do they have that they will be able to live up to their ideals or
charisms when faced with the needs and demands of the world and the Church
in modern times.

All this is not dissimilar to the situation in which Clare found herself when
she decided to live according to the example and teaching of Francis and his
brothers. The factwas that the form of consecrated life which she found in her
day and of which she had personal experience at San Paolo's, near Bastia, and

Sant' Angelo's in Panzo, fell short of the ideal of Gospel life which she wished

230M. Mrrrio"4 El Discentirnimto. Tioria y Prdtica(Madrid: Instiruto Gol6gico de Vida Religiosa,
1894) 287.
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to live.23l Even after seven centuries, we can see tlat Clare's discernment, her
decision to follow Christ which she undertook under Francis's inspiration and
guidance, was genuine and solidly based, since her ideal continues to attract
women from all over the world to follow Christin "holy unity and most high
poverty."

When Christ was tempted in the desert, He turned to the word of God in
Scripture to illustrate the divine will; and the tempter, too, quoted Holy Writ
to support his claims. Similarly, when Francis had discovered his form of life
in the Gospel, he asked for the approval of the Church as an added guarantee
ofhis discernment; and Clare also sought ecclesiastical acceptance of her form
of life. But both show us in their writings that they had other values and
criteria which would support them on their spiritual journey in following
Christ and iiving the Gospel.

In modern education and formation, values are much discussed and are
divided into two kinds, terminal and instrumental. Grminal values, as the
name implies, are concerned with a final state or ideal which gives meaning to
a person's whole life, while instrumental values are means to aftain or erpress
those terminal values. Obviously, for us Christians, Christ is the terminal value
which gives our lives meaning, to such an extent that our whole lives and all
our values are, or should be, centerd on following Him and relating to Him.

In Clare's case, we shall speak about this one terminal value, Christ. The
various insuumental values at her disposal were of trvo kinds, primary such as

the Gospel, the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy aaivity, the Church, Mary and
Francis; and secondary, such as the motivation for and the profession of ,,our

form of life," the life of poverty, the common good, and the unity of mutual
r 232
IOVe.

In accordance with Vatican II's desire for renewal, the magisterium of the
Church has drawn up four principles for guiding religious in their discern-
ment of the role they should play in human advancement, namely, fidelity to
all people and to our own times, fidelity to Christ and the Gospel, fidelity to
the Church and her mission in the world, and fideliry to the religious life and
the special charism of one's own institute.2li W'e shall try to see how Clare's

23lcf. 1"", Leclercq, "\Moman's Monasticism in the Tivelfth and Thirteenth Centuries,,,
Grqfian Raiew 7:2 (1993) 167-192.
2-}-ltg"uio 

OmaechevCrria , Las Cla*as a trauis ib las ighs(Madrid: lg72) 241-252.
2l3s".r.d Congregation for Religious and Secuiar Institutes, ,,Religious and Human
Advancement" 13, Vaticm Cowtcil II: Morc Pott Coneiliar Dutmm*, VotumJ2, edited by Austin
Flannery (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgicd Press, 1982) 27+271.
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discernment led her to apply these principles in living her life according to the
Gospel.

fu we have remarked before, Clare was just like the Christian and the
religious of today in that she had to deal with challenges to her Christian and
religious life. Faced with these challenges, she had to make sliecific choices,
which led her to break away from the existing forms of religious life and start
afresh. The history of the Order proves that Clare made her choice in .,fidelity

to people and to her own times," for there was such an increase in the number
of sisters who embraced her form of life that many monasreries were founded
even outside It ly in her own lifetime.23a Thus the Bull of Canonizatian was
able to call Clare "a parent fruirful with virtues (who) produced many daugh-
ters for religious life by her example" (BulCan n. t8), while the Legend says of
her that "within a short time the reputation of the holiness of the virgin Clare
had spread through the neighboring areas and from all sides women ran after
the odor of her oinunents" (LegCl n. l0).

Christ

Since it is not necessary for us here to detail the Church,s teaching on our
Lord, we shall deal solely with the part which devotion to Christ played in
Claret spiritual life, and we do so from three poine ofview:

Following Christ

The following of Christ, so characteristic of Francis,s spirituality2ss and so

basic for every disciple of the Lord (Mt l6:24),also occupies a privileged place

in Claret spirirual life. She "follorved in the footsteps of Christ Flimself,,,236

which she explained as following "the life and poverty of our most high Lord
Jesus Christ and of His holy mother" (RCl VI 7), as she had been taught by
Francis.

2']noU.ry 
Rusconi, 'Llespansione del francescanesimo femminile nel secolo fr11,,, Mwimmu

lA;yso fo1rnih c froraemcsima ntl sccolo )OII: tni &l WI Conoegno intcrtazionah, ,/tsisi, l l-13
Onabrc 1979 (lssisi: La Socied Internazionale di Studi Francescan-i, l98O) 263-3 I 3,2rAffor* 

Pompei, "Gest Cristo," D izionaio Froncacano (padova: Edizioni Messaggero padova,
t9$) at.
2368rrll of.App.oval of.Rule of S3rn1 CJare, Clarc of Assiri: Ear$ Docancnr, Ratbat ann Erpmdcd,
translated and edited by Regis J. Armstrong (St. Boo"r.nture, Ny: Franciscan lnstitute
Publications, 1994) 63.
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Therefore, following Christ means despising earthly things (2LAg 6) and

being humble and charitable (2LAg 7), since it is motivated by what He has

done for ot.23' So following Christ requires a personal relationship with Him
who accompanies us on our way to the Father @stCl 51.238 The connection

which Clare saw betureen the life of poverty and the following of Christ is

shown clearly in her reply to the Pope when he offered to dispense her from

the privilege of poverty: 'T will never in any way wish to be absolved from the

following of Christ" (LegCl n. l4).
Christ invited us to follow Him specifically by taking up the cross every day

(I-k9:23). Clare expressed this aspect by telling Agnes that she should pluck

up her courage and have "a burning desire for the Poor Crucified" (lLAg 14).

She herselfhad entered the school ofthe cross when Francis had introduced

her to love of Christ crucified.23e Consequendy, she had seen her own life and

that of her sisters as a loving surrender to Him "who gave Himself totally" for
us (3LAg 15;2l,fu 20;4L!$23).

In both rhe Legend and the Bull of Canonization, there are many wimesses to
the power which meditation and contemplation on the Passion had on Clare's

life. It moved her to tears (LegCl n. 30) and motivated her sisters to embrace

her form of life (Proc 3 :1 ; 1 1 :2). In fact, the two momenm in the life of Christ
which Clare mentions most often when speaking of His emptying Himself for
our sake, are FIis birth and His passion and death on the crorr.2*

Love of Christ

Love was the basis of Clare's relationship with Chrisg as we would expect

from her close union with Him in spiritual espousals and the love for us which

she saw in Him. She has left abundant evidence to this effect in her writings:

"Love God and Jesus, IIis Son, who was crucified for us sinners, from the

depths of your heart.... Meditate constandy on the mlrsteries of the cross"

(,Er 1lf;4LAg 1U; lLAg 70.fu opposed to the "blind lovers in a deceitful

237chi"o A Lainati, "Il Testamento di santa Clial;a," Forna Soronnt 23 (1986) 1972. Chiara ,{.
Lainati, 'fbstamento di S. Chiara," Dzionnio Francesemto (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova,

1983) 1827-r84.
238H..b".t Roggen, Thc Spirit of Stint Clarc, rzuls. Paul Joseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan

Herald Press, l97l).
2i9l-,^ro lierts., Vuazionc Frorcaccna. Sintei dcgli Idrali ili S. Frotrcsco c di S. Chiara, (Piemme:

Casale Moferram, l9l) 104.

2€H"rb"rt Roggen, Tbc Spirit of Saint Chn, rens. Paul Joseph Otigny (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, l97l); Marco Balr:c,h, Cbrc of Assbi, translated by Sister Frances Teresa (Quincy:
Franciscan Press, 1993) ll7-125.
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and turbulent world," Clare proposed that Agnes should "totally love Him
who gave Himself totally for (our) love" (3LAg l5). She urged her sisters to
"wear cheap garments out of love of the most holy and beloved Child who was

wlapped in such poor litde swaddling clothes and laid in a manger" (RCl tr
24). She asks the Church, through our Lord's love for us in His saving

mysteries, to watch over her daughters' fideliry to the poverty they have

promised @stCl 44tr). She begs Agnes to contemplate the ineffable love of
Christ who suffered "on the wood of the cross..., the most shamefrrl death," so

that she will come to "be inflamed more strongly with the fervor of charity"
(4LAs 21,260.

Imitation, transformation and union

Although Clare preferred to speak about following Christ, she also used the
concepts ofimitation, transformation and union. Above all, she referred to our
Lord's words inviting us to imitate our heavenly Father's perfection, a perfec-
tion which can become union with Christ, the King Himself, in the eternal
espousals (2LAg 4f). She wished also to imitate Christ the Spouse, to whom
she yearned to be betrothed as a result of her contemplation of His mystery of
redemption QW20D.

Clare spoke to Agnes about the imitation of Christ and union with Him as

adorning "yourselfwithin and withoutwith beautifrrl robes... of all thevirtues"
(4LAg 16f). This connects with the idea of tranrforrnation inspired by St.Paul,
who tells howwe shall be "changed into his likeness from one degree of glory
to another" (2Cor 3:18). Clare taught that this change will take place through
contemplation, an idea similar to that of St. Paul who saln that it will "come
from the Lord who is the Spirit." And Clare indicates a standard for discerning
the authenticity of such contemplation: "So that you too may feel what His
friends feel as they aste the hidden sweetless that God Himself has reserved

from the beginning for those who love Him" (3LAg 130.'*'
Thus we arrive at the concept of union, of being "mawellously espoused to

the spodess Lamb..., and cling(ing) with dl (your) heart to FIim..." (4LAg 8tr).

In her first letter to Agnes, Clare had already spoken about union with Christ
"in whose. embrace you are already caught up," who has adorned Agnes with
the most precious spiritual gifts (lLAg 7,100. This union is realized in the
mystery of the indwelling of the Most Holy Tiinity. In her third lemer, Clare

2alln 
Scaram"Ui's list of rules for discerning good spirits from bad, the signs of a good spirit

include inner peacr, sweet charity, liberty of spirig open truthfirlness, etc. Cf. Eraristo Acosta
Maestre, Discernment
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deduces from this m1,stery the extraordinary digrty of the soul of the believer

and then speaks to Agnes about spiritual maternity: "fu the glorious Virgin of
virgins carried (tlim) materially, so you, too..., can... always carry Him spiritu-
ally in your chaste and virginal body, holding Him by whom you and all things

ue held together" QLAg 2l-27).
In Clare's description of imitation and transformation, the symbol of the

mirror occupies a special place and gives us an insight into her devotion to
Christ. She uses the symbolism of the mirror in her third and fourth letters to
Agnes. And since the third letter was written fifteen years before her death and

the fourth just a few months before she died, we can righdy conclude that this
symbolism was veryimportant in her spirituality.2a2 Here we shall simply draw

attention to a few points which will help us to understand the importance and

originality of this concept of the mirror in Clare's christological spirituality.
Clare's originality consists in seeing the mirror as a means of contemplation

that then leads on to ransformation (3LAg l2t;4LAg l5-17). The mirror is
Christ Himself, who shows us, through His mysteries, as through a three-di-
mensional mirror, the poverty, humility and charity which we must strive to
contemplate and imitate if we wish to express our love for Him (4LAg

78,24-31).243 Clare places on Christ's lips the expression of this symbolism

when she says: "ThatMirror, suspended on the wood of the cross, urged those

who passed by..., sapng.. ." (4W24), an aspect of this symbolism which is not
found in medieval spiritual authors but is present in some apocryphal New
Testament documents.2#

The vision of the mirror which Clare describes is a directvision inspired by

faith. While Paul speala about an obscure image of God (lCor l3:12), Clare

writes of a clear vision through the eyes of faith; while Paul speals about the

mirror as an instrument and point of comparison ("as in a mirror'), Clare sees

the mirror as Christ Himself, but it is also a mirror in which we can see how

far we fall short of the ideal, Christ (4LAg 14f,24).24s In due course, if we

contemplate this mirroq which is Christ, we, in turn, will become mirrors for

those near and far, as Clare says in her Tatnmm, (RCl 19-21).

2a2cf. Mui^ Amata, "Il tema dello 'specchio' negli scriai di S. Chiara," Fomu Soronnt 3 (1984)
l0l; RegisJ. Armstrong, "Clare of Assisi: the MirrorMysac," Thc Cord,35 (1985) 195-202.
243A."4, n tema 100, 103; cf. Armstrong, MirrorMystic 198.

2#A.*rtron 
g, Mi..or Mystic 200.

24tArn"o, Il tema lo3.
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The Gospel

Christ and the Gospel are inseparable since the Gospel gives the Christian
community a poruait of Christ, the Word made flesh, who "enlightens every
man coming into the world" (n 1:9). In Clare's Ruk, we find many explicit
references to the Gospel: her form of life is "ro observe the holy Gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ" (RCl I l), and the Gospel is her criterion of perfection
(RCl VI 3). Because following the Gospel is so important, Clare wished to
have a Cardinal Protector who would guarantee the sisters'submission to the
Church and their loyalty to the Catholic faith (RCl )(tr 120. The first step in
embracing this form of life is to do what the Gospel saln about selling one,s
possessions (RCl II 8). On other occasions, too, Clare refers erpressly to the
words of the Gospel: in corurection with forgiving offences (RCl IX 90,
bearing the burdens of life and loving those who persecure us (RCl X l0-13)
and serving the sick sisters, as the Golden Rule commands (Mt 7:12; RCI VItr
14). The Legmd, too, provides much evidence of Clare's devotion to the word
of God (LegCl 17, 45).

The Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity

Clare did not develop a theology of the Holy Spirit with the same wealth of
ideas that we find in Francis's writings. Yet she did deal with the fiurdamental
aspect of the Holy Spirit's intervention in the life of the believer, as we shall

246
see.

The Spirit of the Lord and the life of perfection

The Acts of the Procers of Cmoniz,ation contains several accounts of Clare's
awareness of living under the action and influence of the Holy Spirit, as she
indicated, for instance, in the words she spoke shordy before she died (Proc
3:20; 20:5). And Celano depics Francis as saying that "one and the same spirit
had led the brothers and the Poor Ladies out of the world" (2Ce1204). We can
also find evidence of this awareness in her writings, which show that her whole
spiritual journey was inspired by the Spirit of the Lord, an inspiration which
led her to follow Christ, live the Gospel and lead others to do so, too.2o7

89

2{In Forr"irt ,nritings, there are I 19 references to the Holy Spirit, while in Clare's there are only
14. Cf. Jean-Frangois,Godeg Georges Maillieux, Corps b Sourccs frcnciscamas, ! (Louvain:
Centre de Tiaitement Elecrronique des Documents de l"Universit6 Catholique de Louvain, 1976)
10. Cf Optatus van Asseldonk, "The Spirit of the [,ord and Its Holy Activity in the Writings of
Saint Francis," Grqfrian Raiew 5 (l9l) 103-158.

"7Chi"o A Lainati, "Il Gstamento di Santa Chiara ,' Fomz Sororun 23 (1987) 19G220; Chiara
,d lainati, 'Testamento di sana Chiara," Diziotuio Franccsccno 1827-1846; Sebastian Lopez,
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Clare spoke to Agnes about carrying Christ "spiritually." In the contexr of
Francis's spirituality of the Holy Spirit, this meant carrying Him through "the
Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity," which accomplishes the work of
sdvation in us (3LAg 25).'ot When she is exhorting Agnes not ro pay any
attention to those who wish to dissuade her from answering the call to
perfection, she tells us that it is the Spirit of the Lord who calls us to perfection

QLAS 14). She speals more explicidy on this point in her Rule, when she

refers to those who "by divine inspiration" wish to embrace this life (RCl II l)
and to their disposing of their property "as rhe Lord may inspire (them)"
(RCL 2, 10).

"... To which everphing else mustbe subjected"

The texts in Clare's writings which refer ro this principle of the spiritual life
tell us "not to excinguish the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion" (RCl VII2),
to "desire to have above all else the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity"
(RCL 9) and "to pray always to Him with a pure heart" (RCL X 10).

The first text immediately recalls St. Paul's admonition to the Thessaloni-
ans: "Do not quench the Spirig do not despise prophecies, but test everything;
hold fast to what is good, abstain from every form of evil" (lThes 5:19-22).
When Clare and Francis were addressing these words to their followers, they
were speaking also to us about something as good and noble as work, which
they called "a grace of the Lord." In other words, they are speaking to us of
the possible conflict berween two graces from the Lord, which, rherefore,
need discernment so that each may be given its proper place and importance.
In this also, St. Paul helps us to clarif, the matter when he saln: "Earnestly
desire the higher things. And I will showyou a still more excellent way" (l Cor
12:31); "Make love your aim, and earnesdy desire the spiritual gifts, especially
that you may prophesy" (RCl )ilV 1); "Have this mind among yourselves,
which was in ChristJesus" (Phil 2,5).2ae

St Paul also has a text which is echoed by "Its holy activitll" namely, 'Now
there are varieties of gifts, but the same spirit; and there are varieties of
service, but the same Lord; and there are varieties of working, but it is the same

't-ectura teol6gica del testamento de sta. Clara," Schccioncs dc Fronciyanismo ll (1982) 229-312;
Tha&e Mamra, Introduction 29-65.
2sOpo*. r"n Asseldonk, "Lo Spirito Santo negli scriai e nella vita di Santa Chiara," It ltnra
c Lo SpirimYofume II (Roma: Laurentianum, 1985) 137-151.
2#Jean M"ri" Roger Tillard, Dibmrnar of Modrn Rcligiotts fry' @ilmington, Del: M. Glazier,
1984) r8-30.
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God who inspires them all in every one" (1Cor 12:4-6). So it is that Francis
and Clare are telling us that we must protect above all else this Spirit which
operates everyvirtue, charism or service in os.250

In both of Clare's texts cited above, she is speaking about the prayer which
has to be protected and which is part of the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy
activity, a prayer from "a pure hearg" since, as we have seen, it is the one way
we can see God's works and God Himself. Through this prayeq we can truly
discern the ways of the Lord and so dedicate ourselves, /arote ourselves, to
God's work with the assurance that we are walking and acting according to
God's will.

The Spirit of the Lord as a guerantee of truth

In her Tistament, Clare says: "(Our Father, St Francis), through $ear joy
and enlightenment of the Holy Spirit, made a prophery about us that the Lord
later fulfilled" (festCl 11). !14th these words, she is stating her deep convic-
tion that the Spirit of the Lord, who is the Spirit of truth, had been present at
the beginning of her Iife in religion_as the living foundation of every gift and
charism that she later experienced."' Seeing that Clare wrote these words at
the end of her life, we can conclude that she had found this Spirit a source of
unshakeable faith in "the abundant kindness of God." Through Francis, God
had shown her and her sisters their "vocation and choice" CfesCl 15f), the
truth ofwhich she had seen every day of the forty-one years that had passed

since her conversion.

Mary

While we shall not pause to discuss Mary's place in Catholic theology in
general, we do wish to point out that the writings which Clare and her sisters

received from Francis stressed his desire that the life of Clare and her sisters

should be modelled as closely as possible on Mary's role in the work of
salvation (cf. FormViv 3f; llltVol 1-3; CantExh 1,3,6; SalB\,IN{ 1-3;OffPass,
Ants. 1, 2). In all her writings, Clare repeatedly refers to Mary and so helps us

to understand the part our Lady played as a guide on her spiritual journey.2s2

We shall consider rwo points in particular in this regard.

25oOpo*. r* Asseldonk, "Lo Spirito Santo negli scriai e nella vita di Santa Chiara ,' La ltttcra
c Lo SpiitoYohrme II (Roma: Laurentianum, 1985) 137-151.
2tlvan fuseldonk, 226.
252."'It is interesting to note that, although other monastic Rules do not explicidy refer to Mary, we
can discover in them Mary's silent presence in the background as a guide and norm for everyone
who 'listens joyfully to Holy Scripture".Cf. M. C. Ro&iguez, "Maria,.regla de las monjas,'
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Clare followingMary
We must include here the reference which the Bull ofApproval for the Rule

makes to Mary: "Despising the vanities and delights of the world and follow-
ing in the footsteps of Christ Himself and FIis most blessed Mother, you have
chosen to live a life of bodily enclosure and to serve the Lord in highest
poverty in order to dedicate yourselves freely to Him" (RCl 12fl. Mary
declared that she was the handmaid of the Lord, and she sang of the greamess
which God had achieved in her. She then lived all her life close to Jesus,
treasuring and pondering everyrhing in her heart. That is how Clare saw
Mary as a poor, humble woman, united to Christ especially in the places in
which Clare loved to contemplate Him-Bethlehem and Calvary.

In her Rule, Clarc first alludes to Mary in connection with rhe "cheap
garmene" which the sisters are to wear "out of love of the most holy and
beloved Child who was wrapped in such poor swaddling clothes and laid in a

manger and of His most holy Mahd' Q:24). While Francis speaks about
following Christ in poverty and humility, Clare adds the reference to Mary.
Why? Because st-r! sawMary as a symbol ofvirginal love, morher-love and the
love of poverty,253 united in the Virgin Mother's relationship with Christ And
Mr.y" love for her Son became the model for the relationship of love which
the Poor Clare should maintain in her life with Christ.

In Chapter 6 of the Rule, Clxe recalls the Last Will which Francis wrote
for the Poor Ladies and in which he alludes to following Mary in her life and
poverty (RCl 70. It is importanr to note these two aspece of followingJesus
and Mary, that is, their life and their poverry, because Mary as well asJesus are,
therefore, the ultimate rule of life for the Poor Ladies. In our day, Vatican tr
has emphasized to all religious the partMaryplays with Christin our redemp-
tion (Cf. Perfectae Caitotis n.2; l;wnm Gentium n. 56).2s+

Clare ends her Rule, as Francis does his, by stressing observance of the
Gospel and fidelity to "the poverty and humiliry of Our LordJesus Christ and
of His most holy Mother" (12:13). Clare did not allude to Mary in the first
chapter of her Rule but here she sums up all the allusions to Mary throughout
$e Rub. We must note especially her reference to Mrry'r humility, the key to

Mulites ilel Absoluto, Sndia Sibria 12 (1986) 419,429; Optatus van Aseldonk, Mai4 Frcntaa c
Cbiara (Rome: Laurentianum, 1989); Leonard I-ehmann, "Die beiden Meriengebete,' From,ihb,

llcister dcs gcbets: Kommcntar za dcn Gcbctca ilcs hciligm Franz oon lssiri (WerVW'esc
Detrich-Coelde-Verlag, 1989) I l8-l 38.
2 slc"oido, 

I-a forma, 2 il.
2saRodrig,*r, M eda, 423, 427.
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her role in the work of salvation (Lk l:48). We find a parallel rexr in Clare,s
Teaarnent (lesCl4), where she commends her sisters to "rhe holyMother, the
Roman Church" to safeguard their life of poverty, which must derive is
inspiration from following "rhe poverry and humility of His beloved Son and
His glorious Mrgin Mother."

Pursuing the same line of thoughq Clare wjshes Agnes to follow in the
footsteps ofMary "especially her humility and poverty," in order to be able to
carry Christ spiritually as Mary had carried Him in her womb and so come ro
possess "that which, in comparison with the other transitory possessions of
this world, you will possess more securely" (3LAg24-27). Here Clare presents
Mary to us, not only as a model of humility and poverty, but also as a model of
our spiritual maternity of Christ, of the mysterious indwelling of the most
holy tinity and of the blessedness of spiritual poverty. But if we wish to
imitate our model, Mary, we must contemplate and follow her in the various
mysteries of her life.

M"qy'r part in our redemption

Besides the mystery of Bethlehem, of Christ's and Mary's poverty and
humility, Clare loved to contemplate the mptery of Calvary where she beheld
Mrry ir the depths of her poverry and humility, receiving into her arms the
body of her Son, who had died for our sins.255 Clare invited Ermenrrude ro
"meditate constandy on the mysteries of tle cross and the agonies of His
mother sanding at the foor of the cross" (LEr 9, I lf).

Clare proposed Mary's co-operation in our redemption as a model for
Agnes: 'May you cling to FIis most sweer Morher who gave birth ro a Son
whom the heavens could not contain. And yet she carried Him in the linle
enclosure of her holywomb and held Him on her virginal lap" (3LAg l7-lg).
That is how Clare saw Mary, as an example of readiness to co-operate in our
redemption, l")org aside worldly delighs and vanities. But first, Agnes had to
receive the Lord in "the litde enclosure" of her hearg living with Him, sharing
His life in such a way that her life would be inspired by Mary's words: "Do
whatever he tells you" [n 2:5). And undoubtedly, we, too, will feel moved to
consideration for our brothers and sisters in religion as Mary was moved when
she hastened to visit and stay with her cousin Elizabeth while she was carrying

StMrri" Victoria Tiivifio, "El compartir esponsal de la pobreza de Clara de Asis,, Scbcciona ik
Froruisccni*to I (1979) 419.
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Christ in her womb.256 At Cana and during her visitation to Elizabeth, Mary
rejoiced in being united to Christ and in carrying the best wine of His loving

seryice to anyone who was suffering or in need. Therefore, Clare, recogriri.g
Mrry" power and her partin the redemption, ended herTtstamenrbyinvoking

"the... merits of the glorious and holyVirgin Mary" to ensure that God would

always give her sisters "final perseverance" (GstCl 77f), because "once we

have set foot on the path of the Lord," to turn away from it would be to

"offend so great a Lord and HisVirgin Mother" CfextCl 740.

The Church

At the beginning of this chapter, we mentioned the principles which the

magisterium of the Church laid down with a view to fostering human devel-

opment in keeping with the times. We shall now consider the third of these

principles, namely,'fidelity to the Church and her mission, since a point of
capital importance in Clare's spirituality was her love and reverence for the

Church, which we shall examine under three headings.

'Tfis litde flock, which the Lord Father has begotten in His holy
Church."

Clare addresses these words in her Testammt @sCl 46) to the officials of
HolyMother Church, begging them to see that her sisters follow the poverty

they had promised. In this, Clare goes to the heart of the m1ntery of the

Church, for she sees the Church as the mother of all the faithful whom she

begot in the waters of baptism and whom she feeds and cares for by means of
the other sacraments and spiritual aids that are pdrt of her treasure of grace

and holiness. In fact, a recent Church document expressly states that "all

religious institutes have come into being because of the Church and for

her."257

The Bull of Canonizttion, as if reciprocating Clare's esteem for the Church,

saln: "Therefore let Mother Church reioice because she has begotten and

reared such a daughter who, as a parent fruitful with virtues, has produced

many daughters for religious life by her example and has trained them for the

perfect service of Christ by her thorough teaching" (BulCan n. l9).

2 s6Rodrigue4 Mari a 42! , 427
2s7 Mauw Rclatiorcs l4-b.
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"Always submissive and subject
at the feet of that holy Church" (RCl )flI l3).

All references to the Churchin Clare'sRule allude to the decisive role of the
Church in enabling the sisters to live the Gospel bygoverning, protecting and

correcting them (RCl I 13; RCI )(II 12). This role begins when the Cardinal
Protector is asked for permission to receive a sister into the Order (RCl tr 2).

And the sisters recognize the Church's authority by submitting the curdidate
to an examination of her fidelity to "the Catholic faith and the sacraments of
the Church" Qr3). Because of that, Clare, on behalf of all the sisters, present

and future, "promises obedience and reverence to the Lord Pope Innocent
and his canonically elected successors, and to the Roman Church" (1:3).

Remarkably enough, Clare, like Francis, was able to maintain this balance

between the priority of the Gospel, on the one hand, and the power of the
Church, on the other.258 That is why Clare crowns and closes her Rule, not
merely by promising obedience to the Church, but also by affirming that
observing the Gospel is possible only by being "alwaln subject and submissive

at the feet of that holy Church" (12:13). That is to say, while the Gospel urd
the faith are the root and foundation of our salvation, neither will avail us ifwe
are not in firll communion with, and obedience to, the Church.2se Both Clare

and Francis believed firrnly that only the Church could give them effective

assistance in defending their life of unity and poverty, and that is why they
sought approval for their Rules and the help and vigilance of the Church in the
person of the Cardinal Protector.260

Indebted to the Church

In the preceding pages, we have already mentioned how Clare saw her role
as that of "a co-worker of God Himself in the salvadon ofthe members of the

body of Christ (3LAg 8). Axd we have also seen that she spoke of Francis's

prophecy about the glory which she and her sisters would give the heavenly

Father in all His holy Church @stCl l4). Then there are the texts in the

Terttmmt in which she declares that the mission of her sisters is to be "a
form..., an example and a mirror" for others (fesCl l9-21).It remains for us

now'to discuss the connection which Clare esablished in some texts berween

258K"1.tan 
Esser, "SL Clare, Image and Mirror of the Church," Rcpair M1 Hottsc, trans. by

Michael D. Meilach, ed. by Luc M€ly (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1963) 155-171.
259ldoy^p, Clara, 211-230;Esser, I 55- I 7 l.
2@Opo*r r* Asseldonk, "Lo Spirito Santo negli scritti e nella vita di Santa Chiara," lt bncru
c Lo SpiritoYohtme II (Roma: Laurentianum, 1985) 175-176.
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fidelity to vocation and the sanctity and honor of the Church, both triumphant
and militant.

First, she considers how turning "away from the path of the Lord... through
our own fault or negligence or ignorance" would "offend... the Church Tii-
umphant and even the Church Militant" because we would then be among the
"cursed" instead of being numbered among "the blessed" who will 'tnherit..
the Kingdom prepared... from the foundation of the world" QVlt2Si4;GstCl
74-76). Meditating on the dignity and grandeur of the sisters'vocation, Clare
invokes "the supporting merits of the glorious and holy Virgin Mary His
Mother... and all the saints" to receive from the same Lord "final persever-
ance" (GstCl77f), a grace for which she will again ask for all her sisters in her
Blersing(BCl7-10). This, of course, is entirelyin the line of thought ofVatican
II, where the Council refers to the eschatological nature of the pilgrim Church
and its union with the Church triumphant (Lumm Gmtium 48-51).

St Francis

The fourth principle which the Church proposed to religious in dreir work
for human advancement is "fidelity to the religious life and the special charism
of one's own institute."26l W'e shall now examine this principle while studying
Clare's relationship with Francis as a disciple with her teacher in the ways of
Gospel perfection. In this respect, Clare was not a typical example of fidelity
to Francis's charism. Instead, Francis was for her a sign from God, and in him
she continually read and discerned her own vocation to the Gospel life.262

External testimony

We shall mendon only briefly the evidence of rhe kgenl and the Bull of
Carunirution, which speak often and at length about the basic role which
Francis played in Clare's spiritual life.

These records tell how Clare wished to see and listen to Francis and how,

when she visited him in secret, he used to exhort her to abandon the world and

become a bride of Christ (LegCl 5; Proc l2:2; l4r3). They observe that Clare
had the greatest confidence in Francis's prudence and chose him as her
spiritual director (L.Nl 6; BulCan 4,6). She fled from her parents' house on
his instructions (LegCl 7). She promised him obedience and took on the

26lR"ligio.r. *d Humari Advancement 28, 30.
262R*6-Ch".l"s Dhong Chin4 rudn c sorclla Qvlibno. n.p., 1982) 24; Roberto Zavalloni, "Mta
di relazione," I a pcnoulid di Cbiara d'.,lssisi: Sudio psialogico (Assisi: Edizioni Porziuncola, 1993)
r39-t&.
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government of the communityin deference to his wishes (LegCl l2). Itwas at
his urging that she began the Order ar San Damiano (Proc 1:2; 6:l), and her
spiritual dependence on him was symbolized by the vision she had in which he
fed her (Proc 3 :29 ; 6:13).

Francis, Clare's teacher and guide

The Bull of Approval of rhe Rule tells how Francis gave Clare and her
sisters their form of life G.Cl 5, 6,16). Clare confirms this by speaking in her
Rale about the form of life "that Blessed Francis established" (RCl I 1).

Clare mentions in her Rzle @Cl VI 2ff) that Francis wrote a form of [fe for
her in which he insisted "especially that we always persevere in holy poverty,'
(festCl 33). Similarly, he wrore his Last Will for her and her sisrers, urging
them "to live always in this mosr holy life and poyerty" (RCl VI 8). In her
Tistament, she expressly states that Francis left them many writings so that
they might in no way turn away from mosr holy poverty @stCl 34). Follow-
ing "the command of such a father," she and her sisters bound themselves to
most holy poverty (festCl 37 -39,560. In her third letter to Agnes, she tells us
how Francis had recommended that feasts should be celebrated with particular
solemnity (GstCl 3) and specified the days when they were not obliged to fast

@stCl36).

Francis and salvation

Francis played a still more decisive part in the life of Clare and her sisrers,
as the following text shows: "The most high heavenly Father saw fit in His
mercy and grace to enlighten my heart that I should do penance according to
the example and teaching of our most blessed father Francis" (festCl 5, 7). So,
among the many graces which Clare and her sisters had received was what the
Lord had worked in them through their beloved father, Francis. Wirh his
help, they had come to know the divine plan for their 'location and choice"
CfestCl 16); and it was he who, through his example and teaching, had led
them to the path which is Christ @stCl 5, 7).

Clare gladly acknowledged the crucial part which Francis played in her life
and that of her sisters. She called him "our pillar (of strength) and, after God,
our one consolation and support" (lestCl 38) and declared that'oThe Lord
gave us our most blessed father Francis as a founder, planter and helper in rhe
service of Christ..." (IestCl 48f). That is why she could call herself "the little
plant of the holy father" (RCl I 3; TesCI 37; BulCan 6). She finishes her
Testament by invoking the aid of "our mosr blessed father Francis" in perse-
vering in the way of the Lord until the end, because theywould "offend" him
if they turned aside from that way @stCl 7+-78).
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The soul or conscience and the profession of this life

Over and over again, the Gospel speaks of the soul as synonymous with

one's life, as a treasure that must be protected above everything else (cf. Lk
12 :20; 9 2 5 ; Mt | 6:2 5).263

Clare speaks about the soul twice as a criterion and value which must be

respected and protected. The first occasion is when she is referring to work as

a means of avoiding "idleness, the enemy of the soul" (RCl VII 2). On the

second occasion, she balances the eternal value of the soul against the demands

of obedience, that virtue which is so fundamental to the religious life. The

abbess must be very careful not to "command her sisters anything that is

against their soul" (that is, their consciences: RCI X l); but if she does

command something against rheir soul, they should not obey her (RCl X 3).

This offers wide scope for discernment and responsibility on the part of those

in authority and those who are subjects.

Clare also includes the concept of profuion, as a reference point on many

occasions, as Francis did, using qmonymous t.rmr.2& She speaks about "the

form of our profession" as a synonyrn for the form of life of the Poor Ladies

(RCl tr 20), in which the Mistress is to "form" the candidates "diligently in a

holy way of life and proper behavior" (RCl II 22). She also speaks about sins

"against the form of our profession," with which we have dealt already (RCl

D( 1), and about "excesses against the form of our profession" which must be

corrected by the Visitator "whether these (excesses) be in head or in the

members" of the community (RCI )([I 3). And in her Testommr, she says that

the thought of their "lofu... profession" led her and her sisters to bind

themselves willingly to "most holy poverty" (IestCl 37-39). Sometimes she

equates "the form of our profession" with "our form of poverty" (RCl W 5; tr
14). Professing "our form ofpoverty" was a necessary condition for a sister to

be elected or accepted as abbess. And both the abbess's exercise ofauthority as

well as the obedience of the sisters were conditioned and limited by respect for

"the form of our profession" (RCl X l, 3).

263See 
The Jerusalcrn Biblc, Mertew l6:25, note "Paradox. This dictum and those immediately

following oscillate between two senses of human life:" its present stage and its future. The Greek
payrlc, here equivalent to the Hebrew nephcsb contains all three senses ofa 'life,'a'soul,' a 'person''
261fo hir Rule, Francis uses the words 'bur Rule" (RegB X l) and "our life- (RegNB IV 3) instead
of "proGssion."
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"Causesr' t{eeds" and t{ecessities"
In sharp contrast with the Rule of St. Benedict, under which Clare had

hitherto lived practically all her life,265 her Rule leaves plenty of room for
freedom and responsibility on the part of the sister subjects and allows for
personal initiative in thought and action.266 This will be clear when we

evaluate the meaning which the terms "causes" and "needs" (or "necessities')

have in her Rule.

*Causes'

In the Rules of Hugolino and Innocent IV the enclosure was an inviolable

institution to which the sisters had to submit whether they liked to or not.

Clare, howeveq introduced a formula which did not negate the importance

and intent of the enclosure butmade it apersonal commitment, the fulfillment
of which would depend on "a usefirl, reasonable, evident, and approved

purpose" or cause, for which it would be lawful for a sister to go outside the

enclosure (RCl tr 12). We should note that the institutional element, the

approval of authority, comes last in this list, as something which takes place

after individual discernment has been e*ercised.267

Clare repeats the idea of "a manifesg reasonable and unavoidable cause"

when dealing *ith the question of allowing "anyone to enter the monastery

before sunrise or to remain after sunset" (RCl )([ 8). She also mentions a

"reasonable cause" when referring to those sisters who "*ry... say the Our
Fathers" instead of the Divine OfEce (RCI m 1!, leaving it completely to each

sister to exercise responsible discernment in judging the circumstances.

Finally, a sister may be given permission to go to confession in the parlor

"during the Lent of St. Martin and the Greater Lent," butin this case approval

"is left to the prudence of the abbess or her Vicaress" (RCl V I 60.

t{eeds" and *necessities"

Clare af6rms in her second letter to Agnes that "one thing is necessary"

QLA9 l0) to firlfill their Gospel life. Yet she speaks about a whole range of

26s cL Tb, Rub o1 St. Bauitia, 3 :5, 6, 12.
26H".b"rt Roggen, Tltc Spirit of Saint Cbre, rans. Paul Joseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, l97l).
2672^vrllooi, la personalid, 130-138 ia which the author writes of the paradox ofan 'open
enclosrrre'. Also, Marco Barmli, "The Space of Sanctity: Enclosed and Open to the World,"C/arc

tA$bi, rranslated by Siser Frances Gresa (Quincy: Franciscan Press, 1993) 7697.
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necessities demanded by their daily life as individuals and as members of the
community.

She speaks about specific necessities, as when she says thar "rhe abbess

should with discernment provide (the sisters) with clothing" (RCl II 17) or
"provide for them according to the needs of each one out of the alms that the

Lord shall give" (festCl 64). She repeatedly refers to "manifesr necessigy," in
which a certain amorult of personal or community discernment is called for;
for example, when "the sisters are not bound to corporal fasting in time of
manifest necessity" (RCl m 11); or that "heavy debt" is not to "be incurred
except with the common consenr of the sisters and by reason of mmifert
necessity" (RCl W 19); or rhe manifest necasity for speaking with the priest in
the parloq erren apart from confession, during lenten time (RCl V 16); or the
manifest necasity for rhe extern sisters to stay outside the monastery for longer
periods of time. This rcrm, "manifest necessity," implies some kind of crisis in
the life of the comm*ity, , crisis which musr be assessed responsibly and

which obviously needs to be dealt with quickly.
Nevertheless, in other cases, Clare simply speaks about "need," as in the

case where a sister receives something from people outside and is allowed to
judge whether she "needs" it herself or not (RCl VIII 9- 1 l); or rhe case where

the sisters have to judge whether additional land is required for "the integrity
and proper seclusion of the monastery and... cultivated... as a garden for the

needs of the sisters" (RCl VI 12-15). In a parallel reft in the Tlstnmmf, Clare

mentions "extreme necessity" being required for the acquisition of more land

@stCl 53-55). And the sisters may "communicate always and everywhere,

briefly and in a low voice, whatever is necessary" BCI V 4). Clare also speaks

about a suitable companion being provided who can supply for the portress

"whenever necessny" (RCl )O 2); and "whenever itis necessmy" for oumiders to
enter the monastery to do some worlg the abbess is responsible for posting "a
suiable person at the door" (RCl )O l0).

Finally, each sister's needs will give the others a chance to exercise sisterly
love (RCl VItr l5), while the abbess must be "so kind and available that (the

sisters) may safely reveal their needs" (IJ:stCl 651.

Life in poverty

Since we have already spoken in previous chapters about the life of poverty,

we would simply like to indicate here how poverry is a key point in Clare's

Gospel life, that is, in her relationship with Christ and in her "form of life."
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Christ's poverty

Clare's love for Christ moved her to share the poverty of Him who had first
loved her by totally emptying Himself in His birth and His death (RCl tr 25;

4W 19,21).'ut It is this poverty rhat she and her sisters share when they wear

"cheap garments;" and it is this poverty, the poverty of Him who made

Himself poor for our sakes, that gives meaning to their lives as followers of
Christ. This poverty, too, imbued her with an unshakeable trust in God's
providence, as we can see from the text of the Privilege of Poverty.26e

Poverty as a way of life

The povertywhich Clare wished to live, and which was inspired by Christ,
was not just an ascetical virtue but was, instead, a mode of being, a way of
life,270 which she described in various terms, "... serve the Lord in poverty and

humility" (RCl VItr 2), "zealous for the holiest poverry" (2IAg 6; GstCl 56),

"perseveratrce in a life of the highesr poverry" (2LAg 2; RCI VI 6, 8, I 0; KI
13; GstCl 33-35, 39,42f; BulApR 6, 16), "to profess the form of our poverty"
(RCl II 14; IV 5), "observe... holy poverty" ClestCl +0, +4-47,50-52), "you
have chosen... a life of holy poyerty and destitution" (lLAg 6,13;3LAg7).27r

The Legend. tells us thau "The pacr rhar she had established with holy
poyerty was so great and brought such love, that she wanted nothing but
Christ the Lord..." (LegCl 13).

The Common good and the unityof mutual love

We have already touched on this theme, but we should like to include it
here as a criterion of the discernment exercised by Clare and her sisters in
their way of Gospel perfection.

2*Moi" Victoria Tiivifio, "El compartir esponsal de la pobreza de Clara de Asfs," Sehcciones ib
Frorbcaninro 8 (1979) 393; Garrido, La forma de idt,246; Herbert Roggen, Thc Spirit of Sakt
Chrc,tans. PaulJoseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, l97l) 83.
269Engl.b..tGrau,'saintClare'sbittileghm.Paapennb:IaliltstoryandSignificance," 

Grryfrian
Raiant 6 (1992) ,27-336; cf. Chrc of ,*sin, Early Docunents 103: "As is evidenq you have
renounced the desire 6r all temporal things, desiring to dedicate yourselves to the Lord alone..."
Marco Bartoli, "The Privilege of Living without Piileges,"Clarc of Assisi, translated by Sister
Frances Teresa (Quinry,Franciscan Press, 1993) 53-75.
27os"b"".irn Lopez, "siendo rico, elig6 la pobreza," Selccciona ib Frantisconimto 23 (1979)
32r-334.
27rH"rb".t 

Roggen, The Spint of Saint Chre, tans. Paul Joseph Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan
Herald Press, 1971.
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fu we have remarked before, Celano describes Clare's communityin glow-
ing terms: "For above everything else there flourishes among them that
excelling virtue of mutual and continual charity, which so binds their wills into
one that, though forty or fifty of them dwell together in one place, agreement
in likes and dislilrcs molds one spirit in them out of many" (lCel 19).

St Paul, listing the various charisms of the Christian community, says that
these gifo are granted for the common good, which then becomes the crite-
rion for discerning them (lCor 14:12, 19, 28)."' In other words, when
exercising discernment on the importance of the different charisms, we must
bear in mind that they are meant to edi!, urd foster real communion between
the members of the community.

Clare's RuJe makes it clear that it is love rather than any canonical power
that gives impetus to the program of Gospel life which she teaches her
sisters.273 So it is that she uses expressions like: "I admonish... my sisters always

to wear cheap garments oat of l.we of rhe most holy and beloved Child" (RCl
tr 24); or "Let (the abbess) console those who are afflicted. Let her be the last
refuge for those who are troubled" (RCl W l2); "For if a mother loves and
nourishes her child according to the flesh, should not a sister love and nourish
her sister according to the Spirit even more lovingly?" ECI D( 50 In her
Tutammt, she wishes the sisters to show their love for each other in their
deeds "so thag compelled by such an example, the sisters may alwap grow in
love of God and in charity for one another" @stCl 59).

272J.rt Mr.i" Roger Tillard, Dilanmas of Modem Religiorc Lifc (Mlmington, Del: M. Glazier,
1984) 62-&.
273l-o.h". H"rdi ck,I^a Spiitualiti ili sanu Cbiara (Milano, n p., 1965) I I 1; Opatus van Asseldon!
Ia Lettera e lo Spirito II (Roma: Laurentianum, 1985) 153- 160; Lothar Hardiclg "Santo Spirito,"
Dziouio Frantcvano (Padova: Edizioni Messaggero Padova, 1983) 1707-1718.



Conclusion

A s we finish this work, we should like to recall that we set our to study

A Clare of fusisit discernment from both a practical as well as a spiri_J- r-tual point of view, but without excluding other aspects of the subject.
We wished to find in Clare's life and writings, not so much a theory or
doctrine of discernment, as Clare's own practice of discernment, both in her
personal life as well as in the lives of her sisters. That is why we have spoken
about tctiue discernmeng or rhe description of the ways of the Spiriq and

passiae discernment, or knowledge and experience of the action of the same
Spirit in the personal lives of Clare and her sisters.

Clare's experience of discernment, therefore, presents us with three forms
or nuances of discernment: firsg ryiritual discernment, for discovering and
following the will of God and His ways, and for embracing wholeheartedly the
Gospel life in following Christ according to Francis,s charism; second, a
prudmt discernmeng which avoids extremes in the practice of certain virtues,
such as penance; and third, a discernment which we can call d.isretionary and
which inclines us to be generous in providing for the needs of others or to be
at least sympathetic with those needs.

Moreover, our study of Clare's discernment has shown us, not only her own
experience therein, but also the high esteem she had for the exercise of
discernment by all the sisters as a means of taking personal responsibility for
their own vocations within the community or in governing it.

We musr take special note of the part that poverty played in Clare,s
discernment. She defended poverty so tenaciously because she saw that it
prepares us for discernment since it frees our hearts to seek and discover,
everywhere and always, the will and designs of God, as Mary, the servant of
Yahweh, did, thus giving an example which meant so much in Clare's life, as

we saw in the previous chapter.
In the exercise of discernment in fulfilling God's will and designs, we musr

take accounr ofenlightenment ofthe heart as a gift needed for such discern-
ment in the area of vocation as well as in that of conversion since this

103
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enlightenment helps us to see our way more clearly in making a lifelong
commitrnent or in choosing a new form of life.

Among the typical features of Claret discernment, we must remember
especially her warnings about the enemies of the soul, namely, the world, the
flesh and the devil, as being inimical dso to discernment. This is so because,

in Clare's description of the spiritual life, these enemies of the soul hinder our
lnowing and appreciating the value of the ideal which Chrisr proposes to us as

His followers; and they do this either by providing false or partial knowledge,
or by dulling the senses or the spiritual sensitivity which we require for
discernment.

Regarding the ritrio or principles of discrnmmz; which Clare describes at
various levels, we can draw the following conclusions:

Ti combat tbe enemies of discemmenr, Clare invites us to cultivate divine
wisdom, humility, poverry and faith, prayer and love.

To discem vocation Drawing on her own experience, Clare proposes the
following values: the starting point or motive is the mercy and grace of our
heavenly Father; the goalis complete conversion to Chrisq the joumE is a life
in humility, poverty and holy uniry; andthe gunrontee of the authenticity of the
vocation is the ability to bear tlre crosses and rials of life and to resist alluring
temptations to stray from the path we have chosen.

Discernmentinfruternal relationsbips: Clare offers us four basic principles:
topo$err the Spirit of the Lord and Its holy activity; to seek the comtnon good
and the unity of mutual love and peace; to sente the Lord in poverty and

humility; and to liae wirh the responsibility urd in the freedom of being the
children of God.

In the matter of sisterly relationships, Clare shows what to do in various
circumstances. When sisters are in need, whether by reason of age or illness,

they are to be treated with loving, generous discretion and attention. Any
sister who sins is first to be given a sisterly admonition, and, if that admonition
does not suffice, a penance is to be mercifully imposed on her; and if she still
remains obstinate, the other sisters are to pray for her with unfailing love.

The abbess's discenrmmt:Incarrying out her duties, the abbess should rule by
example in the practice of virtue and community life. She should be discreet

and unstinting in her service. She should serve her sisters with humility, love

and respect for them and alwap be approachable and at their disposal.
Community discennnmt,wlichthe abbess mustpractise wirh her discreets or

the local chapter. Clare requires the abbess at times simply to listen to the
opinions or advice of the sisters, whereas at other times she must seek their
consent as well. But in each case, she must hold a dialogue wirh all the sisters.
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The aim of this discernmenris to ensure the common good and welfare of the
sisters and preserve the union of mutual love and peace.

Counseling and d.iscmtment: Clare warns the sisters about the importance of
choosing good counselors and especially ofbeing on their guard against bad
advisers. She oudines the marters about which the sisters should seek advice;
how to live the Gospel life fully; fidelity to their form of life, to the perfection
they have embraced and to their God-given vocarion; promotion of ,,proper

behavior" and the common good; discerning the needs of their sisters more
accurately; and the manner of imposing penance with justice and love on those
who sin.

Prayr and dircerrtment: Clarc speab to us about praying with a pure heart,
which inspires us to yearn for the Spirit of the Lord and to allow Him to act
freely in our lives. Prayer exercises discernment in three principal areas of the
spiritual lifein lnowing and contemplating Chrisq in the way of conversion;
and in recognizing God's work in us.

If we compare Clare's discernment with the teaching and experience of that
great master of discernmenr, St Ignatius Loyola, we shall see that they have
basic principles in common.

Ignatius's discernment of spiritual movements is based on "wisdom, cau-
tion, prudence and the life of prayer."274

We find these values in Clare also in connection with the various areas of
discernment and in almost the same words-divine wisdom, as against the
enemies of spiritual discernment; discretion and prudence, in the discernment
of the life and government of the community; prayer, as we have just indicated.

At first sight, this srudy may have seemed rather optimisric to some people,
considering the richness of Clare's spiritual teaching. However, as we finish
our worlg we should like to point out a possible step forward in the study of
discernment in Clare's life urd writings. It would be interesting ro srudy in
detail everything that is really personal and exclusive to Clare, since obviously
on many occasions, especially tn rhe Ru.le, she offers us considerations and
principles taken from or inspired by the Rules of Francis and Benedict The
fact that she included in her writings the spiritual inheritance of her time and
of previous masters does not i, 

"ny 
way lessen her genius. Instead, it only

shows her ability to discern anything that could enrich her own life and the
lives of her sisters, especially when she was writing her form of life or Ruk. As

'?lfqqi"- Peters, "Ignetius of Loyola and'Discernment of Spirits,, Divcrtnnt of tbc Spirit od
of thc Spirit, ed. Casiano Floristdn and Christian Duquoc (New York Crossroad/Seabwy, 19W1
27-3r.
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an indication of what her contemporaries thought of her, we have the praise

that was heaped on her as a teacher of the spiritual life, especially in the Legewl

and the Bullof Canonization.Ttnsproves that Clare had come to be known urd
appreciated by many people, including Popes Gregory D( and Innocent I[ for
her wisdom and virtue in the ways of the Spirit; and her fame was not confined

to Italy.
Finally, I should like to express my thanks for the guidance and encourage-

ment given me by Fr. Lizarc Iriarte, the moderator of this thesis for the

licentiate, under whose direction and with whose assistance I have been able

to pursue this study, a small conuibution to our knowledge of that ''Teacher of
life," Clare of Assisi, "a clear mirror of example... given to this world" (BulCan

2).

I
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